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ABSTRACT

Glacial Lake Hind was a 4000 km2 ice-marginal lake which formed in southwestern

Manitoba during the last deglaciation. It received meltwater from western Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, and North Dakota via at least l0 channels, and discharged into glacial Lake

Agassiz through the Pembina Spillway.

Surface sediment outside of the area covered by glacial Lake Hind is dominantly till.

There are two types of tills based on their carbonate content and calcite/dolomite ratios: one that

has high carbonate content and a low calcium/dolomite ratio (Dh), which occurs east of glacial

Lake Hind, and another that has low carbonate content and a high calcite/dolomite ratio (Dl),

which occurs north, west, and south of glacial Lake Hind, and may underlie Lake Hind

sediments. Four till units have been identified based on carbonate content, texture, and color.

They are the Wawanesa till, Souris till, Fairfax till, and Carroll till.

Sediments in the Lake Hind basin consist of up to 30 m of silt and clay, 25 m of sand

and deltaic gravels. Much of the uppermost lacustrine sand in the central part of the basin has

been reworked into aeolian dunes. No beaches have been recognized in the basin. Around the

margins, clayey silt occurs up to an elevation of 457 m, and deltaic gravels occur at 434 - 462

m. In addition, there are a total of 12 deltas around the lake basin, and these can be divided into

3 groups based on the elevation of their surfaces: 1) above 457 m along the eastern edge of the

basin and in the narrow southern end; 2) between 450 and 442 m at the western edge of the

basin; and 3) below 442 m.

The earliest stage of glacial Lake Hind began shortly afær 12 ka, as a small lake formed

v¡



between the eastern edge of the Souris Lobe and the western edge of the Red River Lobe in

southwestern Manitoba. Two deltas at an elevation of above 457 m were formed in this lake. At

the same time, the western edge of the Souris Lobe retreated far enough to allow glacial Lake

Souris to expand northward along the western side of the basin from North Dakota; three deltas

were built at an elevation of between 457 and 466 m in the Canadian part of this proglacial lake.

Continued rctreat of the Souris Lobe allowed the merger of glacial Lake Souris with the

interlobate glacial Lake Hind. Subsequent erosion of the outlet into the Pembina valley allowed

waters in the glacial Lake Hind basin to become isolated from glacial Lake Souris, and four

deltas formed between 442 and 450 m by meltwater from the west. Next, a catastrophic flood

from the Moose Mountain uplands in southeastern Saskatchewan flowed through the Souris River

valley to glacial Lake Souris, in turn, spilling into Lake Hind and depositing another delta at an

elevation of about 442 m. This resulted in further incision of the outlet into the deep and wide

Pembina spillway, and a new level of glacial Lake Hind was established at 434 m. A second

flood through the Souris River valley, this time from glacial Lake Regina, further eroded the

outlet; most of glacial Lake Hind was drained as a result of this flood except for the deeper

northern part. Coarse gravel was deposited by this flood, which differs from previous flood gravel

because it is massive and contains less shale.
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1.1 Location of the Study area

Lake Hind was named by Elson (1956) after Henry Youle Hind, who had

explored the Canadian Prairies in the 1860's. The basin is located in southwestern

Manitoba between the towns of Brandon to the east and Virden to the west, and between

the International Border to the south and the town of Virden on the north (Fig. 1-1).

Topographically the basin is a lower region between the lower slopes of Turtle Mountain

to the south, Riding Mountain to the north, Moose Mountain to the west, and Tiger Hills

to the east. The total study area covers about 9000 km2 and is bounded by latitudes

49'00' N and 50o15'N, and longitudes 100"00' and 10190'. Glacial Lake Hind covered

a total of about 4000 km2. The area is included in the Virden 62F, 1.:250,000 topographic

map sheet, and the research has been concentrated in nine 1:50,000 topographic map

sheets (62F12,3,'/,8,9, L0, 14, 15, and 16). Inaddition, theAssiniboineRivervalley

to the north was studied from Virden to its junction with Qu'Appelle River valley; the

Souris valley was examined from glacial Lake Hind to glacial Lake Regina in the

headwaters; the Souris-Moose Mountain valley was investigated from its junction with

the Souris River valley north to glacial Lake Arcola and Lake Indian Head; and the

Pipestone valley was explored from Lake Hind to Lake Indian Head (Fig.1-1).

CIIAPTE,R 1
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1.2 Elaboration of objectives of this research

During late V/isconsinan time, Lake Hind received meltwater flows from southern

Saskatchewan, northern North Dakota, southwestern Manitoba, and southern Alberta, and

overflowed to Lake Agassiz. Therefore, the deglaciation chronology of Lake Hind area

is critical to the understanding of the deglaciation history of middle North America.

The general purpose of this research was to establish the late Pleistocene

stratþraphy and map the distribution of surficial sediments in the Lake Hind basin. From

this, I have reconstructed the history of deglaciation and history of meltwater flows in

the Lake Hind region, and linked Lake Hind with Lake Agassiz to the east and the

Saskatchewan region to the west. In addition, I had several other specific goals.

Goal 1 was to determine the late glacial areal extent of the Assiniboine Ice Lobe,

which flowed from the northwest, and the Red River Ice Lobe (Sub-Assiniboine Lobe,

Klassen, 1983a), which flowed from northeast. These were the last glacial advances into

the region. These ice lobe positions, which were related to the direction of local ice

advances and retreats, controlled the position of ice marginal lakes and many routes of

meltwater flow.

This goal was achieved by studying and comparing till textures, till fabric,

carbonate content, mineral composition, pebble lithology, and striations on boulder

pavements under the surface till, as well as the location of end moraines and interlobate

moraines. Previous studies in the Riding Mountain area (Klassen, 1979), Saskatchewan

(Christiansen, 1990), and Tiger Hills area (Conley, 1986) suggest that till of the
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Assiniboine Lobe has lower carbonate content than that of the Red River lobe, which lies

to the east.

Goal2 was to evaluate the effect of a late glacial floods from Lake Souris to Lake

Hind. According to Kehew and Lord (1986), Kehew and Clayton (1983), and others, this

flood was catastrophic, starting from the southern end of glacial Lake Regina near

Weyburn, Saskatchewan, and cutting the Souris River valley from Lake Regina to Lake

Souris. In a domino fashion, it caused Lake Souris water to burst northward into the

Lake Hind basin, which in turn, overflowed into Lake Agassiz, and deepened the

Pembina Spillway. Both the magnitude of the flood and Lake Hind water level during the

flood are important in order to estimate the effect the flood had on Lake Hind. To study

this flood, sedimentary textures and structures of fluvial sediments in the Souris River

valley in glacial Lake Hind were examined to estimate the nature and magnitude of the

flood. The surface elevation of sediments, erosional marks, and their relationship to

lacustrine sediments were examined to estimate the lake level during flood.

Goal 3 was to study the origin of the Pipestone River valley, which is one of a

dozen creeks west of Lake Hind. Did it start as a subglacial channel? or ice marginal

channel? This is important in heþng to determine the direction of the last ice retreat

(northwest vs northeast) across the region west of Lake Hind. If it was an ice marginal

channel, major meltwater deposits may occur on the southern side of the river and

undulating to hummocþ till will occur along the northern side where it was occupied by

ice. If it was formed as a subglacial tunnel, the channel should be narrow, deep, and

straight, possibly with discontinuous gravel deposits in places.

4



Goal 4 was to determine the main suppliers of coarse sediment (sand and gravel)

to Lake Hind, and their age relative to the age of Lake Hind. This was done by mapping

the mean size of surface sediments that are at least 1 km away from sand dunes, and by

stratigraphic correlation between coarser delta sediments and finer lacustrine sediments.

In addition, lithological analysis of the 4 to L6 mm gravel size was done to distinguish

different sources.

Goal 5 was to study the lower parallel ridges, kames, and a huge esker north of

the Assiniboine River, named by Elson (1956) as the Arrow Hill Esker. These low linear

ridges, which are surrounded with a horse-shoe-kind of depression, are similar to Shaw's

(1991) drumlins of subglacial meltwater floods. If they were formed by a subglacial

meltwater flood, where did the meltwater come from, and where did the flood water go?

V/as the esker formed by the same event(s)? This is important to the deglaciation history

in that area.

L.3 Previous work in Lake Hind area

The bedrock of the study area was mapped by Wickenden (1945) on the scale of

1 inch to I miles (1:506,880). Bedrock topography and buried valleys in this area were

studied and mapped by Klassen et al. (1970), Betcher (1983), and Teller et al. (1976).

Quaternary deposits (glacial, glaciofluvial, glaciolacustrine, and eolian) were mapped and

studied by Elson (1956, 1967), Klassen (1975), Klassen et al. (1970), Betcher (19g3),

and Manitoba Mineral Resources Division (1980). Alluvial sediments in the Assiniboine

River Valley were examined by Klassen (1975, 1983a), while the origin of the Souris



channel was studied by Kehew (1982), Kehew and Clayton (1983), and Kehew and Lord

(1986), and Kehew and Teller (L99a{ . Aggregate resources in Lake Hind area have been

mapped and compiled by Groom (1983) and Manitoba Energy and Mines (1988). Soils

in the Virden area were studied by Ehrlich et al. (1956), Podolsky (1985), and Eilers

(1978). Groundwater availability studies in the Virden map-sheet area have been done

by Halstead (1959), Mayboom et al., (1966), and Betcher (1983), the V/ater Resources

Branch of Manitoba Natural Resources (L976). Many wells have been drilled for

stratigraphic information by the Geological Survey of Canada, the Manitoba Mines

Branch, and the Manitoba Water Resources Branch, and these, plus normal water well

log descriptions, are available in computer data base by Water Resources Branch of

Manitoba, as well as in published format for the years 1955 -1976.

1.4 Previous work in the adjacent areas

I.A.L Introduction

Lake Hind was a proglacial lake during late V/isconsinan time, impounded by ice

lobes to the east and north, and by topographic highs to the west and south. Lake Hind

received meltwater flows from Saskatchewan, northern North Dakota, and western

Manitoba through the Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine River valley system, Souris River valley,

Pipestone River valley, and a half dozen small rivers, and drained east to Lake Agassiz

through the Pembina Spillway and/or the Assiniboine valley. Because of the tight linkage

among Lake Hind, Lake Agassiz, and meltwater channels from Saskatchewan, the

deglaciation history of the Lake Hind area had to be reconstructed within the framework

6



of the deglaciation chronology in the Lake Agassiz basin (Kehew and Teller, L994a;

Teller, 1985, L987; Fenton et a1., 1983; Clayton and Moran, 1982), and in the

Saskatchewan area (Christiansen, L979; Klassen, 1975,1983a, 1989).

L.4.2 Disagreement on chronology of events in the eastern Prairies

There are two schools of deglaciation chronology in the region. An old

chronology proposed by Christiansen (1979) and Klassen (L975, 1983a, 1989), and a

younger chronology proposed by Clayton and Moran (1982), Fenton and others (1983),

Teller (1985, L987, 1989), and Teller et a1.(1980).

Based on a dozen radiocarbon dates on carbonate silt, peat, and organic detritus,

and two radiocarbon dates on wood, Christiansen (1979) suggested the following old

chronology of deglaciation in Saskatchewan, including the western glacial Lake Agassiz

basin area (Fig. 1-2):

1) Deglaciation in southern Saskatchewan started at about 17,000 BP.

2) Meltwater from glacial Lake Regina discharged into Lake Agassiz through the

Souris River valley and Pembina Spillway at about 15,500 BP, which implies that

the Lake Agassiz basin in southern Manitoba was ice free before 15,500 BP (Ice

margin number 3,Fig. I-2).

3) Qu'Appelle River valley and Assiniboine River valley areas became ice free,

and meltwater from the two valleys started to build the Assiniboine delta into

Lake Agassiz at about 14,000 BP. Support for this age was given by Klassen

(1983a) as the dated wood from a depth of 50 m in Qu'Appelle alluvium of

7
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12'025+ 205 BP (5-553), and wood from the Assiniboine alluvium near Virden

dated at 11,600 + 430 BP (GSC-1081) (Ice margin number 4,5,6, andT in Fig.

1-2).

4) Deposition of the Saskatchewan River Delta into Lake Agassiz north of the

Duck Mountain started at about 11,000 BP (Ice margin number 8 in Fig. 1-2).

This chronology is in conflict with the younger deglaciation chronology. Based

on 6 radiocarbon dates on wood beneath and within'Wisconsinan till in South Dakota

(Table 1-1), and on the concern that the old chronology was largely based on organic

material that may have contain old reworked organic detritus, Teller et al. (1980),

Clayton and Moran (1982), Fenton et al. (1983), Teller (1989), and others pointed out

that the ice margin was in southern South Dakota at about 12,300 BP, which indicates

that the Lake Agassiz basin was occupied by ice until after L2,300 BP. Therefore, the

Pembina Spillway and the Assiniboine River Valley were not eroded before 12,300 Bp,

as advocated by Klassen (1983a) and Christiansen (1979), and probably were not ice free

until after 11,500 BP and 1,I,400 BP respectively (Teller, 1989).

t.4.3 Summ¿¡y of deglaciation history of the Lake Agassiz Basin

Introduction

Lake Agassiz was connected to Lake Hind by two major channels: the Pembina

River valley and the Assiniboine River valley. Meltwater from the Pembina River valley

deposited the Pembina delta of Lake Agassiz in North Dakota, while meltwater from the

Assiniboine River valley deposited the Assiniboine fan delta into Lake Agassiz (Fig. 1-1).

9



AGE

Table 1-1 Radiocarbon dates on wood from till in southern
South Dakota (after Clayton and Moran, 1982)

12,3501350 BP

12,200r.400 BP

12,050+300 BP

12,3401300 BP

12,200r.400 BP

SAMPLE NO.

12,300f180 BP

w-987

12,5201100 BP

w-1372

12,180*760 BP

w-1189

12,680+700 BP

COMMENTS

w-1756

12m below soil, beneath top till.

w-801

12m below soil, beneath top titl.

Y452

58 m below soil, beneath top till.

Y-925

Base of top till.

GX-561r

Within top till.

w-1757

Base of top till.

Base of top till.

Forest root in lake clay beneath top till.

3m in fluvial sediments.

l0



The history of deglaciation in the region and of Lake Agassiz has been proposed

by many workers (clayton and Moran, L982; Fenton et a1., 1983; Elson, L956, 1967;

Klassen, 1975,1989; Teller, 1985, 1987,1989; Teller and Thorleifson, 1983). Fenton

et al. (1983) and Teller (1985) proposed 5 phases for Lake Agassiz: Case-Lockhart Phase

(a high lake stage at 11,700-10.800), Moorhead Phase (a low lake stage at 10,800-9900),

Emerson Phase (a high lake stage at 9900-9500), Nipigon Phase (a declining stage routed

through the Great Lakes at 9500-8500), and Ojibway Phase (a declining lake routed

through glacial Lake Ojibway at 8500-7500) (Fig. 1-3). This represents the most widely

accepted view of Lake Agassiz history, and is based on radiocarbon ages on wood only

(Fenton et a1., 1983), as compared to that of Christiansen (1979) and Klassen (L975,

1983a, 1989), who used all dated organic remains, which Nambudiri et al. (1980), Teller

et al. (1980), Clayton and Moran (L982), Teller (1989), and others have shown to be in

error because of contamination by old carbon.

Case-Lockhart Phase

During the late Wisconsinan, ice from the Labradorean centre advanced

southwestward to about the western edge of the Lake Agassiz basin, covering the

Manitoba Lowland. Ice from the second centre, the Keewatin centre west of Hudson Bay,

flowed southward slightly later and was deflected westward around the Labradorean ice,

flowing over shale terrain (Fenton et al., 1983). As the Labradorean ice began to waste,

the Keewatin ice centre expanded east to the area formerly occupied by the Labradorean

ice. By about 20,000 BP the Keewatin ice reached Iowa (Fenton et al., 1983). This was

11
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followed by a major withdrawal of ice.

The retreat of ice from 20,000 BP to 12,300 BP was intemrpted by several

readvances. One major readvance (of the Des Moines Lobe) that pushed the ice margin

into central lowa and deposited the Cary Drift in northern Iowa occurred between 13,500

and 14,000 BP (Ruhe, 1969). This is supported by 16 radiocarbon dates on wood: 4

within the Cary till, one from the base of the top till (Cary Drift), and the other 11 from

Tazewell loess that underlies the Cary drift (Ruhe, 1969) (Table 1-2). After a period of

Íetreat, another major readvance sent the ice to the southern border of South Dakota at

about 12,300 BP, as suggested by eight radiocarbon ages on wood beneath and within

the till deposited by the ice in southeastern South Dakota (Fenton et al., 1983; Clayton

and Moran, 1982) (Table 1-1). These radiocarbon dates suggest that the Lake Agassiz

basin was covered by ice until after 12,300 BP.

There are no radiocarbon dates to indicate exactly when Lake Agassiz first came

to exist (Clayton and Moran, 1982). It is suggested that the Red River Lobe retreated

into the Red River Valley at about 11,700 BP, which gave birth to infant Lake Agassiz

(Fenton et al., 1983; Clayton, 1983; Clayton and Moran , 1982; Teller, L987) (Fig.1-3).

As the ice retreated farther, Lake Agassiz expanded northward. By 11,500 to 1 1,300 BP,

Lake Agassiz had expanded at least to the International Boundary. By 11,000 BP, Lake

Agassiz expanded northward into central Manitoba (Teller, 1987).

Moorhead Phase

The Moorhead low water phase started shortly after 11,000 BP due to the opening

13
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TABLE 1-2, RADIOCARBON
TILLS AND LOESS

SAMPLE

c-596

c-912

DATE (yrs BP)

c-563

11,9521500

c-913

12,120r:530

l-1268

12,2001500

w-513

DATES OF WOOD FROM WISCONSIN
tN lowA (FRoM RUHE, 1969)

13,3001900

w-517

WOOD

13,900*400

l-1402

Hemlock

13,8201400

w-512

Hemlock

13,910*400

w-153

Hemlock

14,2001500

t-1270

STRATIGRAPHIC LOCAT¡ON

Hemlock

14,470x400

t-1024

lMthin Cary

Spruce

14,7001400

c-528

Gravel bed within Cary till

Spruce

16,10011000

w-l26

Within Cary

Spruce

16,1001500

t¡ll

c*481

Gravel bed within Cary till

Spruce

16,367*1000

t-1023

Base of Cary

Hemlock

16,7201500

t¡u

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Hemlock

>17,000

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Spruce

21,3601850

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

t¡ll

Spruce

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Hemlock

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Hemlock

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Hemlock

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Spruce

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

Tazewell loess beneath Cary till

t4



of lower elevation eastern outlets to the Superior basin (Teller, 1.985, p.4). As one after

another lower eastern outlets opened (Fig.1-3), the Lake Agassiz water level rapidly

declined in steps, exposing large parts of the lake floor in the southern basin. Warman

(1991) indicated that the varved sequence in northwestern Ontario did not indicate that

level fell as low as Gimli beach level, which others had predicted.

Emerson phase

A readvance of ice across the Lake Superior basin (the Marquette advance) at

about 10,000 BP dammed the eastern Lake Agassiz outlets. This caused Lake Agassiz

water to rise at least to the Campbell beach level (Teller and Thorleifson, 1983) and

again begin to overflow through the southern outlet (Fig. 1-3). Klassen's (1975, Table

3) study along the Assiniboine valley shows that the highest terraces were graded to the

Tintah level (350 m) during the Emerson phase, suggesting that the lake level was higher

than the Campbell beach level in early Emerson phase. Thorleifson (1983) also

suggested that the lake rose above the Campbell level at this time, based on the gradient

differences (truncational relationship) betweerr the Herman beaches and the Norcross

beaches, which are the highest two beaches of Lake Agassiz, and on the distribution of

red clay in northwestern Ontario..

Nipigon phase

The Emerson phase came to an end by about 9500 BP (Teller and Thorleifson,

1983; Teller, 1987). The level of Lake Agassiz fell rapidly from the Campbell level to

15



Gimli level. The decline in lake level was due to the undamming of the lower eastern

outlets of Lake Agassiz to Lake Nipigon. This phase is equivalent to Klassen's (1983b)

phases L, 2, and 3 of history in northern Manitoba. 
t

Oiibwav ohase

The Nipigon phase came to an end because ice retreated north of the Nipigon

basin and Lake Agassiz overflow was then directed toward the east into proglacial Lake

Ojibway at about 8500 BP (Teller and Thorleifson, 1983). By about 8000 BP, Lake

Agassiz had drained into the Tyrrell Sea (Vincent, 1989); Klassen (1983b) suggests that

it drained at about 7500 BP.

1.4.4 A problem ¡s6¿ins with the younger chronology

There still remains a problem with the younger chronology of Lake Agassiz. A

piece of wood from the Assiniboine clayey alluvium near Virden gives a radiocarbon date

of 11,600 +430 BP (Klassen, 1975, 1983a). If this is not a reworked piece of wood, it

suggests that the Assiniboine Valley was excavated before 11,600 BP, and that the

Assiniboine fan delta area of western Lake Agassiz was partially ice free before 11,600

BP. If Lake Agassiz first began to develop in the south at about II,700 BP, as suggested

in the younger chronology, in order to accommodate the date of 11,600 BP, the ice

margin would have to have retreated at least 750 km in 100 years from the southern end

of Lake Agassiz basin to the Assiniboine Delta area and the Assiniboine River valley

would have to have been eroded and the alluvium would have to have been deposited .
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This is unlikely, if not impossible.

There are two possible solutions for this problem. 1) the piece of wood from the

Assiniboine alluvium is reworked older material from deglaciated Saskatchewan or

Alberta. Therefore, it does not indicate an early deglaciation in the Assiniboine and

Qu'Appelle River areas; 2) Lake Agassiz started at about 12,000 Bp rather than 11,700

BP, and the ice margin was at the Assiniboine delta area by 11,600 Bp.

The beginning of Cass phase of Lake Agassiz is not well dated (Clayton and

Moran, 1982). A radiocarbon date of Lr,740 + 200 Bp (r-r327, wright, 1972) on

organic sediments from the base of an ice block depression on the Herman beach level

was used by Clayton and Moran (1932) as the age of Lake Agassiz. But Wright (1972),

who reported the radiocarbon date first, suggested that this data represents the withdraw

of glacial Lake Agassiz from the Herman beach level. In other words, the age of Lake

Agassiz could be 12,000 BP if we add the time period when Lake Agassiz was at the

Herman beach to the date of 1,L,700 BP. Besides, Clayton and Moran (L}BZ) correlated

their phase L with Christiansen's phase 3, a radiocarbon date of 12,025 + 205 Bp on

wood (5-553, Christiansen, 1979) from the Qu'Appelle alluvium beyond the phase 3 ice

margin was mentioned as the maximum date of phase L, or age of Lake Agassiz.

Therefore, it is possible that Lake Agassiz started at about L2,000 Bp. One, somewhat

troubling aspect of this is that the Des Moine Lobe must waste back more than 500 km

by 12,000 BP from its well dated position at 72,300 BP in South Dakota, and than waste

back 750 km to the Assiniboine fan delta from the southern end of Lake Agassiz by

11,600 BP.
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1.5 Methodology

To accomplish these objectives and goals, I collected surficial sediment and

morphological data from the field, did lithological analyses on tills and fluvial gravels

(4 to 16 mm clasts), made carbonate and mineral composition analyses on till samples,

and sieved lacustrine sand samples.

1.5.1 Field Data Collection

Surficial sediment data

Field mapping began in L992, as part of the Prairie NATMAP project of the

Geological Survey of Canada. The prime objective of the NATMAP Project was to

develop a prototype GIS geology database of unconsolidated sediments, which would help

hydrogeologists, engineers, land managers, planners, etc. in solving developmental and

environmental problems in the region (Sun and Fulton, 1993). In comparison, the prime

objective of my thesis was to construct the areal distribution and morphology of

lacustrine sediments, fluvial sediments, and tills, to interpret and model the deposition

mechanisms for these sediments, and to reconstruct the history of deglaciation and

meltwater flows in this region.

The surficial materials were divided into six major genetic groups, including

morainal deposits (T), glaciofluvial deposits (G), glacial lacustrine deposits (L/M),

lacustrine deposits (L), alluvial deposits (A), and colluvial deposits (C). Each genetic

grouping includes a specif,rc type of material ( Table 1-3) (Fulton, 1994).
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Observation sites were placed mostly where section roads cross, or where

exposures were available, and were usually spaced at one to two miles. 'When a fresh

exposure was not available, materials from the upper 1 m were extracted by a hand

auger. In till areas, an effort was made to examine till at one mile or shorter intervals,

and double till samples were taken at about every two to three mile interval for mineral

analysis (X-ray diffraction) and for pebble counting. In sand areas, sand samples

immediately below the soil zoîe are taken at2- to S-mile intervals for grain size analysis

(Appendix I). In places where a gravel exposure is available, about 2 kg of gravel was

taken from each stratigraphic units for pebble counting.

Geomorpholoeical data

Mapping and studying of landforms may provided important information about

the past. For example, modern landforms may have been inherited from the underlying

bedrock or till, such as lacustrine silt deposits draping over hummocþ till deposits.

Alteratively they may reflect their depositional setting, such as hummocþ topography

resulting from stagnant ice and flat morainal plain resulting from steady retreating of ice.

Landforms in the study area were examined and mapped using air photos before

going into the field, and re-examined in the freld. The terminology used for landforms

was simple, eg. level, plain (gently undulating), undulating, rolling, and hummocþ, each

term was used to charactenze the landform in each genetic group. If the original

landform had been modified by subsequent processes, a process modifier was added, eg.

T-w indicates wave washing or fluvial erosion on till. These landforms are used to define
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TABLE 1.3 SUMMARY OF MAPPING UNITS IN THE LAKE HIND AREA
(FULTON, PERSONAL COMMU. 1994)

MATERIAL TYPE / (GENETIC)

Morainal deposits (f) - material
deposited directly by glacial.

Glaciolluvial deposits (G) - materials
deposited by flowing glacial

mettwater.

Glacial lacustrine deposits (UM) -
glacial lake derived material.

Lacustrine deposits (L) - lake
derived material.

Alluvial deposits (A) - stream and
river derived material.

Colluvial deposits (C) - slope and
slump material.

Fan (f) - single or coalescing fians; relief 2-5m.

Terace (t) - nanow bench or series of stack
benches extending along a valley wall; relief
within a single tenace <2m.

Level Plain (i) - very low mounds and shallow
swales, relief <2m.

Gently Undulating Plain (p) - low mounds and
short ridges w¡th swales or shallow channels;
relief <5m.

Undulating Plain (u) - low broad ridges,
hummocks, and mounds with shallow close
depressions; relief 3-10 m.

Ridged Plain (r) - broad to sharp crested
ridges; relief 2-20m.

Hummocky plain (h) - mound and hummocks
generally marked by steep but short slopes and
often accompanied by closed depressions; relief
3-20 m.

Complex (x) a mixture of landforms which can
not be separated at the scale mápping.

LANOFORMS MODIFYING TERMS

Rim ridges (+c) -Partial or
complete rim ridges occur
adjacent to shallow depresions.

Scattered ridges (+r) - 2 to 5 m
relief.

lsolated mounds (+m) - 5 to 15
m relief.

Washed (-w) - wave washed or
eroded by streams.
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subunits under each genetic material grouping (Table 1-3) (Sun and Fulton, 1993).

L.5.2 Sieving analysis

Prior to sieving, sand samples of about 200 grams were dried in an oven at a

temperature of 90"C. These samples were then weighed and sieved in sieves ranging

from -2þ to 4þ, with a half Phi increment in sieve size. The sieved samples in each size

range were weighed, and a mean grain size was calculated based on Folk and Ward

equation (1957) (Appendix I).

1.5.3 Pebble lithology

Pebble lithology counting was done on all till samples (Appendix II). Till samples

were first soaked in 5% Calgon solution for 6 hours before being washed. 100 to 300

pebbles ranging from 4 to 16 mm in diameter were extracted from each sample by using

a 4 mm sieve and a 16mm sieve. In most cases 11 lithic types of pebbles were identified

and counted, including 1) carbonate (in most cases carbonate was subdivided into tan

carbonates and grey carbonate to separate eastern from western sources), 2) shale, 3)

ironstone, 4) chert, 5) poorly-cemented Tertiary sandstone, 6) coarse-grained quartzite

(strongly cemented Cordilleran or Athabasca type), 7) fine grained quartzite (strongly-

cemented older) , 8) basalt and other dark colored fine-grained Precambrian lithologies,

9) metamorphic (gneiss and schist), 10) granitic, and 11) unidentified.
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L.5.4 Till fabric analyses

Till fabric analyses have been done on sites that have fresh exposures and a steep

slope. At each exposure, 27 to 51 pebble-sized clasts were randomly selected for till

fabric analyses. Matrix surrounding each pebbles was gently removed until the

orientation of the long axis of the pebble could be determined. The orient¿tion and dip

of the pebble was then measured with a Compass. In some cases, the pebble was

removed and replaced by a ruler which was aligned with the pebble socket. The

orientation and dip of the ruler was measured using a Compass and a clinometer.

L.5.5 Carbonate content analyses : Chittick, AA, and XRD

Chittick apparatus

Carbonate content of till by Gasometer (Chittick apparatus) method (Dreimanis,

1962) was done in the Geological Survey of Canada laboratory in Ottawa Appendices IV

and V). The analyses were based on the fact that all very fine grained calcite and about

4Vo dolomite dissolved in 20% hydrochloric acid during the first 5 to 25 seconds,

whereas, all dolomite dissolved in 6 to 24 hours. Before the analyses, the less-than-2 mm

fraction of each sample was ground to less than 0.0625 mm to allow for active contact

with acid when it was soaked in 20% hydrochloric acid. During the analyses two

readings were taken: the first reading of total CO2 volume was taken at20 to 30 seconds

after the mixing of acid with samples,96% CO, of the first reading comes from calcite

and 4% from dolomite (Dreimanís, L962); the second reading of total volume of CO2

was taken after a complete reaction of dolomite with acid, about 24 hours later. Because
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of the inclusion of about 4% CO2 from dolomite in the first reading, the CO2 value for

calcite was corrected by deducting 4% fuom the first reading, and the CO, value for

dolomite was obtained by subtracting 96Vo of the first reading from the second reading,

i.e.

Weight o/o of CO, of ælcite = (1-4o/o)* first reading

Weight o/o of CO, of dolomite = sê@nd read¡ng - first reading*(1-4%)

The weight percentages of calcite and dolomite in a sample can be calculated by

the following two equations:

Weighto/o of catcite = weighto/o of COf *

Weighto/o of dotomite = weight% of CO! *

Atomic absorotion analvses IAA)

Carbonate content analyses of till samples by atomic absorption methods were

done at the Saskatchewan Research Council (Appendices IV and VI,). <2mm portion

of till samples were soaked in 50% hydrochloric acid for 20 hours to get calcium and

magnesium in solution (Ross, 1986). The percentage weight of calcium and magnesium
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in the solution were determined by the atomic absorption method. From that the dolomite

and calcite contents in each sample were calculated. By assuming ideal dolomite

(Cao.rMgo.rCOr) and assuming that there were no Ca+* or Mg** ions derived from any

other mineral, the dolomite content of a sample was calculated by dividing the percentage

weight of magnesium with magnesium atomic weight (24.312), multiplying by 2, and

then multiplying by the formula weight of dolomite (92.20535), that is:

The percentage of calcite in a sample was calculated by dividing the percentage

weight of calcium by the calcium atomic weight (40.08), minus the % weight of

magnesium divided by the magnesium atomic weight (the amount of calcium borrowed

in the dolomite calculation), and then multþlying by the calcite formula weight (100.09),

that is:

%weight-of-Mg
24.312 'r2*,92.20535

There are some problems with the atomic absorption analyses. The biggest

problem may be the assumption that there was no Ca+ or Mg+ derived from other

minerals. This problem will be discussed in the next section by comparison of XRD,

Chittick, and AA analyses on the carbonate content of till.

(WWr*1oo.oe
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XRD analysis-mineral content

Conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was used to determine basic

mineral types and abundances in till samples (Appendix VII). The putpose of this

analyses was to evaluate the atomic absorption results, and to find possible sources of

additional magnesium and calcium supply if there were any disagreements between the

AA and Chittick analyses.

During the analyses, a tiny amount of till sample was ground to less than 0.0625

mm' A small amount of this powder was spread over a slide. The slide was then

mounted in an X-ray diffractometer and was bombarded by X-rays. The intensity of the

reflected X-rays was measured by XRD detectors; and signals from the detector were

recorded digitally on a disc and, at the same time, printed out (potts, lggT).

In the mineral searching srage, a PDF Search/Match Program was used to match

a sample XRD pattern with standard mineral XRD pattern, which consists of a series of

peaks of varying heights (intensity) and spaces (,d, space) defined by the Bragg Law

(nÀ:2d*Sin0; Potts, 1987; Jenkins, 1989). As a result, the computer will list all of the

minerals that match at least a portion of the peak on the X-ray pattern, in the order of

best matching to least matching. Next, the sample XRD pattern was compared manually

with the standard XRD patterns of minerals on the short list of pDF search. The intensity

and phi-values of these confirmed minerals were stored in Excel files.

The percenrage content of a given mineral was calculated by multiplying the

intensity of its strongest peak by an empirical factor (Table. 1-4), which was determined

by Last þersonnel communication, Lgg6) according to the procedure described by
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Table 1-4 Factors used for quantitative interpretation of
bulk mineralogy in tills of southwestern Manitoba
(Last, Personal communication, 1990.

Mineral

Quartz

Plagioclase

K-feldspar

Identification Peak

Q0)

Calcite

26.7

Dolomite

27.8-27.9

Total clay minaral

G)

27.4-27.5

Gypsum

Intensity
Factor

29.4-29.8

Hydro-magnesite

3.33 x 10-5

30.9

1.67 x l}a

19.9-20.r

1.43 x LDa

11.5-11.6

9.17 x IO-s

37.3-37.5

1.28 x 104

1.82 x 10-3

5.36 x 104

26
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Schultz (1964). This empirical intensity factor was derived from duplicate diffractometer

traces of slides of the pure minerals from local or regional bedrock sources. Table 1-4

lists all the factors used in this study.

1.5.6 Comparison of XRD, AA, and Chittick methods

There were problems in carbonate content analysis using the atomic absorption

method. One of the problems is negative calcite content for some samples (Appendices

IV, VI), suggesting additional magnesium suppliers other than dolomite. Another

problem was that, for samples from the same geographic area, the AA analysis results

gave values of calcite and dolomite that were about 60 to L00Vo higher than determined

by the Chittick method (Appendix IV). It is likely that this is due to the presence of

gypsum and other calcium-bearing HCl-soluble minerals and, in fact, about 35Vo of the

samples contain 10 to 35 % gypsum (Appendix VII). XRD analyses on selected samples

suggest that about 65% of the analyzed samples contain 3 to 5 % magnesíum hydroxide

(Mg(OH)). There is no question that gypsum can be dissolved in water to release Ca-

ions. A simple test showed that gypsum crystals with a surface area from 0.5-1 cm2 will

lose about 20 (15-24) percent of their original weight ín L0% HCI solution within 12

hours. Gypsum crystals are small and very abundant in till samples from the Virden area,

and probably in many tills in the Prairies. High AA reading may also relate to the way

the Ca++ and Mg++ concentration were calculated. This can be explained by comparing

with XRD data. The total carbonate concentrations (Appendix IV, column 9) by XRD

method are in the same range as the Chittick results when calcite and dolomite peaks are
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weighted against all identified minerals. However, when the calcite and dolomite peaks

are weighted against only selected minerals excluding clay minerals and gypsum, the

derived carbonate concentrations (Appendix IV, column 11) are similar to the AA

results.

Despite the problems mentioned above, Schreiner (1990) and Ross (1936) found

a general linear correlation of carbonate content by Chittick method and atomic

absorption method. Correlation on the total ca¡bonate content and calcite/dolomite ratio

in this study found a correlation coefficient (r) about 0.51 (Fig.1-a).

There are some problems with the XRD analysis results as well. Correlation

analyses on the total carbonate and calcite/dolomite ratio between XRD and AA results,

and between XRD and Chittick results does not show any linear relationships (Fig.1-a).

This may be due to the fact that the XRD intensity of the first order peak, used as a

measure of the percentage of calcite and dolomite, is affected by the roughness of a

sample surface and the level of background (Potts, 1987; Nill 8a11, 1995, personnel

communication). Despite all these problems, XRD powder analysis is a good tool for

qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis.

Based on the above discussion, I feel that Chittick results are the most reliable,

followed by the AA analyses. In this thesis, all carbonate contents and calcite/dolomite

ratios mentioned will be from Chittick analysis results, unless specified otherwise.
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2.1, Physiographic Divisions

The Virden map-sheet area is located entirely within the Saskatchewan Plain, which

has been subdivided into the Turtle Mountain Upland, Boissevain Plain, Lake Hind

Basin, Souris River Plain, and Assiniboine River Plain. Physiographic provinces that are

outside of the Virden map sheet, but which are important to the study, include the Tiger

Hills Upland, Assiniboine Delta, Riding Mountain Upland, Moose Mountain Upland,

Lake Regina Basin, Lake Arcola Basin, Lake Souris Basin, Lake Indian Head Basin, and

Lake Assiniboine Basin.

CHAPTER 2

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

2.2 Bedrock geology

Bedrock topography is an important factor that contributes to the thickness and

surficial morphology of till, glaciofluvial deposits, and lacustrine deposits. The nature

of the bedrock has an important effect on the composition and texture of till and outwash.

Bedrock in Manitoba consists of three major groups: 1) Precambrian rocks, which

occupy a wide zone from northwestern to southeastern Manitoba, 2) Palaeozoic rocks,

which are exposed in a NW-SE belt through the Lake V/innipeg and Lake Manitoba

basins, and 3) Mesozoic rocks, which outcrop west of Lake Manitoba westward into

Saskatchewan (Fig.2-1). In subsurface Mesozoic and Palaeozoic rock unit dip gently to

the southwest and wedge out to the northeast (Teller and Bluemle, 1983) (Fig. 2-1).
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Precambrian bedrock:

Precambrian rocks in Manitoba have been subdivided into two geological

Provinces: the Churchill Province of northwestern Manitoba and the Superior Province

of eastern Manitoba (Fig. 2-1). The Archaean rocks of the Superior Province are

composed of granite, greenstone, schist, and gneiss rocks. The Churchill Province

includes two types of rocks: the older Archaean and Proterozoic metavolcanic granulites

and granitoids and the younger Proterozoic metasedimentary supracrustal rocks (Manitoba

Mineral Resources Division, 1979).

Palaeozoic bedrock:

Palaeozoic rocks in Manitoba consist of carbonate, (mainly dolostone, dolomitic

limestone intercalated with some shale), and in places sandstone, conglomerate, ild

anhydrite (McCabe, I97I). Cambrian rock is confined to the southwestern corner of

Manitoba and is not exposed. Ordovician rocks unconformably overlie Precambrian rocks

in the outcrop belts. The lithology of the lower Ordovician is mainly sandstone, while

the upper Ordovician and lower Devonian are dominated by dolostone (Teller and

Bluemle, 1983; McCabe, l9l1). The Silurian, upper Devonian, and Mississippian rocks

are marked by the co-existence of anhydrite and limestone-dolostone.

Mesozoic bedrock

Mesozoic rocks are composed of mainly shales with some sandstone and thin

limestones, ild are overlain directly by Quaternary sediments in most parts of
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southwestern Manitoba and southeastern Saskatchewan. In several small locations in the

Lake Hind area, Mesozoic bedrock lies at the surface.

The oldest Mesozoic rocks in southwestern Manitoba are Jurassic in age, and consist

of red shale, sandstone, and gypsum (Halstead, 1959). Cretaceous bedrock in southern

Manitoba consists of six formations, and is dominated by shale, calcareous shale, and

sandstone. Three of the seven formations, the Vermilion River Formation, Pierre Shale,

and Boissevain Formation (McNeil and Caldwell, 1981), are exposed at the surface in

the Lake Hind area. The Vermilion Formation, which consists of black and soft shale,

is exposed along the Assiniboine River west of Brandon. Three members of the Pierre

Shale, the Millwood Member, Odanah Member, and the Coulter Member, occur in the

Lake Hind region. The Millwood Member is dominated by soft greenish brown

bentonitic silty shale; the Odanah Member is dominated by hard grey siliceous shale, and

is the most important bedrock in the Lake Hind area. The youngest member of the Pierre

Shale, the Coulter Member, is dominated by light grey to buff clayey siltstone and shale,

and occurs in the northern flank of the Turtle Mountain only. The Boissevain Formation,

which is the youngest Cretaceous bedrock formation, consists of grey, brown, green

sandstone and minor siltstone (Wickenden, 1945; Bamburak, 1978; Betcher, 1983).

Tertiarv bedrock

The Turtle Mountain Formation is the only Tertiary bedrock and occurs in the

Turtle Mountain area. It consists of grey, brown and yellow shale, sandstone, silt, and

lignite that are largety unconsolidated. This formation is confined to the area underlying
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Turtle Mountain (Betcher, 1983). and outcrops locally (Sun and Fulton, 1995).

2.3 Bedrock topography in the study area

The bedrock topography in southern Manitoba has been mapped by Klassen

(L970), Teller etaJ. (L976), md Betcher (1983). In general, the elevation of the bedrock

surface is shown to be lower in the Lake Hind basin, with a deep valley entrenched

across its northern end (Fig.2-2). The entrenched valley extends roughly parallel to the

modern Assiniboine River valley, but is not everywhere coincident with it. Branching

south from this bedrock valley and extending across the Lake Hind basin into the U.S.

is another narrow bedrock valley, with its own branch westward into Saskatchewan

(Fis.2-2).

2.4 Quaternary deposits

Quaternary deposits blanket the bedrock, and form the local landforms. Most of

the Quaternary deposits in southwestern Manitoba, including till, glacial lacustrine

deposits, and glacial fluvial deposits, were deposited during Pleistocene glaciations. Only

a small portion of the Quaternary deposits, which include eolian dunes, alluvium, and

peat, were deposited during the Holocene or other interglacials.

Till of glacial deposits

Till is a term "applied to a sediment that has been transported by glacier ice and

subsequentþ deposited by or from it with little or no sorting by water" (Dreimanis and
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area, southwàstern Manitoba (After Betcher, I9S3). Dashed line shows the

outline of glacial Lake Hind.
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Lundqvist, L984; Klassen, 1989). In southwestern Manitoba and southeastern

Saskatchewan, till is from t0 to 120 m thick (Klassen, 1989, Figure 2-I7).It is thin in

the Boissevain Plain and Assiniboine River Plain and becomes thicker in the southern

Souris River Plain, Tiger Hills Upland, Moose Mountain Upland, and the Riding

Mountain Upland. Till is exposed at the surface in most of the area except in the Lake

Hind basin and the southern Assiniboine River plain where it is either overlain by

glacio-lacustrine and glacio-fluvial sediments or is absent (Fig. 2-3).

Glaciolacustrine deposits

Lacustrine deposits occur in former glacial lake basins such as Lake Hind in the

Virden map-area, and in the Lake Agassiz immediately to the east which was connected

to Lake Hind through the Pembina Spillway and Assiniboine River Valley (Fig. 1-1).

Sediments in these lake basins consist of clay and silt, as well as sand and some gravel.

Glaciolacustrine sediments in the Lake Hind area are a few meters to 60 meters thick,

and consist of 2 to 25 m of sand overlying 5 to 30 m of silt and clay. In Lake Agassiz,

glaciolacustrine sediments may be more than 30 meters thick (Teller et al. , 1976), and

consist dominantly of clay and silt except along the western side where sand is dominant.

Glaciofluvial deposits

Glaciofluvial deposits consist of sand and gravel that are mostly stratified. They

occur as eskers, deltas, fans, and channel fill. Landforms of glaciofluvial deposits in the

Lake Hind area include the Arrow Hill Esker, a major inter-channel bar in the
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Fig. 2-3 Surficial geology and topography of the glacial Lake Hind basin (After Sun &

Fulton, 1995a, 1995b). The dashed lines shows the location of the two cross

sections in Figure 3-13. Leners identifu location of the Antler delta (A), Graham

delta (B), JacÈson delta (C), Stony delta (D) Pipestone delta (E), Gopher delta (F),

Bosshill delta (G), virden delta (H), Melita delta (I), Lauder delta (J), Dand Delta

(K), Littte Saslatchewan delta (L), Brandon sandur (M), Arrow Hill esker (N),

Assiniboine Flats (O), Alexander moraine (P), boreholes in Fig.3-9 (Qt) 
"td 

Fig.3-

lS(QJ, and Darlingford moraine (R).
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Assiniboine valley at Assiniboine Flat, and a number of deltas, such as the Pipestone

Creek Delta (deposited by meltwater from the Pipestone Creek), Souris River Delta

(deposited by meltwater from the Souris River Channel), and Little Saskatchewan River

Delt¿ (Fig.2-3) (deposited by meltwater from the Little Saskatchewan River near the

town of Rivers). Major glaciofluvial landforms in the western Lake Agassiz basin include

the Assiniboine Delta that was deposited by meltwater from the Assiniboine River, and

the Pembina Delta that was deposited by meltwater from the Pembina Spillway (Fig.1-1).

2.5 Drainage Systems

The modern drainage system (Fig. 2-3) in the Lake Hind area can be divided into

4 areas: (1) Souris River Basin that drains south from V/eyburn, Saskatchewan, to

Minot, North Dakota, where it turns north toward Melita. The river flows across the

Lake Hind basin in a relatively shallow and narrow channel from Melita to the head of

the Pembina Spillway near Souris. The Pembina Spillway is a large deep channel that

starts at the Lake Hind basin and ends at the Pembina Delta in the western Lake Agassiz

basin (Fig. 1-1).

(2) West of the Lake Hind basin, a dozen roughly parallel rivers and creeks,

including Pipestone River, Bosshill Creek, Stony Creek, Jackson Creek, Graham Creek,

and Gainsborough Creek, start from the Moose Mountain Upland, flow southeastward

to the western Lake Hind basin. Most of these turn and flow east or northeast after

entering the Lake Hind basin (Fig.2-3).

(3) The Assiniboine River is the major river system in the study area. It stârts
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from glacial Lake Assiniboine (Fig.1-1) near Kamsack, Saskatchewan, and is joined by

the Qu'Appelle Valley and the Shell Valley on the way south to Virden, where it turns

east toward the Assiniboine delta in the western Lake Agassiz basin.

(a) The Little Saskatchewan River enters the Lake Hind basin from the northeast,

and joins the Assiniboine River west of Brandon (Fig. 2-3).
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3.1 Introduction

Sediments in the glacial I¿ke Hind area can be divided into 5 lithofacies and 9

sub-lithofacies (tabte 3-1), based on their textural composition, lithology of rock

fragments, sorting, and sedimentary structures. They are diamicton lithofacies, gravel

lithofacies, sand lithofacies, sand-mud couplets, and mud lithofacies. In the following

sections, each lithofacies is introduced with a general description, followed by detailed

sub-divisions. I also will discuss lithofacies that occur in the Souris River valley, Moose

Mountain valley, Pipestone valley, and Assiniboine River valley because they are

important in reconstructing the history of meltwater flows from glacial lakes Regina,

Indian Head, and Arcola to glacial l¿ke Hind. Following the description of lithofacies

and sub-lithofacies a¡e the discussions of general surface landform and geographic

distribution of each lithofacies and sub-lithofacies, surface elevation and late glacial

elevation of deltas, and description of stratigraphy. The purpose of these discussions is

to pave the way for investigating the depositional environments and hydrodynamics of

lithofacies and for reconstructing the history of deglaciation and meltwater discharges in

the glacial Lake Hind region.

CHAPTER 3

LITHOFACIES AND STR.ATIGRAPHY
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LITHOFACIES

TABLE 3-1 FACIES CLASSIFICATION

DIAMICTON
(D)

SUBLITHOFACIES

LOW CaCO,
(Dl)

HIGH CaCO,
(Dh)

GRAVEL
(G)

DESCRIPTION

Carbonate content: l7-28Yo
calcite/dolomite ratio: 0.2-l
carbonate/Shield rock ratio: <2

Massive
(Grn)

Matrix
supported

(Gm)

Carbonate content: 24-45%
calcite/dolomite ratio: 0.2-0.7
carbonate/Shield rock ratio: >2

SAND
(s)

Clast
supported

(cc)

SAND-MUD
COUPLET

(st)

Poorly sorted, non-stratified
50-70% sand and mud
30-50% gravel

Pebbly sand
(Gms)

Cross bedded
(c*)

Massive to stratified
sand and mud: <50olo

gravel: >50Yo

MUD
(M)

Massive, non-stratified
non-graded, lack silt and clay
5-20% pebbles

Cross bedded
Graded

Massive
(Fm)

Massive to stratified
well sorted to poorly sorted
gravels: <5olo

Laminated
(Fl)

Interbeddings of sand and mud
sand beds: 0. l-1.8m-thick
clay&silt beds: 0.3-1.6 m-thick

Massive, non-stratifi ed

some dropstones

Couplet beds of silt and clay
silt beds: 20-100 cm-thick
clay beds: l-5 cm-thick
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3.2 Description of Lithofacies

3.2.1 Diamicton Lithofacies (D)

Although lenses of well sorted gravel and sand are common in some places, the

majority of the diamicton lithofacies consists of unsorted, matrix-supported, non-graded,

and slightly stony mixture of sand, silt, and clay (Fig. 3-1). The average textural

composition of 222 samples isTVo gravels, 38Vo sand,34.5Vo silt, and 20.5Vo clay (see

Appendix III for percentage of sand, silt, and clay). Many lithologies are present in the

gravel-sized fraction; most of these are carbonate (15 to 55%), Shield rocks (granite,

basalt, and metamorphic rocks) (10-40Vo), and shale (I0-50Vo) (Appendix II). There are

also some sandstone, quartzite, chert, ironstones, lignite particles, and poorly lithified

reddish silt clasts. Thé sand-sized particles are dominantly quartz, feldspar, and shale

fragments, with some lignite fragments and reddish silt clasts. In some areas where the

diamicton unit overlies bedrock directly, the shale content as high as 90V0.

The diamicton lithofacies can be divided further based on 1) total carbonate

contents and calcite/dolomite ratios (Fig. 3-2), auird2) carbonate/Shield rock ratios (Fig.

3-3). Carbonate content has been used alone by Klassen (1979) to define seven tiIl units

in the Riding Mountain, Duck Mountain, and Assiniboine River Plain, and by

Christiansen (1979) to identify till stratigraphy in the central Saskatchewan area. In the

glacial I¡ke Hind ateÂ, a plot of total carbonate content against calcite/dolomite ratio

successfully distinguishes two surface till units (Fig. 3-2). The low-carbonate diamicton

sub-lithofacies has low-carbonate content and high calcite/dolomite ratio, based on

Chittick analysis results, while the high carbonate sub-lithofacies has a high carbonate
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Fig. 3-1 A photograph of diamicton lithofacies (Dh) from a river-cut near the
town of Wawanesa at Sec.23 Tp7 R17W (see also Fig. 3-18). The pick is
placed over a pinkish olive till bed that is sandwiched by olive grey till
beds above and below the pick. The pick handle is about 0.55 m long.
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content and low calcite/dolomite ratio. This subdivision can also be confirmed by using

carbonate/Shield rock ratios.

Diamicton lithofacies with low carbonate @1 sub-lithofacies)

Chittick analyses on silt and clay sized portion of this sub-lithofacies gives

ca¡bonate contents mostly from 17 to 28%, and a calcite/dolomite ratio from 0.2 to 1

(Fie. 3-2; Appendices IV, V). It consists of 34 to 60Vo sand, 25 to 5t % silt, 16 to 327o

clay (Appendix III, Brandon tr€), and 5 to 15 % pebbles. Pebbte counting results show

a carbonate/Shield-rock ratio less than 2:1 (Fig. 3-3). In fresh exposures, the Dl sub-

lirhofacies is generally olive grey (5Y 512, 5Y 412) to olive (5Y 413, 5Y 4/4), which is

lighter in color than the underlying tills. The base of this lithofacies is often marked by

a boulder pavement, or lenses of sand and silt. Where a boulder pavement is exposed,

striations on the boulders are oriented in a NW-SE direction.

Diamicton lithofacies with high carbonate (Dh sub-lithofacies)

This lithofacies is generally more clayey than the Dl sub{ithofacies, and is

characterized by a higher carbonate content, which ranges ftom 24 to 58%, in contrast

to the Dl sublithofacies, which has values of fl n 28%. It commonly consists of 11-

44% sand, 32-5L% sllt, 15-35 % cIay, (Appendix III, Virden and Boissevain areas) and

tO to 207o gravels. The carbonate/Shield rock ratio in pebbles ranges from 2: I to 2O:3,

which means this lithofacies generally has many more carbonate pebbles than Shield

pebbles (Fig. 3-3), in contrast to Dl sub-lithofacies which has values between 1:4 and
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2;t. The oxidized surface of Dh lithofacies is generally more yellowish or pinkish than

the Dl sub-lithofacies. Furthermore, a 0.5-m-thick, pinkish olive zoîe, which has a

carbonate content over 60%, often exists at or near the surface of Dh sub-lithofacies

(Fie. 3-1).

3.2.2 Gravel lithofacies (G)

The gravel lithofacies consists of poorly sorted to welt sorted gravels, sandy

gravels, pebbly sand, and boulder gravels. This lithofacies differs from the diamicton

lithofacies because it has a low clay and silt content (<I0%), it lacks reddish coloured

silt clasts, and it differs from the finer-grained pebbly sand and sand lithofacies by having

at least ZyVo gravels or boulder sizes. The lithological composition of pebbles of 4 mm

to 16 mm in diameter is similar to that of the low-carbonate diamicton sublithofacies

(Dl) (Fig. 3-3, Appendix II), and includes shale, carbonate, granitic, metamorphic, and

basaltic pebbles. The average carbonate /Shield rock ratio is 1:1.

Based on the sedimentary structures and the percentage of fine matrix material,

the gravel lithofacies can be subdivided into massive gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmm, Gmc,

and Gms) and cross stratified gravel sub-lithofacies (Gx) (Table 3-1).

This lithofacies has three subdivisions based on the amount of matrix and sorting:

clast supported massive gravel sublithofacies (Gmc), matrix-supported massive gravel

sublithofacies (Gmm), and pebbly sand sub-lithofacies'
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The clast-supported m.assive gravel sublithoÍacies (Gmct is composed of 50 to

I00Vo clasts ranging in size from granules to boulders, up to 507o sand, and ra¡e silt and

clay sizes in the matrix. The majority of clasts are in contact, and are poorly sorted to

well sorted. The matrix component can be moderately sorted or very poorly sorted sand,

silt, and clay. Where there are no shale fragments, most clasts are well rounded and do

not display any visible imbrication (Fig. 3-a).

Shale-fragment dominated gravel is a special kind of the clast supported massive

gravel sublithofacies (Gmc), in which shale fragments make up 20 to 95% of the clasts;

These fragments are pebble- to boulder-sized, subrounded to angular, with an open

framework. Non-shale gravels are pebble- to granule-sized, well rounded, and are

mostly carbonate and granitic rock types. The sand-sized matrix particles are also

dominated by shale fragments, but with slightly more non-shale fragments than the gravel

portion.

The matrix-supported m.assive gravel sublithoÍacies (Gmmt contains 50 to 80 %

matrix material, which consists of poorly to moderately sorted fine to coarse sand,

granules, and some silt and clay. The finer-than-sand content is generally less than 5 Vo.

It is different from the clast-supported gravel sub-lithofacies by having more matrix

content, and differs from the pebbly sand lithofacies by having 20% to 50% gravels (Fig.

3-5). Clast sizes range up to 20 cm in diameter and the majority are not in contact with

one another; outsized clasts can be as large as 40 cm in diameter. There is no apparent

imbrication, stratification, nor grading. This lithofacies is generally less than 6 m thick

and in most cases it has no overlying f,rne-grained capping beds.
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Fig. 3-4 Clast supported, massive gravel lithofacies (Gmc). This photograph was
taken from a gravel pit at Sec.15-Tp12-R21W, in the proximal Little
Saskatchewan delta (L of Fig. 2-3). Boulders are mostly 30 to 50 cm in

diameter.
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Fig. 3-5 Matrix-supported pebbly gravel lithofacies with dirty sand, and granule
matrix (Gmm). These photographs were taken at the northern end of
glacial Lake Arcola in southeastern Saskatchewan (Fig. 1-1) (Sec.3 6-Tp 11
R9). A) a close view; B) Flat surface of Gmm on valley floor (no fine cap

beds).
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Th,e pebbly sand su.b-tithoÍacies (Gmst is a special case of matrix-supported gravel

sub-lithofacies. It consists of mainly medium to coarse sand, and 5 to 20% granules and

pebbles that are up to 10 cm in diameter (Fig. 3-6). Clasts are either dispersed in sand,

or concentrated at the base of individual beds that are graded. Most sediments are

massive and structureless in exposures (Fig. 3-6). This sub-lithofacies differs from the

matrix-supported gravel lithofacies (Gmm) in that the pebbly sand lithofacies has finer

and less gravel, and is better sorted than the matrix supported gravel lithofacies.

Cross-stratified gravel sublithofacies (Gx)

This lithofacies consists of cobbles, pebbles, granules, and coarse-grained sand

that are planar cross-bedded, trough cross bedded, or hummocþ cross-bedded. Gravels

and granules are mainly clast supported, with an open framework or pores that are filled

by sand. Most individual cross beds in this sub-lithofacies dip at an angle betweæn2{

to 30 degrees (Fig. 3-7).

The hummocþ cross-bedded gravels consist of cobbtes and pebbles that are well

sorted, with a hummocþ surface. Fine gravels generally show trough and planar cross

bedding, and have a flat surface that may be armoured by boulders near the surface.

Coarse gravels and some boulders display hummocks and closed depression that have 5

to 15 m relief, whose cross bedding appears to conform to the hummocþ surface (Fig.

3-g). Individual cross bedded units are I to2 m-thick, and are separated from other units

by a cobble layer that is about 0.2 m- thick.
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Fig. 3-6 Pebbly sand lithofacies (Gms). This photo was taken from a gravel pit
in the Bosshill delta at Sec.21-TplO-R26W (G of Fig. 2-3), about 1.6 km

west of the town of Virden.
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Fig. 3-7 Planar cross stratified gravel sub-lithofacies (Gx). This photograph was
taken from a gravel pit in Sec.19-Tp6-R20W in the distal Dand delta (K
of Fig.2-3). A 2 m-thick bed of massive shale-rich gravel overlies 4 + m
thick cross bedded fine sandy gravels. Photo looks northeast.
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3-8 Diagram showing a cross section of one hummock in the Assiniboine
Flat (0 ofFig.2-3), at SecA, Tp11, R22. Sediments consist of cobblyand
pebbly gravels that are clast supported and cross bedded~ cross beds are
comformable to the surface of individual hummocks and are separated from
each other by a 20 to 30-cm-thick layer of cobbles. See Fig. 4-1 for
interpretation.



3.2.3 Sand lithofacies (Sm)

The sand lithofacies is comprised of coarse, f,rne, and silty sand that is moderately

well sorted to very well sorted, and which is occasionally interbedded with thin gravel

beds and silty beds. Most of the sand lithofacies from bore-holes and from dug-outs

appear massive and non-graded, but some show horizontal bedding and ripples near river

mouths. At one exposure a O.5-m-thick fine sand unit at the top of a fining upward

sequence displays climbing in-drift ripples that have fine internal cross lamination.

Lignite, which commonly occurs in sand of the glacial Lake Souris basin in North

Dakota (Lord, 1988), are rare in sand of the Sm lithofacies of the glacial I^ake Hind

basin.

3.2.4 Sand-mud couplet lithofacies (Sl)

This lithofacies is revealed only in bore-holes in central l¿ke Hind (Fig. 3-9). It

consists of interbedded sand and mud beds. Sand beds are 0.1 to 1.8 m-thick and are

composed of fine to medium grained sand that is laminated in the lower sequence and

becomes massive in the upper sequence; mud beds are 0.3 to 1.6 m-thick and

structureless. There is no sign of organisms or bioturbation in the silt and clay beds.

3.2.5 Mud lithofacies (Ð

Homogeneous mud sub-lithofacies (Fm)

The mud lithofacies is comprised of silty clay, clayey silt, sandy silt, and sandy

clay that is homogeneous, massive or subtly laminated. It occasionally contains granule-
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DEPTH (m)
00

DESCRIPTION OF LITHOFACIES

Fine- to medium-grained sand, massive.

lnterbeddings of silty sand (0.1-1.1m)

and clayey silt (0.3-1.6 m)

Clayey silt, massive, with a few clay and sand

beds that are less than 0.1 m.

Silt to sandy silt diamicton, very poorly sorted.

Clay to clayey silt diamicton, abundand pebbles,

shale gravels are common.

SI

Fm

DI

DI

^ Shale rubble, medium gray, rare limestone andþ granitic granules and Pebbles.
Silt and laminated very fine grained sand.

Fig. 3-9 Stratigraphic column of borehole 92TCA-DD. This borehole is located at

Ql ofFig.2-3, and is about 16 km east of the Pipestone delta (E of Fig'2-3)'

(after Mãtite,'1gg2, unpublished core descriptions of virden area).

Fl Laminated clay (1 mm to 2 cm), some silt clasts.

em Fine-grained to coarse grained sand, severalvrrr 
silt laminea, sparse Pebbles.

Dl Sandy diamicton, sparse pebbles.
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to pebble-sized dropstones and till clasts, and beds of sand, pebbly sand, and fine gravels

that are massive, poorly sorted, and 1 cm to 10 cm thick. Interbedded sediments

normally comprise no more than 10 To of the outcrop area of the mud lithofacies. The

thickness of this lithofacies ranges from a few meters in exposures to 30 meters in well

logs. Microscopic examination of the clayey silt and coarse silt samples at various depths

from a core in the central glacial I-ake Hind basin @orehole 92TCA-DD, Fig. 3-9) failed

to find any diatoms or ostracodes.

Silt and clay rhythmites (Fl)

Rhythmitic silt and clay sublithofacies is exposed only in the southeastern and

northeastern corners of the gtacial I¿ke Hind basin. In Victoria Park of the town of

Souris in the southeastern part of the basin, a 2-m-thick sequence of silt-clay rhythmites

is overlain by 2-m-thick massive silt and clay, and is underlain by 4* m of stratified

gravels that contain pebble and cobble sized clasts of agate, petrifred wood, and low

grade coaly fragments (The Souris Gravels). The rhythmitic silt and clay sublithofacies

here consisrs of 1 to 5-cm-thick clay beds and 5- to 5O-cm-thick silt beds (Fig. 3-10).

Sediments in the silty beds are massive, and contain lenses of poorly sorted gravel, sand,

and till clasts. Where this sublithofacies is exposed in the northeastern corner of the

glacial Lake Hind basin it is identical to that of the exposure in Victoria Park of Souris.

3.3 Geographic distribution and surface landforms of lithofacies

In this section I will first discuss the geographic distribution and surface
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Fig.3-10 Laminated mud lithofacies (Fl). This photograph was taken from Victoria
Park in the town of Souris (Sec.33-Tp7-R21W). Couplets consist of 1 to S
cm-thick clay and 10 to 50-em-thick silt. Dropstones and till clasts are
common in the silt beds, and a large oval till clast can be seen below the knife.
There is no till beneath the laminated silt and clay beds. The knife is 25 cm-

long.
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landforms of lithofacies. The purpose of these discussion is to pave the way for

reconstruction of paleo-lake levels and deglaciation history.

From Figures 2-3,3-I1, and 3-I2, andthe surficial geological maps of Sun and

Fulton (1995a, 1995b), it can be seen that the geographic distribution of diamicton,

gravel, sand, and mud (silty clay) lithofacies follows a geographic pattern. In general,

diamicton lithofacies occur peripheral to glacial I-ake Hind basin; deltas occur along the

western, southern, and northeastern margins of the lake basin; sand and most mud

lithofacies occur within the basin.

3.3.1 I)iamicton lithofacies

High-carbonate diamicton sub-lithofacies (Dh)

The high-carbonate diamicton sublithofacies is located in the Brandon area, east

of the Alexander moraine (P of Fig. 2-3). Atype section of the high-carbonate diamicton

sub-lithofacies is located in the eastern town of Wawanesa, where a 4O-m-high river-cut

exposes two diamicton units and two lacustrine silt units that overly shale bedrock. The

3-m+hick high-carbonate diamicton sub-lithofacies, which is sandwiched in-between two

2-m-thick lacustrine silt units, includes a marker bed of light pinkish brown (5YR 6/4)

till about 0.1 to 0.5 m+hick, whose carbonate content ranges from 35 to 53 Vo.

The high carbonate diamicton sub-lithofacies has three types of surface landforms:

high ridges (end moraine), broad low ridges with potholes (end moraine), and flat till

plains. Both the high ridges and broad low ridges with potholes are associated with the

Alexander moraine. Flat till plains occur east of the end moraine.
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Fig.3-12 Surficial geology of SEI/4 of Virden sheet (62F)) showing subparallel
zones of ridged till plain and flat till plain with abundant doughnuts. White
= Whitewater Lake) orange = deltaic gravels) purple = lacustrine sand and
silt) green = tills. All tills are DI sub-lithofacies) and are subdivided into
three zones: Tr = ridged till plains and T+m = till plain with mounds
(From Sun and Fulton) 1995b).
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The Alexander moraine is composed of broad low ridges that are up to 8 km

wide; this moraine stands 7 m higher than the lacustrine plains to the west and east. The

ridge consists mainly of the glacial diamicton lithofacies (Dh), which is blanketed by a

very thin bed of silt and clay at the northern end and on the flanks to the west and east.

This broad tow till ridge merges eastward into the Darlingford Moraine on the Tiger

Hills Upland (Sun, 1993a; Conley, 1986), and is separated from a l5-m-high ridge (end

moraine) to the north by the Assiniboine River.

Low-carbonate diamicton sublithofacies (Dll

The low-carbonate diamicton sub-lithofacies has been identified west and south

of the glacial Lake Hind basin. West of the basin in the Virden area, the surface of this

diamicton sublithofacies is generally flat and scattered with broad, parallel, and arcuate

ridges thatare less than 5 m high and are oriented west-east (Fulton et a1., 1994); this

sublithofacies area is an extension of the comrgated moraine area mapped by Klassen

(1979) in the Riding Mountain map area to the north.

South of the glacial l-ake Hind basin in the Boissevain area, the surface of the

low-carbonate diamicton sub-lithofacies (Dl) shows subparallel zonation toward the

southeast: from till plain with low mounds (T*m), to ridged till plains (Tr), to silt-

veneer over flat till plain with doughnuts (doughnut plain, Tl+C), and to level lacustrine

plain at the Whitewater L¿ke (Fig. 3-12). The first zone south of the glacial I¿ke Hind

i,isin is tilt plain with low mounds and superimposed short ridges that have a relief from

2 to 5 m and are oriented northwest-southeast. The second zone, the ridged till plain,
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has two sets of perpendicular ridges. The higher ridges are oriented northeast-southwest

and spaced at an interval of 250 m to 1 km. Each ridge is 0.5 to 10 km long, 50-175 m

wide, and 5 to 10 m high. Sediments at the crest of these ridges can be till, sand,

gravel, or sheared blocks of shale bedrock, while sediments in depressions are a veneer

of silt over till. The second set of ridges are much narrower (10 to 40 m) and lower (2

to 5 m) than the high ridges, and are oriented perpendicular to the high ridges. Sediments

in the surface 1 m of the minor ridges are mainly till. The third zone is a doughnut plain,

where there are abundant closely spaced circular rim-ridges that are 0.5 to 1 m high and

that typically outline shallow depressions (Fig. 3-13). A single depression and its rim-

ridge is generally 200 to 400 m in diameter, consists dominantly of an admixture of silty

clay and organic material in the central depressions, and diamicton or a silt veneer over

diamicton in the rim-ridge. Farther to the south is the flat lacustrine plain (Fig. 3-I2),

which occurs mainly in the area around Whitewater Lake.

On the satellite image in Figure 3-14, doughnut landforms do not shown up and

are replaced by narrow and paired ridges that are oriented in the same direction as the

high ridges in the ridged till plain. Each pair of narrow ridges links with one high ridge

in the ridged till ptain and shows a smooth transition. In some cases a pair of narrow

ridges in the doughnut till ptain grades into a broad and low ridge first before it links to

a single high ridge in the ridged till ptain. The signifrcance of this observation will be

discussed in depositional environments of glacier deposits in Chapter 4.
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Fig.3-13 Air photo showing cio ely 'paced doughnuts in the doughnut plain.
Scale is about 1:26.4-00. Location of this air photo is shown in Fig. 3-14.
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Fig. 3-14 Satellite image of the ridged till plain (Tr) and doughnut plain (TI+C)
of the Whitewater Lake area. Ridges are shown as shadows while
depressions are shown as lighter color. Doughnuts that show very well in
air photo (see Fig. 3-13) can not be identified. Instead, narrow ridges can
be seen all over the doughnut plain (TI+C) and are oriented in the same
direction as the ridged till plain (Tr); Some broad ridges in the Tr plain
continue into the doughnut plain and become paired-narrow ridges in the
doughnut plain. One grid on the map is one mile. The square shows the
location of Fig. 3-13.
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3.3.2 Gravel lithofacies (G)

Of the four gravel sublithofacies, the matrix supported gravel sublithofacies occurs

only in the northern end of glacial I-ake Arcola (Figs. 1-1 and 3-5). The clast supported

gravels occur in deltas, eskers, and bars; the pebbly sand sub-lithofacies dominated deltas

lie along the western edge of l-ake Hind basin; the cross bedded gravel sublithofacies

occurs in deltaic foresets and in channel bars.

Massive gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmc. Gms)

The clast-supported massive gravel sub-lithofacies that lacks shale fragments

(Gmc) is generally 2 to 6 m thick, and occurs in the Pipestone, Lauder, and Little

Saskatchewan deltas (E, J, and L of Fig. 2-3). This sub-lithofacies also occur in the

eastern half of the Dand delta (K of Fig. 2-3) and is the top-most unit of the Melita delta

(I of Fig.2-3). The surface morphology of this sub-lithofacies is generally flat, and slopes

toward the central basin. The shale-rich sub-division of this sub-lithofacies occurs in the

Melita and Dand deltas ( and K in Fig. 2-3). These two deltas were deposited at the

mouths of the Souris and Dand River valleys which \ilere trenched into shale bedrock.

In the Dand delta, shale-fragments dominate the proximal delta and the top-set beds of

the disral delta (Fig. 3-7). In the Melita delta, the shale-rich massive gravel sub-

lithofacies underlies the shale-deficient gravel sub-lithofacies in the proximal area. In

addition, the shale-dominated massive gravel sublithofacies (Gmc) also composes the

Arrow Hill Esker (N of Fig. 2-3, Fig. 3-15), which is about 21 km long, 0-5 to 3 km

wide, and 20 to 50 m high, and forms a sharp high ridge in the downstream portion to
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Fig. 3-15 Shale-rich gravel lithofacies (Gmc). This is a west-east cross section of
the Arrow Hill Esker at Sec.23-Tpl0-R24W. About 3.5 m of sand at the
base (lower right) is overlain by 15+ m massive shale boulders and cobbles
that show reverse grading to normal grading. The 2 m-thick silt on top of
the esker is well sorted and laminated (1 mm to 5 mm thick). The front of
my truck is in lower right corner as scale.
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the south and multiple ridges with a hummocky topography in the upstream portion to

the north. Glacial fluvial plains with low linear ridges to the west and north of the esker

are also comprised mainly of shale gravels (Gmc)

Pebbly sand lithofacies (Gms) is the dominant lithofacies in the Antler, Graham,

Jackson, Stony, Gopher, Bosshill, and Virden deltas (4, B, C, D, F, J, and H of Fig.

2-3).In other words, it dominates in all deltas except the Pipestone, Melita, and Lauder

deltas in the western margin of the basin. This sub-lithofacies is generally less than 5 m

thi.ck, overlies low-carbonate diamicton lithofacies (D1) or mud lithofacies (F). Its surface

landform is flat to stightly rolling due to the presence of abandoned braid channels.

Matrix-supported massive gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmm) has not been found in the

I¿ke Hind area. It is the main constituent in a gravel delta at the northern end of glacial

l¿ke Arcola, Saskatchewan (Fig. 1-1). The channel that fed the delta is an under-fit

channel that is about 1 to 1.6 km wide and 15 to 20 m d*p, with steep-sided walls.

Cross bedded gravel sub{ithofacies (Gx)

Cross bedded gravel sub-lithofacies (Gx) occurs in the Pipestone, Melita, and

Dand deltas (E, I, and K of Fig. 2-3). This sub-lithofacies commonly co-exists with and

underlies the clast-supported gravel sub-lithofacies, forming the foreset beds of deltas.

The content of shale fragments in this sub-lithofacies ranges from 0 to 50%; less than 5%

in the Pipestone delta and more than 20To in the Melita and Dand deltas.

Cross bedded gravel sub-lithofacies also occurs at Assiniboine Flats, which is a

10 km-tong, 4 km-wide Pleistocene gravel bar. The surface landform of this bar is flat
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to hummocky in the upstream end, which has little obvious fluvial-dynamic streamlining,

and lies 2 to l0 m higher than the comparatively flat downstream half. Only near the

scaltoped avalanche face that separates the upper half from the lower half of the ba¡ is

the downstream part covered with hummocks (Fig. 3-16).

3.3.3 Sand lithofacies

This lithofacies consists of sand and silty sand that is well to moderately well

sorted, massive to laminated, and up to 20 m thick (Fig. 3-11). It occurs mainly in the

central part of the glacial I¡ke Hind basin with a sharp contact to the underlying

lacustrine clay and silt. The surface of the sand is generally flat, but in some areas has

been reworked by wind into dunes up to 5 m high that a¡e oriented northwest-southeast.

Where there are no sand dunes, sand samples were collected for particle size analyses.

Although this may still have been reworked by wind, the areal distribution of mean size

shows that sands are coarser in the western basin near the Pipeston", t"rrO, and Virden

deltas than the eastern basin. Medium-grained sand from the Assiniboine River was

deposited as far east as the towns of Souris and Alexander (Fig. 3-L7). There are broad,

scoured channels on the surface that start from the Assiniboine River near Virden and

extend southeast toward the Pembina Spillway.

3.3.4 Sand-mud couplet lithofacies (SÐ

The sand-mud couplet lithofacies is found in a core from central I¡ke Hind basin

(Fig. 3-9) and in northern Lake Hind west of the Little Saskatchewan delta (L of Fig.
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Fig. 3-16 Air photo shows the surface morphology of the Assiniboine Flat (0 of
Fig. 2-3). Sediments in the entire photo-area are dominated by cross
bedded gravels (Gx), which can be subdivided into three units based on
surface morphology: flat surface (GI), flat to broad rolling surface (Gp),
and hummocky surface (Gm). Most hummocks lie in the upstream part of
the bar and near the scalloped avalanche face that separates the upper from
the lower half of the bar. Scale is about 1:22,600.
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Fig.3-17 Distribution of lacustrine sand (Sm) near the surface. Data used to plot

this map include 37 surface samples taken from dune-free areas. Only the

mean sizes are shown in this figure. The numbers in the map are mean size

calculated by using Folk and Ward equation (1957). Coarse sand = >lphi,

Medium sand = l-2 phi, fîne sand : 2-3 phi, very fine sand = 3-4 phi.
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2-3). It is about 15 m thick, with a sand/mud ratio about 1:1. I-aterally this sub-

lithofacies grades to deltaic sand and lacustrine sand; vertically this overlies mud

lithofacies (Fl and Fm) with a sharp contact, and is overlain by massive sand lithofacies

in the central basin.

3.3.5 Mud lithofacies

This lithofacies includes fine-grained lacustrine deposits of silt, clay, and sandy

silt (F lithofacies). The distribution of these sediments on the surface follows a

geographic pattern. In the narrow southwestern end of the Lake Hind basin near the

International Border, silt and clay occur at elevations up to 460 m. Northward along the

southeastern edge of the basin, their uppermost elevation becomes gradually lower to 442

m. On the eastern side of the basin, silt and clay on the surface is everywhere below 434

m. In the western part of the basin, there are no fine lacustrine sediments above 442 m,

and only a few patches of silt and clay occur below the level of rnost deltas (Fig. 2-3)

In the subsurface, this lithofacies overlies till, and is overlain by sand-mud

couplets (Sl) or lacustrine sand (S lithofacies) and gravels (G lithofacies) (Figs . 3-9, 3-

11). The thickness of the clayey silt unit ranges from a few meters to 30 m. It is thick

in the northern end and thin near the Pipestone delta.

3.4 Description of stratigraphy

3.4.L The sequence of sediments within the glacial lake basin

The sequence of sediments deposited in the Lake Hind basin during the last retreat
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of ice can be generalized as the upper 80 m of sediment in Figure 3-9 and also is shown

in the two cross sections in Figure. 3-11. There are four main stratigraphic units in the

central lake basin, starting from the uppermost till (Fig. 3-9). The clayey silt and sandy

silty diamicton units (Dl) are overlain by a coarsening upward sequence of silty clay unit

(F lithofacies) to sand-mud couplets (Sl), and to sand lithofacies (S). A borehole that is

located east of the Alexander moraine (Q2 of Fig. 2-3) also reveals a coarsening upward

sequence, from silty clay to sandy silt, and to sand and silty sand (Fig. 3-18); at this

location the sequence is only 25 m thick instead of the 45 m thick at the other borehole

(Fie.3-e).

3.4.2 Stratigraphy of diamicton lithofacies adjacent to Lake Hind

The vertical sequence of diamicton lithofacies consists of at least four units based

on their physical properties and carbonate factors at exposures. These are informally

named Wawanesa, Souris, Fairfax, and Carroll tills. Only the Wawanesa till is part of

the high carbonate sub-lithofacies (Dh); the others all contain less ca¡bonate and have

higher calcite/dolomite ratios and so belong to the low-carbonate lithofacies (Dl)

The V/awanesa till consists of high-carbonate lithofacies and occurs in the

Brandon and Tiger Hills areas, east of the Alexander moraine (Figs. 2-3 and 1-1). A type

section for the Wawanesa till is located at a 4O-m-high river-cut east of V/awanesa (Figs.

3-1, 3-19). This unit is differentiated from any of the other tills in that it has a high

carbonate content (>25%,Tabhe 3-2), high carbonate pebble content, and low Shield

pebble content. It can be identifred in the freld by a marker bed of light reddish brown
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DESCRIPTION OF LITHOFACI ES

Fine to medium sand (S)

Silt to sandY silt, massive.

Laminated silty clay, with silt diamicton clasts'

Clayey silt diamicton, with several 1 cm-thick sand beds'

Medíum to very course sand, pebbly, with some 10 to 30

cm-thick siltY beds.

Silty clay diamicton, with sand beds up to 40 cm thick'

A shale boulder presents at a depth of 42'2 to 42'9 m'

lnterbeddingsofsiltyclaydiamictonandshalerubbles.

silt diamicton, with abundant fine-medium sand laminea.

Silty clay, hard, faintly laminated.

Pebbly sand, fine to coarse, coarser at the basal 10 m

and becoming finer toward the toP'

Sandv diamicton, abundant pebbles up to 2 cm'

Shale', hard, Possible bedrock

Fig. 3-18 Stratigraphic column of borehole g¿TCA'cc. This borehole is located

eastoftheAlexandermoraine(Q2ofFig.2.3),andisabout2kmsouthand
B km west of ei*¿o" Gig)-f¡ (uft; Matile, L992, unpublished core

descriptions of Virden area)'
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Fig. 3-19 A river-cut showing two till beds and two lacustrine silt beds at the
southeastern town of Wawanesa at Sec.23 Tp7 R17W. The lower till unit
(D) overlies shale bedrock (E) which is covered by slump; the upper till
unit (B; Wawanesa till) is sandwiched by two silt beds (A and C). The
bases of both till units are marked by scattered boulders. A close-look at
a fresh face of the upper Wawanesa till (B) is shown in Fig. 3-1.
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Table 3-2 Carbonate content based and textures of till units

UNITS

Wawanesa

CARBONATE

Content
Vo

Souris

Fairfax

35-53
25-35

Calcite /
Dolomite

Carroll

22 -24

o.25 - O.28
0.15 - 0.28

2r-26

* Near an end moraine
*+ Striation on boulders

SIZE ANALYSES

Sand %

0.48 - 0.49

L7 -20

0.40 - 0.88

39-42

sllt %

0.29 - 0.30

34-37

39-43

Clay %

34- 35

33 -36

TILL
FABRICS

30 .- 32

16-18

33-35

29-30

36-38

NE-SW

29 -31

N\ry - SE*
NW - SE*

30-32

NE-SW

NE - SIW
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(5YR 614) till about 0.1 to 0.5 m+hick, which is exposed at the surface in an area

between Brandon, Souris, and Wawanesa only. The carbonate content ranges from 35

to 53 % in samples from the marker bed, and between 25 to 35Vo below the marker bed.

In some places.

In the southern margin of the Darlingford Moraine at 15 km east and 10 km south

of the town of Souris, two road cuts (Provincial Road 348) in the southern bank of the

Souris River vatley expose the Carroll, Fairfax, and Souris tills (Fig. 3-20). The Souris

till is the uppermost till exposed and is identical to the underlying Fairfax till in total

carbonate content, calcite/dolomite ratio, and gravel lithologies (Table 3-2), but is

different in color. The Souris till is olive (5Y 514) and the Fairfax till is olive gray (5Y

312) in color (Fig. 3-21); they are separated by lenses of poorly sorted gravel, sand, and

silt at the base of the Souris tilt (Fig. 3-20C). In addition, Fig.3-20C shows thrusted

slabs of shale bedrock at the base of the Souris titl; these slabs are 0.5 to 1 m thick, 2

to 3 m long. Tilt fabrics for the souris tills indicate northeast-southwest ice-flows (Fig.

3-22). But the validity of the titl fabrics is questionable because this section is only 2 km

west of the Darlingford moraine that was formed by the southwestly flowing Red River

I-obe. Boulder lags at the base of the Souris till, which are not visible in the type section

but can be seen at a river cut that is 10 km south and 5 km east of the town of Hartney,

shows northwest-southeast striations. Till fabrics for the Fairfax till show a northwest-

southeast direction (Fig. 3-22).

The Carroll till is the lowest till exposed in the region, and consists of silty

diamicton that is a mixture of pale otive (5Y 5/4) and olive 5Y 4/3) materials, with 10
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FAIRFAX TILL Fig.3-21

Fig. 3-20 Three diagrams showing relationship between the Souris, Fairfax, and

Carroll tills and locations of exposures. A) Location of Fig.3-208. B)
Location of Figs.3-20C and 20D. C) Road-cut exposes the Souris and

Fairfax till at Sec.36-Tp6-R20W. Shale slabs in the Souris till are

indicative of north-south shear movements. D) the Fairfax and Carroll tills
are exposed at Sec.l-Tp7-R20; See Figs. 3-2I and3'23 for photos of the

Fairfax and Carroll till.

FAIRFAX TILL
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Fig. 3-21 A south-north section of the Fairfax till at the southeastern corner,
Sec.l-Tp7-R20W. See Table 3-2 for composition and Fig.3-20 for location.

The shovel handle is about 85 em long.
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Wawanesa'

Fig. 3-22 Till fabric analyses. A) Wawanesa till southeast of Wawanesa

at Sec.23 Tp7 R17W (See Fig.3-18 for stratigraphy); B) Souris till, C)
Fairfax till, and D) Carroll till at 15 km east and l0 km south of the town
of Souris (See Fig. 3-20 for stratigraphy).

Fairfax Carroll
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Fig. 3-23 A south-north section of the Carroll till at the southeastern
comer, Sec.l-Tp7-R20W. See Table 3-2 for composition and Fig. 3-20
for location. Notice abundant boulders in the exposure.
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to 20 % gravels (Fig. 3-23). It differs from the Fairfax and Souris formations by its

relatively low calcite/dolomite ratio (<3) (Table 3-2), and by its low carbonate content

(<46 on AA results and (20% on Chittick analyses). Also, there are more boulders

exposed in this till than any of the other two tills. Till fabrics studies suggest an ice flow

from northwest toward southeast (Fig. 3-23).

3.4.3 Regional correlation

Stratigraphic correlation of tills in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and North Dakota

has been done by Christiansen (1992), Klassen (1989), Fenton et al.(1983), Teller and

Fenton (1980), and Moran et at. (1976). It is not the intension of this thesis to discuss

all of the correlations. Instead, I witt simply discuss possible correlations of tills in the

glacial l-ake Hind region with adjacent areas in Riding Mountain (Klassen, 1979),

Saskatchewan (Christiansen, L992), and the northern North Dakota (Fenton et al., 1983).

The correlation will be based on stratigraphic position, lithofacies, and carbonate content.

The Wawanesa till in southwestern Manitoba is very similar to the Arran and

T-e1ena formations of Klassen (1979) in Riding and Duck Mountains. All are the

uppermost tills, with relatively high carbonate contents Clable 3-3) and similar till fabric

orientations.

The Souris till is similar to the Lennard Formation of Klassen (1979) in its low

ca¡bonate content (Table 3-3) and in being the topmost till in the Assiniboine River plain

(Klassen, lgTg) and glacial Lake Hind area. However, based on analyses in the I¡'ke

Hind basin, the Souris till has a slightly lighter color and is sandier than the I-ennard
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Table 3-3 Regional correlation of till stratigraphy based on the carbonate contents. (1)
data from Christiansen (L992), (2) from Klassen (1979), (3) rhis srudy, (a) Tetier
(1976), Teller and Fenton (1980), and (5) Bluemle (1984), Conly tiqgOj.
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Formation mapped in Riding and Duck Mountains by Klassen (1979). Christiansen

(lgg2) correlated the Arran, 7æIena, and I-ennard formations with the Battleford

Formation in central Saskatchewan; Fenton et at. (1983) and Conley (1986) correlated

Falconer, Hansboro, and Dahlen formations in North Dakota with the Arran, 7æIena, and

Lennard formationsin Riding Mountains. TheMarchand, V/hitemouth Lake, Roseau, and

Senkiw formations of Teller (1976) and Telter and Fenton (1980) in southeastern

Manitoba has also been correlated to Arran, Tnlena, and I-ennard formations by Conþ

(1986). All of these formations are believed to be of late Wisconsinan age (Klassen,

L979, Fenton et al., 1983).

The Fairfax ti|l underlies the Souris till, and has a similar carbonate content to

the Souris till. But the unconformity between the two tills, especially where thrusted

shale-slabs exist, is too obvious to be ignored. The stratigraphic position and the

carbonate content of the Fairfax till are similar to that of the 
leathered 

Minnedosa

Formation (Klassen, IgTg), which underlies the Arran, 7-e\ena, or Lennard formations

(Iable 3-3). Therefore, I believe the Fairfax till is correlative with the Minnedosa

Formation of Klassen (Lg7g) in Riding and Duck Mountains. Christiansen (1992)

correlated the upper Floral Formation in central Saskatchewan with the Minnedosa

Formation on the basis of stratigraphic position. A problem for this correlation is that the

upper Floral Formation has a much higher carbonate content than the Minnedosa

Formation and Fairfax till. These formations are assigned an early V/isconsinan age by

Klassen ( L979) and Christiansen (1992).

The Carroll till underlies the Fairfax till in the l¿ke Hind basin. The Shell
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Formation underlies theMinnedosa Formation in the Riding and Duck Mountains, which

I believe is correlative with the Fairfax till. The distinguishing characteristic of the

Carroll till and the Shell Formation is that their carbonate contents are noticeably lower

than that of the overlying Fairfax till and Minnedosa Formation. Therefore, the Carroll

till is considered to be correlative with the Shell Formation (Tables 3-3).
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4.L Introduction

In this chapter, I wilt discuss the hydrodynamics and depositional environments

of water-laid sediments (Gmm, Gmc, Gms, Gx, S, Sl, Fm, and Fl lithofacies), and the

depositional environment of glacier-deposited sediments (DI and Dh) lithofacies- For the

purposes of reconstructing paleolake levels and the history of meltwater flows (in Chapter

6), the surface elevations of the twelve deltas in the Lake Hind basin will be discussed

in detail in a separate section after the depositional environments of water-laid sediments.

CHAPTER 4

SEDIMENTOLOGY

4.2 Hydrodynamics of water-laid sediments

The water-Iaid sediments will be discussed in the following order: 1) massive

gravel sub-lithofacies (Gm), 2) cross bedded gravel sub-lithofacies (Gx), 3) sand

lirhofacies (Sm), 4) Sand-mud couplet lithofacies (Sl), and 5) mud lithofacies (F1' Fm)'

The massive gravel sub-lithofacies has been further divided into matrix-supporfed, clast-

supported massive and pebbly sand sub-lithofacies in order to discuss their

hydrodynamics in detail.

Before discussing the depositional mechanisms, I will first define some of the

terms that will be used in the following sections, such as types of flows and grain-

supporting mechanisms during sediment transportation'
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Types of meltwater flows that are frequently used here are divided into three

categories based on Costa's (1988) classihcation: water flood, hyperconcentrational flow,

and debris flows (Table 4-1). Sediments in a water flood are supported mainly by

turbulence and electrostatic forces. Sediments in a hyperconcentrational flow are

supported by buoyancy, dispersive stress, and turbulence of water. In a debris flow, the

supporting mechanisms are simila¡ to those of the hyperconcentrational flows except that

stress cohesion and structure-support becomes important while turbulence is depressed

by the high sediment concentration (Lowe, t982; Costa, 1988).

Supporting mechanism. The buoyancy of a flow is controlled by the density

difference between submerged solids and the transporting ftuid (Costa, 1988). It increases

when the content of mud increases in a flow, such as in a debris flow. Dispersive stress

(pressure) (Bagnold, 1954) results from the lift produced when forces are transmitted

between particles in collision or near collision as one is sheared over another (Costa,

1988), such as in a grain flow. Structure-support, or grain-to-grain contact that lacks

turbulent movements, occurs in debris flows and supports about one-third of the weight

of coarse particles (Pierson, 1981)

4.2.I Massive gravel lithofacies (Gm)

The clasts in the matrix-supported massive gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmm) vary

from pebbles to cobbles (Fig. 3-5); the matrix is poorly to moderately sorted coarse sand

and pebbly sand with less than 57o mud. The matrix-supporting, massive sedimentary
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Table 4-1 Sediment concentration
concentrational flows, and

FLOW

Water

Floods

SEDIMENT
CONTENTS
(voLUME %)

and supporting mechanisms in water floods, hyper-
debris flows (From Costa, 1988; Lowe, 1982).

Hyper-
concentrational
flows

0-20

TYPE OF

FLOWS

Debris

Flows

20-47

Turbulent

SUPPORTING

MECHANISMS

40 -77

Turbulent

Turbulent

SEDIMENTARY
STRUCTURES
& TEXTURES

Dispersive stress

Turbulence
Buoyancy

Laminae

-Well sorted
-Graded
-Bedded or massive
-Gravels at basal layers

Buoyanoy
Cohesiveness
Structure-support
Dispersive stress

-Fairly to poorly sorted
-Clast supported
-Graded or none-graded
-Open frameworks

-very poorly sorted
'-Matrix 

supported
-Out-sized olasts
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structure, and lack of grading and imbrication indicate deposition from sediment gravity

flows related to debris flows as described by others (Surlyk, 1984; Lowe, L982; Nemec

and Steel, 1984). The very low content of clay suggests that the sediment-laden flow was

not viscous, therefore, the flow is not likely to have been a cohesive debris flow as

discussed by Lowe (1982).

The matrix-supported gravel lithofacies here is massive, non-graded, and non-

stratified, with a few outsized cobbles and boulders and abundant sand matrix (Fig. 3-5).

A similar lithofacies with a sandy capping has been interpreted as deposition from a

debris flow that evolved into a fully turbulent flow later (I-owe, L982; Nemec and

Steel, 1984). A similar section in east Greenland, which is matrix supported and low in

clay, has been interpreted by Surlyk (1984) as having been deposited from inertial non-

cohesive sandy debris flows. There is not a type section of this sub-lithofacies in the

glacial I¿ke Hind basin, but there is an exposure at the mouth of Moose Mountain valley

in the northern end of glacial l¿ke Arcota. Tire matrix-supported massive gravel sub-

lithofacies at this site has a very flat surface, and shows no sandy capping (Fig. 3-5). The

flow that deposited this matrix-supported massive gravel lithofacies was a high density

turbulent flow, which may have dispersed rapidly upon entering lake water and deposited

its bed-load. The turbulence in the flow prevented deposition of a sandy cap over the

massive gravel bed.

The clast supported, massive boulders and coarse gravels (Gmc) (Fig. 3-a) occur
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in the l-auder, Melita, Pipestone, Dand, and Little Saskatchewan deltas. They also occur

widely in major meltwater channels (Kehew and Clayton, 1983; Kehew and Teller,

L994a). As described in Chapter 3, this sublithofacies consists of over 57Vo pebbles,

cobbles, and boulders that are clast-supported, non-graded, and structureless. Lack of

grading and stratification indicates that turbulence and dispersive pressure are not the

only supporting mechanism during the transportation processes because sediments

deposited from a flow that is supported mainly by dispersive pressure such as a grain

flow will show clast-supporting and inve¡se grading at the base (Table 4-1) (Surlyk,

ß8a; I-owe, 1982; Nemec and Steel, 198a); deposition from a turbulent flow will

normally result in a normal grading and good sorting (Surlyk, 1984 and l-owe, 1982).

By comparison, a debris flow in which the flow volume is 47 to TOVo of sediments

(Costa, 1988) can deposit poorly sorted, massive, matrix-supported gravels (Pickering

et al., 1986; Lowe, L982). This is because the presence of mud and sand increases the

specif,rc gravity of the transporting media, thereby increasing the buoyancy of the flow

(Lowe, 1982). Meanwhile, the high sediment load will depress the turbulence of the flow

and maintain laminar flow. This, in turn, will reduce the chance of clast collision and

therefore, reduce dispersive pressure generated from clast collisions (Costa, 1988).

In the clast-supported massive gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmc), the high clast content

suggests that collisions between boulders and gravels were inevitable, i.e. dispersive

pressure generated by collisions played a role in supporting clast-dispersion during

transportation; therefore, the sediment-laden flow was similar to but not the same as the

grain flows that have been described by lowe (1982). Surlyk (1984) says that this type
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of lithofacies is better described as a sandy debris flow transitional to a density modified

grain flow. It is not a typical grain flow, nor a debris flow, but a density modifred grain

flow. Similar deposits in Watrous of central Saskatchewan has been described by Kehew

and Teller (1994b) as hyperconcentrational flow deposits.

As defined in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3, the pebbly sand sub-lithofacies (Gms)

has less than l0% pebbles. It is different from the matrix-supported massive gravel sub-

lithofacies by lacking mud and being moderately sorted. Pebbly sand lithofacies are the

dominant lithofacies in all but the Pipestone, Melita, and Lauder deltas in the western

Lake Hind basin. This lithofacies is normally less than 5 m thick, with a flat to gently

sloping surface, and is commonly associated with many shallow braid channels. One

explanation is that it was deposited by the progradation of a braided fluvial system into

a standing body of water (McPherson et al., 1987). The well-developed and abandoned

braided river channels in the Antler, Graham, Jackson, and Stony deltas support this

interpretation. Absence of grading and cross bedding, which are supposed to be the two

common characteristics of braided delta deposits (McPherson et al., 1987), may be due

to deposition into shallow lake water, on a low slope gradient, or due to reworking by

waves and currents. An alternative explanation, provided by Pickering et al. (1986) for

a similar lithofacies of disorganized pebbly sand, is the rapid collective grain deposition

of a pebble-sand mixture from high-concentrational turbidity currents due to increased

inter-granular friction. The common point of these two interpretations is that the sediment
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load of the flows has to be high. The difference of the two is that in a braided channel,

gravels and sands are transported mainly as bedload and dominate the deposits, while

f,rne-grained sediments that are transported in suspension do not contribute greatþ to

sediment accumulation (Blatt et al., 1980). In contrast, in high-concentrational turbidity

currents, a considerable proportion of sediment is deposited directly from suspension

(Allen, 1990). Hiscott (1994) even suggested that the inertia layers (bedload) in a

turbidity current are very thin and most massive sediments are deposited from

suspension.

4.2.2 Cross-bedded gravel sub-lithofacies (Gx)

This lithofacies consists of cobbles, pebbles, and granules, and occurs in the

Pipestone, Melita, Dand, and Little Saskatchewan deltas (Gx) (E, K, and L of Fig. 2-3).

The presence of 2 to 4 m-thick, near angle-of-repose cross beds, and their association

with massive to stratified gravels and sand caps suggest that this lithofacies may represent

the forest beds of deltas (Rust and Koster, 1984). Normal grading across each foreset

bed, such as is the case in the Dand delta (Fig.3-7), suggests that down-slope avalanching

of coarse sediments from traction carpets were followed by suspension deposition of fine

sediments from high-concentrational turbidity curents (Pickering et al., 1986). A water

flood may also deposit cross bedded sediments. However, cross bedded gravels that are

deposited from a waterflood will show better sorting and poorer grading than a

hyperconcentrational flow due to stronger turbulence and less suspension load ofcoarse

materials in a waterflood than a hyperconcentrational flow.
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The Assiniboine Flats (O of Fig. 2-3) is a special case of cross bedded gravel sub-

lithofacies, in which the surface of this lithofacies displays hummocþ topography (Fig.

3-16). The 16 km2 gravel bar occurs in a broad bend of the Assiniboine channel (O of

Fig. 2-3), and consists of a lower and an upper sequence (Fig. a-1). The cross bedded

fine gravels are overlain by scattered boulders in the upstream end, by hummocks in the

upper sequence in the rniddle bar, and constitute the entire downstream half of the ba¡

(Fig. 4-1; 3-8). This suggests that the ba¡ was deposited by multiple events. The cross

bedded gravels in the lower part of the sequence could be the result of gravel dune

migration during floods or by lateral accretion. There are two possible explanations for

the gravel hummocks of the upper sequence in the middle of the bar. One hypothesis is

that the hummocks and associated closed depressions were the result of the collapse of

stagnant ice after the deposition of gravel (Teller, personal commun. 1993). But my 4-

year (1992-1995) continuous monitoring of an active gravel pit that is excavated from the

center of a hummock to the adjacent closed-depressions found no sign of any collapse

structures; ground penetrating radar surveys over this hummock and adjacent depressions

found no sign of disturbance in the lower sequence, nor in the hummock. This suggests

that this hummock and associated closed depressions did not result from collapse of

stagnant ice after the deposition of gravels.

In a careful examination of this hummock it can be seen that this hummock

consists of three to four sets of in-drift climbing mega-ripples (Fig. 3-8). Each set of

mega-ripples has a wavelength of 25 to 60 m and is 4 to 6 m-high, and consists of a very
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Fig. 4-l A schematic interpretation of an exposure in the Assiniboune Flats(O of
Fig.2-3) based on Fig. 3-8 and ground penetrating radar surveys. Sediments
in the upper sequence display hummocþ topography and consist of cobbly
and pebbly gravels that are clast supported and cross bedded (Gx
sublithofacies); cross beds are separated from each other by a20 to 30-cm-
thick layer of cobbles, forming a non-graded bed unit. The low sequence
consists ofcross bedded fine gravels.
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gentle slope to the stoss-side and a steep sþe to the lee side (Fig. 4-1). All the beds are

conformable to the surface of the hummock. My explaination of the deposition of

hummocþ cross beds is similar to that of the delta foresets discussed previously, where

the cross beds were deposited by down-slope avalanching of coarse sediments from

traction carpets which were followed by suspension deposition of fine sediments from

high-concentrational turbidity currents (Pickering et a1., 1986). The deposition of these

hummocþ cross beds was under the influence of persistent mega-turbulence, as

evidenced by the non-streamlined hummocky landform (See map outlines in Fig. 4-1).

Because the gravel bar is located in a broad curved part of the Assiniboine valley

between two large channels, Sun and Teller (1993) suggested that a chaotic

megaturbulent flow may have occurred as a result of strong flow interference between

the two channels during a catastrophic flood (Fig. a-Ð; the irregular, vaguely streamlined

hummocþ bedforms were deposited at this time in the shallower turbulent floodwater

over the bar (Figs. 3-8, 4-2).Meanwhile, in the upper head of the bar where the flow

was uni-directional, previously-deposited gravel of the lower unit was reworked and

eroded, leaving a lag of boulder on top of cross bedded fine gravels (Fig. a-3).

4.2.3 Sand lithofacies (Sm, density flows and reworked by waves and wind)

Dunes are developed on a large portion of the surface of the sand lithofacies in

glacial l¿ke Hind. Therefore, much of the near-surface sediment of this lithofacies has

an eolian origin. Even in dune-free areas, well sorted eolian sand is common in the upper

0.5 m, showing an olive grey-colored mixture of sediment and soil. In order to get an
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Fig. 4-3 Photo shows boulder lags over cross bedded fine gravels (Gx sub
lithofacies) in the upper head of the Assiniboine Flat (0 of Fig. 2-3).
Location of this photo is shown in Fig. 4-2.
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aerial distribution of particle size of sand, samples were taken by a hand auger near the

water table I to 1.5 m below the surface for size analyses.

As described in Chapter 3, sand of this lithofacies (Sm) at depth from auger and

deep bore-holes (Figs.3-9,3-11) is generally moderately to well sorted, massive, and

non-graded. Sedimentary structures are rarely seen in bore-holes in central I-ake Hind,

but horizontal bedding has been found at distal locations in the Melita delta (Fig. 4-4).

This massive sand lithofacies is interpreüed as having been deposited from underflow

currents or turbidity currents and then reworked by waves. Similar disorganized sand

lithofacies have been inte¡preted as rapid suspension deposition from turbidity currents

by Postma (1990) and Pickering et al. (1986). Post-depositional liquefaction may be

responsible for destroy sedimentary structures locally.

Fig. 3-17 shows that the surface particle size of sand in the Sm facies is coarser

near the Pipestone, Melita, and Virden deltas in the western than the eastern glacial Lake

Hind. This suggests that the turbidity flows and underflows mainly came from the Souris,

Pipestone, and Assiniboine valleys, which have evidence of having been trenched by

catastrophic floods (see Chapter 5). The surface sand in the northern part of the basin has

shallow sub-parallel grooves that start from the Assiniboine River near Virden and extend

southeastward to the outlets of the lake; this is interpreted as erosion by flows from the

Assiniboine valley. I-ack of fine sediments at the surface of the central basin suggests the

basin was not a very effective sediment trap. Sand was deposited in shallow water and

was probably reworked by waves and moved into the central part of the basin as the lake

level fell; finer sediment remained in suspension and was carried out of the basin.
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Fig. 4-4 A west-east section in the distal Melita delta (I in Fig. 2-3). Massive
to faintly bedded [me gravels at the top 1-2 m (A) is underlain by a fming
upward sequence of gravels (E), gravelly sand (D), coarse-grained sand
(C), and very well sorted fine to medium sand (B). The basal unit (E) is
covered by slump, and consists of cross bedded pebbles and cobbles, with
abundant shale fragments.
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4.2.4 Sand-mud couplet lithofacies (Sl)

This lithofacies (Sl) consists of interbedded sand and silty clay. This lithofacies

is similar to the organized sand-mud couplets (C2) of Pickering et al. (1986), which was

interpreted as deposition from high concentrational turbidity currents. The SI is different

from the laminated mud lithofacies (Fl) by having up to 1.1 m silty sand beds. In

lithofacies SI, each couplet consists of 0.1 to 1.1 m of silty sand separated from the next

couplet by a 0.1 to 1.6 m silty clay unit. Deposition of each couplet occurred from one

turbidity surge event which deposited the silty sand that was followed by silty clay after-

surging. The transition from laminated silty sand beds in the lower sequence to massive

sand beds in the upper sequence suggests that either the siæ was getting closer to the

source area of turbidity flow (due to the prograding of delta fronts) or the energy of the

turbidity flow became stronger (Lowe, 1982).

The lack of sand-mud couplets in the basin east of the Alexander moraine (Q2 of

Fig. 2-3and Fig. 3-1S) can be explained by the eastern region being covered by ice at

the time the SI lithofacies was deposited to the west (Sun and Teller, 1996), or because

surging flows did not extend that far (after ice melting), or because of low surface

gradients and shallow depths at the lake floor.

4.2.5 Mud lithofacies (Fl, FTn' suspension settling)

Rhythmite silt and clay lithofacies (Fl)

There are several interpretations for the rhythmite silt and clay lithofacies in

glaciolacustrine environments. One mechanism involves seasonally controlled alternations
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between the warmer melt season when coarse sediments were deposited from meltwater

flows and the cold season when fine sediments were deposited from suspended particles

in the water column (wotfe and Teller, 1993). Here, one couplet of coarse and fine

lacustrine sediment represents accumulation over a one year period' Alternative

interpretations are slump-induced surge current deposits, fluctuations in runoff to the

lake, or changes in wave energy. In these situations, the coa¡se-grained unit may form

at any time of year, and may form a very irregular thickness of coarse sediment that

displays a gradational upper silt contact (Smith and Ashley, 1985). Wolfe and Teller

(1993) suggesred rhat this gradational upper silt contact in the rhythmite silt and clay

lithofacies could be used to distinguish a surge current-produced rhythmite from annual

valves; they noted that a sharp upper silt contact in a varve would result from an abrupt

break in deposition when the lake changed from ice-free to ice-covered. However, if a

surge flow generated by spring melting or flooding from a river was very strong, it may

have eroded the entire fine layer of winter deposits and resulted in a bi-annual couplet

or multiple-year couplet of silt and clay beds.

In glaciat Lake Hind, the 1- to 5-cm-thick clay laminae often show signs of

erosion and disturbance, such as rip-up clay clasts, suggesting that the clay beds were

disturbed by subsequent strong underflows probably generated from spring melting' The

1- to lg-cm-thick silty beds of this lithofacies probably were deposited by low density,

quasi-continuous underflow currents generated from ice-marginal meltwater flows. Cross

laminated beds of coarse sand and scattered gravels and till clasts support the view that

underflows or turbidity currents were an important dispersal mechanism'
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Homogeneous mud lithofacies (Fm)

This lithofacies is believe to have been deposited from suspension settling, in part

from density current and turbulent suspension. In a glacial lake where inflow and outflow

were high and depth of water ranged from 5 to 35 m, the key factors controlling mud

deposition were wave energy, and water depth; the elevation of outlets played a key role

in the latter. The 20 to 30 m-thick homogenous mud with subtle lamination in central

glaciat I¿ke Hind (Fig. 3-9) suggests continuous deposition with no disturbance. This

lithofacies is thickest in the central deep basin, so it was certainly deposited in the deep

water region below wave base.

4.3 Depositionat environments of water-laid sediment

In this section I wilt discuss the depositional environments in the order from

upstream to downstream, from esker to deltas, to lacustrine sand, silt, and cþ. The

depositional environments of glacier-deposited sediments will be discussed in the next

section.

4.3.L Depositional environments of eskers and low linear ridges

A glaciofluvial plain with low linear ridges occurs north of the Arrow Ilill esker

(Fig. a-5). Sediment composition of the fluvial plain is similar to that of the esker, and

is dominantly shale f-ragments. Adjacent to each of the low-linear ridges are channels

scoured into shale bedrock. A similar landform in the Livingstone Lake area of northern

Saskatchewan has been calted a "drumlin" by Shaw (1983); these features are either

spindle or streamlined in shape and consist of sand, pebbly sand, and sandy pebbly
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Fig. 4-5 Glacial fluvial plains with low linear ridges and the Arrow Hill esker in
the northern edge of the study area.
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diamicton. These "drumlins" have been interpreted as having been deposited from

suspension into basal cavities within the ice during catastrophic subglacial floods (Ashley,

1985; Shaw, 1991). In the early stage of these subglacial floods, the pressure generated

by the flood was sufficiently high to lift large areas of the glacier from the ground. As

the flood depth increased, erosional marks were sculpted in both the bedrock and

overlying ice, producing large cavities in the base of ice. As the flood pressure fell the

ice settled toward the ground. The cavities became areas of flow expansion where

sediments were deposited from suspension. This may be the origin of subparallel low

linear ridges north of the Assiniboine River.

All these low{inear-ridges converge downstream into the Arrow Hill esker. The

esker consists of 15 to 20 m-thick massive beds of shale boulders and cobbles that are

moderately sorted and clast-supported (Gmc) (Fig. 3-15), suggesting deposition from a

hyperconcentrational flow (grain flow). The convergence of low linear ridges at the esker

suggests that the subglaciat flood that deposiæd these low-linear-ridges was confined

within the Arrow Hill ice-walled channel. The catastrophic density flow swept weathered

shale bedrock into the channel and transported the boulder- to cobble-sized shale

fragments for a long distance before depositing them in the ice-walled channel.

4.3.2 Depositional environments and surface elevations of deltas

4.3.2.1Definition:

An early description of deltas was made by Gilbert (1885) for Pleistocene fan-

shaped coarse sediments deposited by glacial streams into t ake Bonneville. Based on
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Gilbert's description, Barrell (1912) defined a delta as "deposits, partly subaerial, built

by a river into or against a permanent body of water"; and he used topset, foreset, and

bottomset to describe the structure of delta. Miall (1984) pointed out that deltaic

sediments that a¡e deposited subaerially and in shallow marine or lacustrine environments

typically show a gradation into fine-grained offshore facies.

Fan delta is a subtype of delta. Holmes (1965) and McPherson et al. (1987)

defined a fan-delta as an alluvial fan prograding directly into a standing body of water

from an adjacent highland. This definition has been expanded to include deltas that a¡e

coarse-grained and bedtoad dominated (Gallway, 1976; Postma and Reop, 1985; Nilsen,

1985), and deltas deposited mainly by density underflow and braid flows (Sun, 1993a).

As described in Chapter 3, delta sediments in glacial l¿ke Hind area are coarse-

grained, and consist mainly of pebbly sand, clast supported gravels, and cross bedded

gravels. These deltas can be subdivided into two categories modified from Smith (1991)

classification: a Gilbert+ype fan delt¿ and a braided delta. A Gilbert-type delta (fan-

foreset delta of Smith, 1991) consists of a topset, a foreset, and a bottomset. A braid

delta consists of a fan-shape sandar that has abundant shallow braided channels at the

surface and lacks large scale foresets internally; it is different from the braid delta of

Smith (1991) and McPherson (1987) by lacking visible subaqueous foreset slope deposits

and by having fan shapes.

4.3.2.2 Gilbert-type fan delta

The delt¿ic model in Fig. 4-6 is constructed based on the fan-foreset delta model
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Fig. 4-6 A schematic diagram of Gilbert-type fan-foreset delta. Sediments are

dominantly gravels and coarse-grained sand; Deposition was dominated by

fequent hyperconcentrational underflows (modifi ed aft er Smith, 1 9 89).
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of Smith (1991) and underflow delta model of Smith and Ashley (1985, their figure 4-

29). This model reflects the fact that several exposures in deltas of the Lake Hind area

(Figs. 3-8, 3-6, 3-lI, 4-7) reveal massive cobbles and boulders in the proximal deltas

and cobbly to pebbly gravel topsets that overlie finer gravel foreset in the delta fronts,

which is similar to that of fan-foreset delta of Smith (1991)-

Sediments in the topsets ranges from massive boulders to cobbles, and to pebbles

that are clast supported and poorly sorted, with a sand and granule matrix. Cut and fill

structures are rafe, so is stratification. Furthermore, where a main-feeding channel

trenched into shale, the proximal delø can be dominated by massive shale boulders and

cobbles (Melita and Dand deltas); otherwise, ca¡bonate rocks and Shield rocks are

dominant (Pipestone and Little Saskatchewan deltas). It is clear that the sediments in the

topsets are probably high energy, hyperconcentrational flow deposits.

Deltaic foresets occur in fan-foreset-deltas that have large feeding channels, such

as the Souris valley and Dand valley that relate to hyperconcentrational floods (see next

chapter) (Kehew and Teller, 1994a;Sun and Teller, 1996). The vertical sequences in this

setting are similar to that of the deep-water fan-foreset delta of Smith (1991), i.e. cobbly

and pebbly topset beds are underlain by gravel deltaic foreset beds, which in turn, are

underlain by sandy bottomset beds (Fig. 4-7). According to Smith and Ashley (1985)'

meltwater deltas were mostly deposited by either quasi-continuous or surging-type

underflows that were triggered by hyperconcentrational floods. The association of deltaic

foresets with large meltwater spillways in l-ake Hind suggests that sudden surging-type

underflow were the dominant depositional mechanism.
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Fig. 4-7 A photograph of the massive shale fragments in the proximal Dand delta
(K of Fig 2-3) at 6.5 km west and 2 km south of the rown of Elgin.
similar sediments also occur in the distal delta (see Fig. 3-7). The Auger
is 1,2 m-long.
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Deep-water bottomsets are not well exposed. Welt logs reveal that there is a thick

bed of fine to coarse grained sand adjacent to the deltas (Fig. 3-11), suggesting that the

delta bottomset beds are dominated by sand (S) that was deposited from turbidity

underflows.

4.3.2.3 Braid delta

The deltaic model in Fig. a-8 @raid detta) is characterized by lacking deltaic

foresets. Pebbty sand sub-lithofacies is the dominant lithofacies in the main-part of the

delta and it generally is less than 5 m thick. Basinward the pebbly sand sub-lithofacies

changes to shallow water lacustrine sand (S) and to mud (Fm) (Fig. a-8). On the surface,

abundant braided channels form inter-locked net works along a main channel. The main

feeding channels are small (less than 500 m wide and less than 10 m deep) according to

the l:50,000 topographic maps. Examples of these deltas are the Antler, Gainsborough,

Jackson, Stony, Bosshill, and Gopher deltas in the western I¿ke Hind basin.

Blatt et al. (1980) suggest that lack of stratification is the result of either rapid

deposition from suspension or deposition from very high concentrated sediment

dispersions caused by continuous meltwater flows, and by sheet floods during spring

melting. For the braid deltas in the Lake Hind basin, lack of foreset beds may be

explained by rapid deposition in broad shallow water zones during sheet floods. These

sheet floods may be less turbulent, lower in sediment concentration, and smaller in

magnitude than any of the hyperconcentrational and catastrophic floods that have been

discussed by Kehew and Teller (I994a;1994b), Kehew and ctayton (1983), and Lord
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Fig. 4-8 A schematic diagram of braid delta. This type of delta is generally small,

and is depositedlin very shallow water (< 5 m).Sediments may be

deposited ty ..u.on"l flóods or quasi-continuous meltwater flows' It is
diiferent from the braid delta of McPherson et al. (19S7) by lack foresets

and having pebbly sand of density flow deposits'



(1991). In addition, these meltwater channels may have functioned for a short time

period, so they could not have supplied enough sediments to allow the deltas to prograde

across the a broad shallow-water zone into deep-water to form foreset beds.

4.3.3 Surface elevations of delt¿s

In this section the late glacial elevation of deltas during deposition will be

discussed. This late glacial elevation is different from the modern elevation of deltas due

to crustal tilting after the retreating of the ice. The purpose of this discussion is to link

the paleo-lake level with the late glacial elevations of deltas.

There are 12 dettas along the margin of the glaciat I-ake Hind basin (A to L of

Fig. 2-3). Of the 12 deltas, 9 form an irregular and nearly continuous fringe of coarse

sediment between the higher elevation till to the west and the finer lacustrine sediments

in the lake basin to the east (Fig. 2-3).

Figure 4-9 shows the modern surface elevation and the late glacial elevations of

the 12 deltas. The modern elevation is corrected back to late glacial elevation by

removing an amount of crustal rebound, which is derived from the isostatic tilting curves

of Herman beach level of Teller and Thorleifson (1983, their figure 2), and'extended

lines of equal postglacial uplift (Teller and Thorleifson, 1983,. their f,rgure 1). The

Herrnan Beach level of lake Agassiz was choose because meltwater from glacial Lake

Hind deposited the Pembina delta when glacial l-ake Agassiz was at the Herman beach

level (Kehew and Clayton, 1933). In Fig. 4-9, the late glacial elevations of the deltas

gradually decrease toward north. The Dand delta and the Little Saskatchewan delta ( K
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and L in Fig. 2-3 and 4-9) on the eastern side of the basin are two exceptions. Based on

the corrected late glacial elevation (in brackets) of deltas, the 12 deltas can be divided

into 3 groups: 1) above 410 m (457 m modern); 2) between 403 (450) and 397 (442)

m; and 3) below 391 (a3$ m.

Deltas with surface elevations above 457 m þaleoelevation of 410 m) are: Antler,

Graham, and Jackson deltas in the narrow southwestern end of the basin (4, B, and C

of Figs. 4-9 and 2-3), the Little Saskatchewan delta (L of Figs. 2-3 an 4-9) in the

northeastern corner, and Dand delta (K of Figs. 2-3, 4-9) in the southeastern part of the

basin. Sediments are dominated by pebbly sand sub-lithofacies (Gms) in the Antler,

Graham, and Jackson deltas (braid deltas of Fig. 4-8), by clast supported gravel

lithofacies (Gmc) with low shale content in the Little Saskatchewan Delta, and by clast-

supported and shale-rich gravel sub-lithofacies (Gmc) overlying cross bedded gravel sub-

lithofacies (Gx) in the Dand delta (fan-foreset deltas of Fig. 4-7). 
.

Among these deløs, the Dand delta is special because of its surface slope and its

feeding system. The Dand delta is a long and narrow delta. Its long-axis is oriented

parallel with the southeastern edge of the basin (Fig. a-10), and forms a 135o angle with

its feeding channel, the Dand channel. The surface elevation of the delta is 7 m higher

in the easrern end (457 m) than the western end (450 m). The channel that leads to the

delø is only 20 km long and 1 km wide. It starts at the southern edge of the l-ake Hind

basin, cuts across ridged till, and enters the same basin from the southwest with three

branches (Figs. 4-10,2-3). The western branch is at a lower elevation than the eastern

two.
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Along the western side of the basin from Melita to Virden, 4 deltas occur at an

elevation between 403 and 397 m (450 to 442 modern). From south to north they are

Melita, Stony, Pipestone, Gopher, and Bosshill deltas (I, D, E, F, G of Fig. 2-3). The

Stony, Gopher, and Bosshill deltas are braid type deltas because they lack foreset beds.

The Melita and Pipestone deltas are fan-foreset deltas. Among these deltas, Pþstone

delta is the largest with the thickest deltaic sediment sequence, and is underlain by very

thin lacustrine silt and clay (Fig. 3-118).

The Virden and I-auder deltas are the two lowest deltas (Figs. 2-3, 4-9)- The

Virden delta is located adjacent to the Assiniboine River valley in the northwest corner

of glacial Lake Hind and consists of mainly massive sandy pebbles. The proximal Virden

delta is overlain by about 0.5 m till. The I-auder delta is located on the north side of the

Souris River at 3gl m (43;4 m modern), and consists of 6 m of massive, non-stratified,

and clast supported cobbles (Gmc sub-lithofacies, underflow fan), underlain by till (Dl)

and parches of well laminated clayey silt (Fl). This delta differs from the Melita delta

(Gmc, Gx) by having much coarser gravels that are deficient in shale fragments, and by

a lack of stratification.

4.3.4 Depositional environments of sand and mud in central Lake Hind basin

The borehole described on Fig. 3-9 from the central I¿ke Hind basin shows 20

m of clay and silt, overlain by 15 m of sand and mud couplets; which, in turn, is

overlain by 12 m of sand. How did this 47-m-thick coarsening upward sequence get

deposited in the short history of I-ake Hind? I believe that, beside the large number of
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feeding channels (11), underflows that were caused by periodic catastrophic floods from

the Souris, Pipestone, and Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine spillways may have supplied most of

the sediments into deep-water area.

How far can underflows go from the river mouths? Pickrill and Irwin (1982)

detected underflows up to 40 km downlake from a stream mouth in I-ake Wakatipu

during a flood. It is reasonable to believe that a catastrophic flood, such as the one from

the Souris River valley (Kehew, L982; Kehew and Lord, 1986, L987; Kehew and

Clayton, 1983, Kehew and Teller, I994a), may generate such a powerful underflow that

it may continue more than 40 km from the river mouth. In the deep basin, sediments

such as the massive sand lithofacies and the sand beds in sand-mud couplet lithofacies

(Fig. 3-9) were probably deposited from sudden catastrophic surging flows. These

deposits are separated by silt and clay of suspension deposits in low energy regions of

a lake.

4.4 Depositional environments of glacier deposits

Glacier-deposits underlie lacustrine sediments (Figs. 3-9,3-11) and are exposed

in uplands peripheral to Lake Hind (Figs . 2-3 , 3-L2, 4- 10). Detailed studies of lithofacies

(Dl and Dh) and the stratigraphy of glacier deposits under lacustrine sediments are

difficult because they are rarely exposed at the surface and, in borehole descriptions they

ate very similar in color and texture. Thus, my discussion in this section will be

concentrated on the morphology and lithofacies of late V/isconsinan deposits near the

surface.
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The areal distribution of the carbonate content of till samples (Shown in Fig 4-11)

suggests that Dl diamicton sub-lithofacies occurs south, west, and northwest of glacial

I¿ke Hind, while Dh diamicton sub-lithofacies occurs only east of glacial I¿ke Hind.

The Alexander moraine (P of Fig. 2-3) is roughly the divide betwepn the two sub-

lithofacies. The Alexander moraine is the northern extension of the Darlingford moraine

in the Tiger Hills Upland (Sun, I993a; Conley, 1986), and is characterized by low relief

and abundant potholes-lakes; it is blanketed by 0.3-0.5 m of lacustrine deposits.

Carbonate analyses of till samples from the ridge yielded high carbonate contents (Sun,

1993a), suggesting that the ridge is part of the high carbonate sub-lithofacies by ice

flowing from the east. The abundance of pothole lakes in the Alexander moraine suggests

that the moraine was formed in an ice marginal lake.

The Dl diamicton sub-lithofacies occurs to the west and south I¿ke Hind area

@ig. a-11). The most notable glacial landforms in the Dl diamicton subJithofacies are

the sub-parallel ridges and doughnut-till plain in the Boissevain area, south of glacial

I¿ke Hind (see section 3.3.1 of Chapter 3) (Fig. 3-I2). As described in Chapter 3, the

doughnut landforms can be identified ctearly in air photos (Fig. Fig. 3-13). However,

the same doughnuts are not shown on the satellite images (Fig. 3-1a); instead, the region

appears to be covered by narrow-ridges (some are paired) that are oriented in the same

direction as the ridges in the ridged till plain. In places one or two of the narrow ridges

in the doughnut plain are linked with an ice ridge in the ridged till plain, and show a

smooth transition. In some cases a pair of narrow ridges in the doughnut till plain grade

into a broad and low ridge before linking to a single thrust-ridge in the ridged till ptain.
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Fig. 4-11 Contour map of carbonate content of tills near the surface. This map is
based on carbonate analysis on 90 till samples. The uncontoured area is
covered by lacustrine and eolian sediments.
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This suggests that the doughnuts and thrusted ridges are related.

There are three possible interpretations for sub-parallel ridges in a till plain:

thrusted ridges, recession (annual) ridges, and filled crevasses. Thepresenceofevidence

of large blocks (>25 m2¡ of shale bedrock in the study area suggests that the sub-parallel

ridges are likely thrust-ridges in origin. Based on the low carbonate content of the tills

and the orientation of these ridges, they were formed by a northwest to southeast advance

of glacial ice.

Deal's (L972) model for similar sheared ridges (washboard moraines) in Rolette

County of North Dakota can serve as an explanation in the Boissevain area. Fig. 4-12

shows how superglacial shear-ridges could form in the early stage of ice-melting by

sediment being carried up shear-plains in the ice by compressional flow. Be¡ause these

sediments were provided protections from solar radiation, ice under the thick drift near

the debris ridges melted slower than ice in-between the shear-plains (Fig. 4-12). As the

relief became accentuated, sediments in the ridges slumped into the adjacent depressions,

resulting in thick drift in the inter-shear-plains areas; this exposed ice along the former

shear-plains (Fig. 4-I2). This process may have been repeated several times, resulting

in sub-parallel and broad-ridges in a till plain. (Fig.a-l2).

However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to use Deal's (1972) model to explain

the large shale slabs on the crests of ridges and the occurrence of stratified gravels and

sand in ridges (Fig. a-13). An alternative interpretation is that the gravels and shale slabs

were let-down verticatly with tittle disturbance. In this model, the initial melting resulted

in a blanket of drift over the ice. The effectiveness of solar radiation in melting ice
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decreased as more and more sediments covered the ice. Meanwhile, down-ice percolation

of rain water and meltwater along the shear-planes resulted in faster melting near the

shear-plains than anywhere else, resulting in ridges along the former shear-plains, which

contain well sorted material and large slabs of bedrocks.

What is the origin of doughnuts in till plains? Deal (L972) and Clayton (\967)

proposed two models as shown in Fig. 4-14. But these two models cÍu:l not explain why

the doughnuts chain up along the thrust ridges and coincide with lacustrine deposits at

the surface, and why there are no doughnuts in most parts of the ridged till plain where

there are no silts or clays at the surface.

Maizels (lgg}) proposed a jökulhlaup flow model for boulder-rich rim structures.

Boulder-rich rims consists of diamicton that overlie sandur gravels of catastrophic flood

deposits in Myrdals sandur, south Iceland. The rim ridges (doughnuts) were produced

by the melting of debris-rich ice blocks, which were transported on the surface of a

hyperconcentrational flood surge (Maizels). Doughnuts in the Whitewater Lake area of

southwestern Manitoba are not associated with any gravels from flood deposits. So

Maizels model (1992) can not be used without modification.

The occurrence of thin lacustrine silt over the doughnut plains suggests that the

doughnuts may have been related to a superglacial lake. The lake covered the southern

half of the stagnant ice area that had been sheared (Fig. 4-15a). Thus, the processes

operating in the shallow-water were probably different from those in the higher northern

area where high sheared ridges were formed. In the shallow lake area, wave winnowing

and storm washing resulted in thick sediment deposited along the shear plains (Fig. 4-
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Fig. 4-14 Two traditional explanation for doughnuts in till plain. In these models,
glacial fluvial and lacustrine sediments were deposited in ice-walled kettle
lakes. Melting of ice resulted in large depressions and rim-ridges if the kettle
lake was large and on solid ground (A and B). Otherwise melting of ice
outside ofkettle lakes would resulted in low mounds or kames with ice cores.

Subsequent melting of ice cores resulted in potholes with rim-ridges around

each potholes (C). In both cases, doughnuts will occur randomly, instead of
line-up with sheared ridges (From Deal,1972, Claytoq 1967).
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Fig. 4-15 A Model for subparallel ridges and associated doughnuts north and west

of the Whitewater Lake area. A) Shear movements during glacial advance

resulted in a series ofsubparallel thrust plains; subsequently a superglacial

lake was formed in the lower southern end. B) In the superglacial lake,

more drifts were deposited in depressions than in the hill of ice. C) The

superglacial Lake drained; melting of ice in the former lake plain resulted

in ice-cored hills along the thrust plains; but in the upland area, ice-cored

hills were formed in-between the thrust plains. D) melting of ice resulted

in potholes with rim-ridges in the former lake floor; and resulted in high

ridges in onshore area.
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15b). Next, the superglacial lake drained before the complete melting of ice; continuous

melting of ice resulted in ice-cored ridges along the shear-plains (Fig. 4-15c). Each of

the ice-cored ridge became a chain of ice-core hills as a result of uneven melting of ice

cores. Subsequent melting of these stagnant ice left closely spaced potholes that are

surrounded by 0.5 to 1 m-high circular rim-ridges.
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CHAPTER 5

FLIIVIAL GFOMORPIIOI,OGY AND PALEOHYDROI,OGY

5.L lntroduction

Based largely on the study of the Souris River spillway, Kehew (L982), Kehew

and Clayton (1983), Kehew and Lord (1986, 1987), Inrd (1991), and Kehew and Teller

(199aa) proposed criteria for identifying catastrophic floods that eroded large spillways

over an initially flat lowland. These criteria include, but are not limited to, scoured sub-

uplands adjacent to the inner spillways, boulder lags in the scoured sub-uplands and in

the inner channels, residual hills within the spiltways and in the scoured sub-uplands, and

massive boulder and cobble deposits in the terraces. Sun and Teller (1996) suggest that

scoured sub-uplands and boulder-lags may be missing if a channel was formed as the

result of multiple flood events.

Among the 10 main drainage ways that enter I¿ke Hind (Fig. 2-3), the Souris-

Moose Mountain spillway, Pipestone spillway, and Assiniboine-Qu'Appelle systems

appear to have been formed by major floods (Kehew and Clayton, 1983; Kehew and

Teller, I994a; Sun and Teller, 1996). Other drainage ways immediately west of the l¿ke

Hind basin probably began as subglacial vatleys that carried mainly "normal" flows of

meltwater (Fulton et a1., 1994 Sun and Teller, 1996).

In the following sections I will describe channel morphologies, terraces, and

gravel bars of the Moose Mountain spillway, Souris River spillway, Pipestone valley,
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Assiniboine-Qu'Appelle River spillway, and Pembina River spillway. This is followed

by a paleohydrological interpretation based largely on the morphology of these valleys

and the sedimentary structures and grain size of materials in their terrace and bars.

5.2 Souris-Moose Mountain spillway system

5.2.1 Moose Mountain spillway and glacial lakes Indian Head and Arcola

The Moose Mountain spillway system includes glacial l-ake Indian Head, Moose

Mountain spillway, and glacial I¿ke Arcola. The Moose Mountain spillway joins with

the Souris River spiltway at the town of Oxbow (Fig. 1-1). The 2300 km2 glacial I-ake

Indian Head basin is at the head of this system, lies at an elevation up to 640 m, and

consists of up to 7 m thick lacustrine sediments. The basin has three outlets. These three

outlets are Moose Mountain spillway, which lies at an elevation of 655 m at its upper

end, Pipestone valley, which lies at 640 m at its upper end, and Qu'Appelle spillway,

which everywhere lies below 579 m (Fig. 5-1).

The Moose Mountain Spillway originates at the southern end of glacial Lake

Indian Head basin, ffid, en route to the Souris spillway, passes through glacial l-ake

Arcola, which covers 700 km2. The upper 37 km of this spillway, just south of glacial

I¿kes Indian Head, is shallow and has a reversed-gradient toward the north, while the

rest of the spillway downstream has a normal gradient; this "normal" part of the spillway

is about I km wide and 15 to 20 m deep, has steep side-walls, and lacks visible terraces

or scoured sub-uplands adjacent to the spillway. Where the Moose Mountain spillway

enters the northern end of gtacial I-ake Arcola, there is a large gravel delta @ar?).
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Sediments in this delta are dominated by massive, matrix supported, S-m-thick beds of

pebbles and cobbles (Gmm sub-lithofacies), with a sand and mud matrix, suggesting

deposition from a high density turbulent flow or debris flow (see section 4.2.1 of Chapter

4) that originated in glacial Lake Indian Head.

The arcuate glacial Lake Arcola (Figs.l-l, 5-1) is. located along the southern

flank of Moose Mountain upland, and is surrounded by hummocþ till deposits. The lake

floor is generally flat except near the Kisbey Esker (Christiansen, 1956), which is located

in the northern basin and is parallel with the long-axis of the lake; this esker rises 20 to

50 m above the lake floor. The Moose Mountain spillway, on the other hand, is no more

than 50 m wide and 5 m deep in the central part of the l-ake Arcola basin.

The spillway between glacial I-ake Arcola and the Souris River spillway has a

steep slope (0.I5Vo vs 0.04-0.09Vo), witha V-shape cross section about 1 km wide and

10 to 50 m deep. There are2- to 3-km-wide scoured sub-uplandsareas adjacent to the

eastern side of the spillway. Abundant potholes in till, a sign of deposits from stagnant

ice @eal, 1972), are present immediately to the west of the spillway and east of the

scoured sub-uplands. Near the Souris valley junction, there are two distinctive terraces.

The high terrace is developed on till (scoured sub-uplands), while the low terrace consists

of a large bar of very coarse cobbly gravels. The massive, clast-supported, cobbly

gravels in this bar also suggest deposition by a major flood (Facies Gmc).

5.2.2 Souris River spitlway and glacial lakes Regina and Souris

The Souris River spillway system consists of, in downstream order, glacial Lake
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Regina, the Souris River spillway, glacial Lake Souris, glacial Lake Hind, and the

Pembina River spillway (Figs. 1-1). I will not discuss Lake Hind here because l-ake Hind

and its sediments have been discussed in the previous four chapters. The Pembina

spillway will be discussed in a later section.

Glacial lake Regina covered an area of about 9300 km2 (Kehew and Clayton,

1983). The basin floor is flat along the northwest-southeast long-axis and rises about 12

m toward the southwestern and northeastern margins. The northwestern end of the basin

near Regina is at an elevation of about 578 m, which is the same as the southeastern end

near the town of \ü/eyburn (Fig. 5-1). Sediments in this basin consist of up to 14 m of

silt and clay (Regina Clay, Christiansen, 1960) in the central basin, which grade into silt

and sand toward the higher southwestern and northeastern margin. The modern basin has

two outlets: the Souris River valley and the Qu'Appelle River spillway. The Qu'Appelle

River spillway cuts a 2-km-wide and 60-m-deep valley across the northern edge of I-ake

Regina (Christiansen, 1961). The Souris River spillway, on the other hand, originates

from the southern tþ of glacial Lake Regina at rJ/eyburn (Fig. 1-1), and has no visible

scoured channels extending into the basin.

Immediately downstream from the lake basin, the Souris River spillway has a

small central channel within an 8-km-wide scoured zone that contains elliptical hills and

boulder lags, as described in detail by Kehew (1982) and Kehew and Clayton (1983).

The central inner channel becomes gradually deeper and wider downsheam from less

than 500 m wide and 15 m deep in the first 30 km downstream from Weyburn to 1.2

km-wide and 30 m-deep at 20 km upstream from the Moose Mountain junction (Fig. 5-
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2). The inner channel enlarges sharply to 2 km wide and 50 m deep in the next 10 km

to the Moose Mountain River spiltway junction (Figs. 5-2). The width of the scoured

zone varies from 4500 to 8000 m wide until 20 km upstream from the Moose Mountain

junction at Oxbow (Fig. 5-2), where the scoured zone becomes abruptly narrower and

disappears before reaching Oxbow (Fig. 5-2). Although the scoured channel continued

for about 10 km southeast (Fig. 5-1) into the De Locs valley, the headwater of the De

Iocs valley is only about 10 m deep and 1 km wide, and is 35 m higher than the Souris

River valley (Kehew and Clayton, their Figure 3).

From Oxbow downstream to glacial Lake Souris, the channel remains 2 to 3 km

wide, and becomes gradually shallower, from 50 m deep near Oxbow to 25 m deep at

the river mouth in the glacial Lake Souris Basin, and to less than 5 m-deep where the

river crosses the lake floor (Kehew and Clayton, 1983). Along this part of the Souris

Spillway, scoured subupland channels are rare. Upon entering the I¿ke Souris basin, two

coarse-grained sediment fans with fining upward sequences were deposited (Lord, 1988,

1991); one of these is at the mouth of the Souris River and another one in the middle

basin floor.

Glacial Lake Souris covers ¿ur are¿r about 6000 km2 and has three ptominent

strandlines at 472m, 460 m, and 450 m in Rolette County, North Dakota (Deal, Lg72).

Sediments in the basin consist of up to 20 m of sand and 5 m silt and clay overlying till

(Lord, 1988). There are two coarse-grained fans, the one near the glacial l-ake Souris

inlet is at an elevation between 457 and 466 m (Lord, 1988), and a smaller one in the

deep basin is at an elevation of about 450 m (I-ord, 1988; topographic maps). Both fans
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consist of matrix-deficient gravels (Gmc) overlying lignite-rich gravels (Gmm) in the

proximal fan and well sorted sand(s) overlying tignite-bearing sand in the middle and

distal fan (Lord, 1988, his Fig. 39). The lake basin has two outlets: the southeastern

outlet consists of a series lakes leading to the James Spillway and Sheyenne Spillway,

ranging ftom 457 to 472 m in elevation (Lord, 1988); the Souris Spillway is at an

elevation about 424 m and exits the basin northwa¡d to glacial I¿ke Hind (Fig.1-1).

In between glacial lakes Souris and Hind, the Souris River spillway has a slope-

gradient of about 0.0L3V0. The first 12 km of the spillway is a single channel that is

about 2 km wide and 15 m deep, with its floor and scoured sub-uplands at about 434 m

and 450 m respectively. In the next 18 km to glacial L¿ke Hind the channel is separated

into three branches by two elliptical hitls that are 8 to 15 km long and 2 to 3 km wide.

Each of these Souris River spitlway branches is about 15 m deep and 1 to 2 km wide.

When the scoured zone bordering the entire entrenched spillway is included, the width

is l0 km wide. The surface sediments in the scoured zone are either reworked (washed)

tills (Dl lithofacies) or massive and cross stratified gravels and pebbly sand (Gmm, Gms,

and Gx lithofacies) (Fig. 2-3). In contrast, sediments within the channels dominantly

consist of scattered boulders and thin fluvial deposits of laminated fine sand and silty clay

over shale bedrock (Fig. 2-3).

5.2.3 Paleohydrological interpretation

Moose Mountain spillway sYstem

Because the Moose Mountain spiltway is the highest outlet of glacial I¡ke Indian
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Head (Fig.5-1), the lower Pipestone and Qu'Appelle outlets must have been blocked by

ice when the lake discharged into Moose Mountain spillway. In addition, the reversed-

gradient in the first 37 km of this spillway, leading from the lake basin, requires that

glacial I¿ke Indian Head was either a subglacial lake or a superglacial take. If it was a

subglacial lake, meltwater could have flowed up-slope under high pressure beneath the

ice (Fig. 5-3). Atternatively, glacial l¿ke Hind was a superglacial lake that was dammed

to the south by stagnant ice (Fig. 5-4). The lake water found its way to the base of the

ice and cut the Moose Mountain Spillway as pressurized outflow flowed upslope of the

base of the glacier (Fig.5-a). The meltwater flow that trenched the spillway was a

hyperconcentrational flow or debris flow, as evidenced by massive-matrix supported

gravel deposits (Gmm) in the gravel delta at the northern end of glacial l¿ke Arcola

(Fig. 3-5) (See 4.3.2 of Chapter 4). Lack of a scoured zone in the upland immediately

adjacent to the spillway supports the superglacial lake theory, i.e. the uplands were

protected by stagnant ice.

Once the hyperconcentrational flow entered glacial Lake Arcola, the flow

dispersed rapidly and deposited a massive gravel delta (Gmm lithofacies). The

hyperconcentrational flow did not erode a large channel across glacial Iake Arcola,

suggesting that the lake was fult of water, possibly dammed by stagnant ice, which acted

as a buffer reducing the shear-stress of the incoming flow. At the southern margin of the

stagnant ice where the flood water came out of the ice-walled channel, a cobbly gravel

fan was deposited. Farther downstream the flood water may have followed an early ice

marginal channel and enlarged it into the Moose Mountain spillway all the way to glacial
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Subglacial Lake Indian Head

Fig. 5-3 Schematic diagram showing hypothesis I of glacial Lake Indian Head.

The lake may be a subglacial lake. Under high pressure generated from

upstream input, the meltwater may have flowed southward and eroded the

Moose Mountain valley. Melting of ice would deposit till over lacustrine

sediments.
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Superglacial Lake Indian Head
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Subglacial flow

Fig. 5-4 Schematic diagram showing hypothesis II of glacial Lake Indian Head.

The lake may be a superglacial lake that was dammed by ice to the south.

Meltwaters found their way to the base of ice and burst southward. This
eroded the Moose Mountain valley into ice and newly deposited till.
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Lake Souris.

In glacial l-ake Souris, the incoming flow deposited a high elevation fan at the

mouth of the spillway at an elevation of 457-466 m (Lord, 1988), and caused a

catastrophic drainage of the lake northward into glacial I-ake Hind via the Souris

Spillway (Lord, 1988; Kehew and Clayton, 1983). The northern outlet was chosen

because it was lower than the southern outlet. In-between glacial lakes Souris and Hind,

the flood water deeply entrenched the spillway, which branches into three spillways

within a 5 to 10 km scoured zone. At the entrance in gtacial I¡ke Hind, this flood

deposited the shale-rich lower sequence of Melita delta at an elevation about 442 m (I

of Fig. 2-3). As a resulr of rapid incision of the Pembina spillway, Lake Hind fell to

about 434 m, as indicated by the surface elevation of next group of lower deltas at 434

m @ig. a-9).

Souris-River spillway system

Glacial Lake Regina was a 9300 km2 ice marginal lake that was impounded by

stagnant ice along the southeastern end (Kehew and Clayton, 1983). The absence of

shorelines and presence of hummocþ till plains in the southeastern end (Christiansen,

1960) (except in the Souris River spiltway) support this interpretation. The catastrophic

flood from glacial I-ake Regina probably was started by the failure of this ice dam. A

lack of scoured channels across the lake floor suggests that this was a one-time event and

was not repeated, and indicates that subsequent overflow from this basin did not occur

through the southern outlet (Kehew and Teller, 1994a)
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The Souris River spillway is less than 700 m wide in the first 30 km downstream

from the lake. In the next 110 km downstream, the width of the scoured zone ranges

from 4700 to 8000 m wide while the depth and width of the inner channel increases

gradually (Fig. 5-2). Similar inner channels within scoured zones have beæn produced in

flume studies (Shepherd and Schumm, 1974) by sheet flows, which initialty scoured a

broad area and then incised a n¿rrrow inner channel. Kehew (1982), Kehew and Teller

(L994a), and others have concluded that many steep-sided channels in the Canadian

Prairies that have scoured zones along them (e.g. 5-10 km wide) were initiated by flood

sheet flows that soon entrenched the scoured zones.

The abrupt increase in width and depth of the inner channel and the sudden

termination of the scoured zone near thejunction with the Moose Mountain spillway near

the town of Oxbow (Fig. 5-2) suggests that the flow entered a pre-existing valþ,

probably the one formed by the flood burst from lakes Indian Head and Arcola. The pre-

existing channel must have been enlarged by this second flood. Fig.5-1 shows that the

scoured zone continues southeast into the De Locs valley (Kehew and Clayton, 1983).

However, the De Locs valley could not have carried a significant amount of the I.ake

Regina flood because the headwater of the valley is only about 10 m deæp and 1 km

wide, and is 35 m higher than the Souris River valley.

In glacial Lake Souris, the sudden inflow eroded a 2-km-wide channel across the

previously deposited delta (Lord, 1988) at an elevation between 457 and 466 m, and

deposited the lower fan in the central basin at an elevation about 450 m. I-ack of silt and

clay sediments over sand at the surface (Lord, 1988, 1991) suggests that the basin was
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no longer a good sediment trap. The flood water from this second flood flowed through

the lake, further enlarging the pre-existing northern outlets, and discharging into next

lake downstream, I-ake Hind. In glacial I¿ke Hind, the flood waters deposited a shale-

deficient massive gravel sub-lithofacies over the Melita delta at an elevation of 442 m (I

of Fig. 2-3), eroded a shallow channel across southern I¿ke Hind, and deposited a small

delta in the deep basin at an elevation of 434 m (J of Fig. 2-3).

This interpretation is diffe¡ent from previous hypotheses which suggests that the

Souris River spillway was trenched by a single catastrophic flood from glacial l-ake

Regina, and that glacial lakes Souris and Hind were drained completely by this one flood

(Kehew, 1982;Kehew and Clayton, 1983; Kehew and Lord, 1986, L987; Kehew and

Teller, I99aQ. My interpretation can explain better the two drastically different

sequences (Gmc and Gx sub-lithofacies) in the Melita delta. The presence of massive

gravel lithofacies (Gmm and Gmc sub-lithofacies) along the Moose Mountain spillway

supports the idea of a second hyperconcentrational flood. This hyperconcentrational flow

had nowhere to go but into glacial lakes Souris and Hind. Therefore, it is logical to

consider that some sediments in these two basins were deposited as a result of this flood.

5.3 Pipestone River valley

5.3.1 Geomorphology

The Pipestone River valley originates in glacial Lake Indian Head at an elevation

about 15 m lower than the Moose Mountain Spillway outlet (Fig. 5-1). The system

consists of four distinctive parts, from upstream to downstream. 1) glacial Lake Indian
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Head, 2) a 15O-km-long narrow valley, 3) a 30-km-long broad valþ, and 4) the

Pipestone delta (Figs.s-1, 5-5).

Glacial I-ake Indian Head has been discussed in the last section as part of the

Moose Mountain spiltway system. The Pipestone River valley is the intermediate outlet

of glacial l¿.ke Indian Head at an elevation of about 640 m. From glacial I¿ke Indian

Head to 150 km downstream near Cromer, the width of the Pipestone River "{t"y
increases gradually, while its depth varies between 2I and42 meters (Fig. 5-5). The

walls of the valley from 0 to 105 km downstream (A to D) are steep, except on the

inside of a meander bend at 87 km (C in Fig. 5-5) where a massive cobbly gravel bar

was deposited. Scoured channels and drumlines occur in a 22 km zone along the

Pipestone valley between 60 and 105 km (B to D of Fig. 5-5).

At the distance of 105 to 150 km downstream from Lake Indian Head, the valley

walls become irregular with abundant hummocks. Two types of terraces have been

observed. One lies south of Moosemin (D of Fig. 5-5) and consists of residual hills and

remnants of residual hills of till; the main valley here is 7 to t5 m lower than the terrace

(Fig. 5-6). Two gravel terraces are found 11 km upstream from Cromer at elevations of

about 488 m and 510 m (B of Fig.5-5). A gravel pit in the upper terrace exposes 4*

m of massive bouldery gravels (Gmc).

The lower 30 km of the valley between Cromer and glacial Lake Hind is 3 to 4

km wide and less than 25 m deep, with walls that gently slope toward the modern river

(Figs. 5-7). There are no residual hills, nor boulder lags, nor major gravel deposits

along the northeastern side of the valley, but abundant gravels and three gravel hills lie
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on the gentle slopes of the southwestern side (Fig. 5-7). The three gravel hills are 5 km

apart; each is about 1 to 4 km long, 100 m to 1.5 km across. The one near Cromer (F)

has a hummocky surface and the second hill 5 km downstream has a flat surface, both

of which are at a surface elevation about the same as, or higher than, the upland till

plains to the west and east (Fig. 5-7). A gravel pit in the second hill exposed L5 m of

gravels, which consists of massive sandy fine gravels (Gms sub-lithofacies) in the basal

5 meters and massive cobbly gravels in the upper 10 meters (Gmc sub-lithofacies). The

third hill near the delta has an elliptical shape and lies at an elevation at least 10 m

higher than the modern river floor and delta surface.

Two deltas were deposited at the mouth of the Pipestone valley (Fig. 5-7, E in

Fig. 2-3). The highest Pipestone delt¿ lies at an elevation of about 442 m and consists

of gravelly delta foreset beds that are capped by gravelly topset beds and are trenched

by a 3-km-wide and 7-m-deep valley. A second delta lies at an elevation of about 434

m and consists of massive sandy gravels.

5.3.2 Paleohydrological Interpretation

The Pipestone valley may originally have been a subglacial channel, becoming an

open channel later, as indicated by the hummocþ side-wall from 105 to 150 km. The

surface elevations of the three gravel ridges/hiIls in the lower part of the valley between

Cromer and the Pipestone delta, which are as high as the titl uplands just outside of the

valley (Fig. 5-7'¡, are indicative of a kame-esker origin rather than open channel

deposition because confinement by ice walls seems necessary. The occurrence of gravel
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deposits exclusively along the western side of the valley suggests that the ice-walled

valley shifted eastward after deposition of these gravels. This preferred direction of

channel migration probably relates to the eastward surface gradient Fig. 5-7); the

Pipestone River valley is oriented northwest-southeast, which is oblique to the regional

slope.

How many floods occurred in the Pipestone valley system? In the downstream

end, the high Pipestone delta (E of Fig. 2-3) is a fan-foreset gravel delta that was

deposited by high energy flows into glacial l¿ke Hind at an elevation of about 442 m,

as indicated by gravel foreset beds (Gx) and massive gravel topset beds (Gmc sub-

lithofacies); the same flow may have deposited the three kame-esker ridges between

Cromer and the Pipestone delta (Fig. 5-7). The 3 km-wide broad valley actoss the higher

delta and massive gravels in the lower Pþstone delta at an elevation about 434 m

probably are indicative of a second flood; this flood probably was responsible for the

eastward migration of the lower Pipestone valley.

In the upstream end of the Pipestone valley, the trench-like valley with uniform

width from glaciat Lake Indian Head to Moosemin, streamlined hills on a terrace near

Moosemin (Fig. 5-6), and clast-supported massive cobbly gravels (Gmc) on the inside

of a meander suggest a catastrophic flood from glacial l¿ke Indian Head. Evidence of

more than one flood also lies at two gravel terraces at 10 km north of Cromer; 4*

meters of massive boulderly gravels were found at the higher terrace. If there are two

floods where did the waters come from? Glacial I¿ke Indian Head seems to be the only

source on surficial geological maps. Perhaps an unknown subglacial lake contributed to
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one of the floods. The presence of kame-eskers in the lower Pipestone valley is indicative

of a subglacial or superglacial flood.

5.4 The Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine River spillway system

5.4.1 Geomorphology

The Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine spillway system is one of the largest channels in the

Canadian Prairies. At one time its headwaters extended west as fa¡ as the Rocþ

Mountains through the South Saskatchewan and Red Dear River valleys, a distance over

1300 km (Sun and Teller, 1995b). Thus, this glacial river crossed the provinces of

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba before reaching Lake Agassiz. The main valley

and its branches drained a total area about 400,000 km2 (Sun and Teller, 1995b), which

was equivalent to about a fifth of the total drainage area of the Lake Agassiz basin.

The Assiniboine River spillway (Fig. 1-1) is a trench that is commonly 60 m deep

and2 km wide from its headwaters at Kamsack, Saskatchewan, to Brandon, Manitoba.

The Qu'Appelle spitlway has a simila¡ profile which is about 80 m deep and 2 to 3 km

wide (Klassen, 1983). En route to its junction with the Assiniboine River valley, the

Qu'Appelle River spillway cuts across the basins of glacial Lakes Regina, Indian Head,

and the Welby sand plain, üd is joined by the Thunder, Last Mountain l-ake, and

Cutarm spillways in Saskatchewan (Figs. 1-1, 5-1) (Kehew and Teller, I994a; Klassen,

1983). The valley fill beneath both the Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine spillways is

composed of mainly clay, silt, and sand that is from 40 to 100 m thick (Klassen, 1983).

Major coarse sediments deposited inside or adjacent to the valley downstream from
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glaciat l-ake Regina include the 350 km2 Welby sand plain at the mouth of the Cutarm

valley near the Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine spillway junction (Klassen, 1979), a 4 km2

gravel delta in the northwestern corner of glacial I¿ke Hind basin (Virden delta, H of

Fig.2-3), a 16 km2 gravel bar in the Assiniboine Flat (O of Fig.2-3), and a 6500 km2

delta, the Assiniboine Delta, in the western l-ake Agassiz basin near Brandon (Fig.1-1).

5.4.2 Interpretation

The Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine River spillways are examples of complex

meltwater spillways. Kehew and Teller Q99aù propose that up to eight floods from the

Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine spillway system may have reached Lake Agassiz; Wolfe and

Teller (1995) suggest that a catastrophic flood from glacial Lake Assiniboine eroded the

upper Assiniboine River spillway; Sun (1993a) concluded that at least three floods from

the Assiniboine Spillway poured into l¿ke Agassiz and deposited coarse sediments in the

Assiniboine delta. The lack of major dettaic deposits in glacial lakes Regina, Indian

Head, and Hind suggests that these glacial lakes had drained prior to the time when

floods from the next lake upstream reached them and.entrenched their valþs across the

drained lake floor.

The huge gravel bar with hummocky topography in the Assiniboine Flats is

another example of multiple flood events as noted in Chapter 4 (section 4.2.2,1; see

Figs.3-8, 4-1, 4-2). The Assiniboine River spillway in this area must have been eroded

before deposition of this bar, and this must have been after l¿ke Hind drained because

its location is in the northern (deeper) side of the lake. basin. Several floods seem to have
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been responsible for constructing this expansion bar in a broad part of the valþ. The

lower cross bedded gravels of the Assiniboine Flat bar were deposited first. The

overlying coarse gravels on the upstream end of the bar appear to represent another flood

event.

5.5 Pembina spillway

5.5.1 Geomorphology

The Pembina spillway is located along the southern side of the Tiger Hills upland

and western side of the Pembina Mountain (Figs.l-l, 5-8), between the hummocþ

Darlingford moraine immediately to the north and till plains to the south. The spillway

can be divided into three parfs based on the morphology: from I¿ke Hind to the town

of Ninette, from Ninette to the town of La Riviere, and from I-a Riviere to glacial l-ake

Agassiz.

From topographic and surface geological maps (Sun and Fulton, 1995a, 1995b;

Manitoba Mines Mineral Resources Division, 1980), the Pembina spillway immediately

east of Lake Hind is about 1.5 km wide and 60 m deep; As the valley expands to 3 km

wide in the next 30 km to Ninette, the depth of the channel reduces to 30 m (Fig. 5-8).

In this part there are several terraces. Two terraces at elevations of about 445 and 427

m respectively are well preserved along the northern side of the valley immediately

downstream of the Souris Gorge. Paired terraces at 4L9 m are largely cut by the present

meandering Souris River. No terraces have been found between the towns of Ninette and

I¿ Riviere; the valley in this part has a flat bottom and very steep side-walls (Elson,
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1956). East of La Riviere along the Pembina Mountains the valley is 2 to 5 km wide and

130 m deep (Fig. 5-8), with large terraces about 1 km wide (Elson, 1956, Manitoba

Mineral Resources Division, 1980).

A scoured sub-upland surface occurs in places in the upper 30 km of the valley,

at an elevation of up to 472 m. The scoured subupland is 4.5 km wide but contains no

scoured channels, nor residual hills; boulder lags are rare. This is different from the

scoured subupland zones along the entrenched upper Souris River spillway, which

contains abundant scoured grooves, residual hills, and boulder lags (Kehew, t982;

Kehew and l-ord, 1986, 1987; Kehew and Clayton, 1983; and Kehew and Teller, L994a).

There are no visible scoured subupland areas downstream from Ninette to La Riviere,

nor from I¿ Riviere to glacial Lake Agassiz

5.5.2 Interpretation

The Pembina spillway served as the outlet of glacial I¿ke Hind during most of

its life; therefore, the elevation of this spillway controlled the water level in glacial Lake

Hind. This Spillway began as an ice-marginal channel, and was enlarged in steps by

multiple floods. This includes floods that trenched the Dand valley, Moose Mountain

Spillway, Souris Spillway, and Pipestone Spillway. Because the last flood from the Souris

Spillway was a catastrophic one, it erased all but a few terraces along the Pembina

Spillway.

Kehew and Clayton (1983) suggest that the Pembina spillway and its scoured sub-

upland zone were eroded in the same manner as the head of Souris River.spillway and
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by the a single catastrophic flood that was initiated from glacial lake Regina. There are

three lines of evidence against this suggestion. First, there are no visible scoured

channels and residual hills, and rare boulder lags in the scoured zone, suggesting erosion

by non-catastrophic events. Second, the scoured sub-upland zone downstream from I¿ke

Hind extends only about 30 km, suggesting that the flood water downstream from this

was confined within a pre-existing valley. By-passing through the Souris Gorge, which

joins with the Pembina spillway 12 km downstream from glacial l-ake Hind, can be ruled

out because the large meanders and lack of floodplains in this Souris Gorge suggest that

the discharge through this valley "was never much greater than it is at present" (Elson,

1956). Third, the scoured sub-uplands in the upper end of Pembina spillway is at an

elevation up to 472 m, which is higher than all but the Little Saskatchewan delta in the

lake Hind basin, and is about 30 m higher than the surface elevation of the Melita delta

(60 km west of the Pembina spillway) which is interpreted to have been deposited by an

early flood from the Souris River spillway (Sun and Teller, 1996).

It is possible that the sub-upland was scoured by early overflows when the lake

level was higher than 457 m. Sun and Teller (1996) suggest an interlobate lake, proto

glacial I-ake Hind had overflowed into the Pembina spillway long before glacial l:ke

Souris could overflow through the Souris-Pembina spillway. Evidence of a pre-existing

valley also occurs downstream. Between La Riviere and glacial Lake Agassiz the valley

was so deep and wide (Fig. 5-8) that water of the last flood was largely confined below

the level of high terraces (Kehew and Clayton, 1983).
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CHAPTER 6

DELGLACIATION HISTORY

6.1 Introduction

During the late'Wisconsinan, ice in the study area flowed from two ice centers:

the I¿bradorean and Keewatin centers. Fenton et al. (1983) suggested that ice from the

Labradorean center advanced southwestwa¡d as far as the western edge of glacial I-ake

Agassiz; ice flow from the Keewatin center advanced southward later and was deflected

westward around the I-abradorean ice. As the I-abradore¿ur ice began to waste back,

Keewatin ice flowed southeastward into the area formerly covered by the I-abradorean

ice (Fenton et al., 1983). In the glacial I¿ke Hind region, two ice lobes covered the a¡ea

at the end of the last glaciation: the Red River I-obe and the Assiniboine Ice l-obe (Elson,

1956), which were part of the I-abrador and Keewatin ice sheets, respectively.

One of the last major readvances across the region by the Labradorean ice (Red

River - Des Moines I-obe) reached its mæcimum in central Iowa between 13,500 and

14,000 BP (Ruhe, 1969). This date is supported by 16 radiocarbon dates on wood: 4

within the Cary till, one from the base of the upper till (Cary) unit, and the other 11

from Tazewell loess that underlies the Cary till (Ruhe, 1969) (Table 1-1). After a period

of retreat, another major readvance sent the ice to the southern border of South Dakoø

at about 12,300 BP, as suggested by 8 radiocarbon dates on wood beneath and within till

in southeastern South Dakota (Fenton et al., 1983; Clayton and Moran , 1982) (Table 1-2;

Fig. 6-1). These radiocarbon dates indicate that the Lake Agassiz basin was covered by
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ice until after 12,300 BP.

The ice margin in South Dakota began to retreat shortly after the advance at

12,300 BP into southern South Dakota. By 11,700 BP, possibly as early as 12,000 BP

(See Chapter 1), the Red River Lobe retreated into the glacial Lake Agassiz basin and,

therefore, marks the birth of glacial l:ke Agassiz (Fenton et a1., 19S3). To the west of

this, retreat of the Assiniboine Lobe occurred at about the same time. Based on the

approximate locations and ages of the ice marginal boundaries shown by Clayton and

Moran (1982) and conclusions reached by Kehew and Teller (1994a), deglaciation of the

glacial Lake Hind basin began after 12,000 BP and ended before 11,000 BP. This ice

retreat can be divided into 6 phases based on the sedimentary and geomorphic record in

the I¿ke Hind basin and in the major meltwater channels leading to this basin.

The Assiniboine Ice Lobe (Fig. 6-2), which was referred to as the Souris Ice Lobe

by Elson (1956), flowed from the north or northwest and met the Red River Ice I¡be

in the eastern glacial l-ake Hind basin (Klassen, 1975, 1983; ptson, L956;Sun, 1993a).

Near the southern margin of glacial I¿ke Hind, flow of the local upslope-flowing ice

became compressive, and shearing formed a series of thrust planes in the ice between

glacial I-ake Hind and the Turtle Mountain upland. This compressional flow resulted in

the formation of ridges, where shale blocks overlie till and massive silt beds (Fm) overlie

cross bedded gravels (Gx). Farther south, the ice split into two sublobes and flowed

around Turtle Mountain (Fig. 6-2); the Souris sublobe to the west and the Leeds sublobe

to the east (Lemke and Colton, 1958; Deal, 1972). The Assiniboine l-obe deposited the

tilt of the Souris Fcrmation, which has a low carbonate content, higher shale content, and
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higher calcium/dolomite ratio than the Wawanesa formation in the glacial I¡ke Hind

basin, because it flowed mainly across shale bedrock.

Ice of the Red River l-obe (Fig. 6-2), which was named the Sub-Assiniboine Ice

I-obe by Klassen (1975, 1983), flowed into the l¿ke Hind basin from the northeast and

advanced as far as the Tiger Hills upland in southern Manitoba. It built the Darlingford

Moraine (Elson, 1956, 1967; Conþ, 1986) and its northwestern extension, the

Alexander Moraine (Sun, 1993a, 1993b). The Red River Lobe deposited the light-

coloured diamicton of the Vy'awanesa Formation, which has a high carbonate content and

low calcium/dolomite ratio because it flowed mainly across the carbonate bedrocks.

6.2 Phase 1, Superglacial Whitewater Lake

The Turtle Mountain upland was the place where an unusual thickness of stagnant

dirty ice accumulated (Deal, 1972). During deglaciation, mân) superglacial lakes formed

on the Turtle Mountain upland, which overflowed downslope on either side of the

mountain to superglacial lakes in the lower land (Deal, 1972). On the northern and

western sides meltwater accumulated in superglacial V/hitewater I¿ke (Fig. 6-2). The

presence of superglacial Whitewater l-ake is evidenced by a 0.5 to I m cap of clayey silt

on top of the till plain that covers the Boissevain plain. This superglacial lake probably

overflowed east, and incised an outlet channel (a preaccessor of the Pembina River

channel) that is now 24 to 38 m higher than any point of the till plain north and west of

the Turtle Mountain upland.

The aerial distribution of silt and clay cap over till coincides with the occurrence
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of doughnuts. All doughnuts that can be seen on air photos (Fig. 3-13) are shown on a

satellite image as part of the sheared ridge systems that is oriented northeast-southwest

(Fig. 3-1a). Fig. 3-14 shows that linear ridges in the ridged till plain extend into the

doughnut plain, and many of them spit into paired narrow ridges, suggesting that these

doughnuts relate to sheared ice. Why, along the same continuous thrust ridges, were

doughnuts developed in the southern part that has a cap of silt and clay, and high ridges

were formed in the northern part where till is at the surface? Perhaps wave action in the

once supqglacial lake made the difference. The process that formed these doughnuts may

be similar to Deal's (1972) model (See Section 4.4 of Chapter 4), with the addition of

wave winnowing in the shallow water area of superglacial V/hitewater l^ake. On the

higher ice north of superglacial Whitewater Lake, a thick blanket of debris over ice

reduced the effectiveness of solar radiation; meltwater and precipitation runoff along the

thrust plains resulted in deposition of gravels (Fig. a-15) and more rapid melting of the

ice than of the inter-ridge areas.

In the later part of this phase, superglacial ÏVhitewater Lake became smaller as

deglaciation continued and its eastern outlet was more deeply incised. To the south,

proto-Lake Souris was a small ice marginal lake along the eastern margin of the Lake

Souris basin (Fig. 6-3).

6.3 Phase 2, Glacial Lake Souris

Glacial Lake Souris began as a small ice marginal lake at the southern edge of the

ice that lay to the north and west (Deal, \972), overflowing south-southeastward into the
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James River valley leading to Lake Dakota (Kehew and Teller, 1994a; Kehew and

Clayton, 1983). The lake expanded northward along what is today the Souris River

spillway in North Dakota as the ice margin wasted back. The lake level at the upper end

of the James River was at an elevation of about 472 m, which is the same as the highest

strandline of glacial l¿ke Souris of Deal (1972) in the Rollete County, North Dakota.

Subsequently, as the lake abandoned the James River valley for the Sheyenne River

valley, which also overflowed southeastward (Fig.1-1), lake level fell to an elevation

between 457 and 466 m, which is roughly the same elevation as the second highest

strandline identified in the Souris basin by DæI (1972); meltwater from glacial I:ke

Souris discharge through Sheyenne River valley into glacial l-ake Agassiz until about

11,400 BP (Kehew and Teller,I994a).

As the southern margin of the Assiniboine Lobe retreated northward, glacial I-ake

Souris extended an 'arm' northward into the narrow southern end of the I-ake Hind basin

(Figs. l-1, 2-3,6-4). The lake level near the International border was probably at an

elevation of 462 to 466 m (a paleo-elevation of between 425 and 436 m), as indicated

by the reconstructed elevations of three deltas on the western side of the basin (Antler,

Jackson, and Graham deltas, A, B, and C of Figs. 2-3, 4-9,6-4) and the fine lacustrine

deposits at the same elevation along the eastern side.

6.4 Phase 3, Proto-glacial Lake Hind

Meanwhile, as the eastern margin of the Assiniboine Lobe wasted back, a long

and narrow interlobate lake þroto glacial l¿ke Hind) was formed between the Red River
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Lobe and the Assiniboine Lobe in the eastern part of the glacial Lake Hind basin (Fig.

6-4). The level of this lake, which drained eastward along the ice margin to the Pembina

spillway (Fig. 1-1), was at about 457 to 472 m þaleo-elevation of 410 to 425 m) at the

north end, as evidenced by the elevation of the Little Saskatchewan River delta (L of

Figs. 2-3, 4-9, 6-4). The central glacial I¡ke Hind basin was still occupied by the

Assiniboine Lobe, which separated proto glacial l¿ke Hind to the east from glacial Iake

Souris to the southwest. By this time, Whitewater l¿ke was roughly the same size as it

is today.

Proto I¿ke Hind is different from Elson's (1956) I¿ke Carroll although both of

them were interlobate lakes. Elson's (1956) I-ake Carroll occupied only the southeastern

corner of I¿ke Hind basin near the Dand delta. The surface elevation of the Little

Saskatchewan delta (475 m, late glacial elevation of 410 m, Fig.4-9) indicates the

presence of an early interlobate lake near the mouth of the Little Saskatchewan River

valley. Thus, the proto Glacial Lake Hind is proposed here to be an elongated lake that

extended from the Little Saskatchewan delta south to the Dand delta, including Elson's

Lake Carroll (1956).

6.5 Phase 4, Early glacial Lake Hind

Continued retreat of the Assiniboine Lobe permitted ice marginal drainage to cut

the Dand valley (Figs. 2-3, 6-5). Meltwater from I¿ke Souris eroded the Dand valley

into shale bedrock and deposited the shale-rich eastern half of the Dand delta (Fig. 3-7))

into the southern end of the proto glacial I¿ke Hind (K of Figs. 2-3 and 6-5). With the
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opening of this lower outlet, the level of glacial l-ake Souris began to drop and its

Sheyenne River outlet to the south (Fig. 1-1) was eventually abandoned. Meanwhile, as

the Assiniboine Lobe retreated farther into the L¿ke Hind basin, meltwater abandoned

the Dand valley and cut a lower channel between the ice margin to the north and the

southern margin of the lake basin and deposited the western Dand delta that is deficient

in shale fragments (Figs. 4-10 and 2-3). With further ice retreat, glacial l-ake Hind came

into existence by the merger of proto glacial I¿ke Hind with the northern 'arm' of glacial

I¿ke Souris (Fig. 6-6), which became isolated from I¿ke Souris in North Dakota when

the water level declined during formation of the new lower overflow routes east around

the end of the Red River I-obe. The water level in glacial Lake Hind dropped to 445 m

(a paleo-elevation of about 403 m) with the cutting of the deeper eastern outlets to the

Pembina Spillway by meltwater exclusively from glacial l¿ke Souris. Meltwater from

the west began to build the Stony and Pipestone deltas (D and E of Fig. 6-6). The newly

formed glacial l¿ke Hind was now separated from glacial I¿ke Souris by newly exposed

high ground near thelnternational Border, linked only by a l0-km-wide broad depression

(Fig. 6-6) at an elevation of 450 m (a pateo-elevation of about 405 m) in the upper end.

Thus, the lake level related to this outlet was at an elevation of about 450 m. Strandlines

at this level have been reported as the lowest strandline of glacial I¿ke Souris by Deal

(1972), and have been regarded as the level of l¿ke Souris II by I¡rd (1988).

6.6 Phase 5, Subglacial meltwater flowing into glacial Lake Hind

As the Assiniboine Lobe retreated across the gtacial I-ake Hind basin, the lake
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expanded northward while lake level stayed at 445 m (a paleo elevation of 403 m).

During this period, the Arrow Hills Esker and associated low linear ridges (see section

4.3.1; Fig. 4-5; N of Fig. 2-3) were deposited north of the l^ake Hind basin by

subglacial meltwater flows. West of glacial I¿ke Hind, meltwater eroded a series of sub-

parallel meltwater channels as the ice retreated, and deposited the Stony, Pipestone,

Gopher, and Bosshill deltas (D, E, F, G of Figs. 2-3, 6-7). These channels probably

started as subglacial channels that were oriented northwest-southeast, oblique to the ice

margin (Fig. 6-7). Among these channels, the Pipestone Channel was the longest and

deepest, and supplied the most sediment to glacial l¿ke Hind. At least two flood events

occurred along the Pipestone valley (See section 5.3). The frrst flood occurred possibly

from a subglacial lake, which formed linear grooves and drumlins west of Moosemin and

flooded into the Pipestone River valley through eight braided channels. This early flood

deposited the kame-eskers near the ice margin, and deposited the higher Pipestone delta

of clast-supported pebbty gravels; the second flood occuned during phase 7 (see section

6.8)

Throughout this period, when deltas in the western lake basin were deposited,

Lake Hind was at an elevation about 442 m (400 m during the late glacial). In the central

part of the basin, a 3o-m-thick unit of silty clay was deposited (Fig. 3-11.). However,

Kehew and Teller (199aa) only assigned Lake Hind a total of 200 years of life. There

are rhree possibilities that may explain this: 1) Kehew and Teller's (1994a) time estimate

was incorrect;2) some of the sitt and clay seen in borehole logs are pre-Wisconsinan in

age; 3) sedimentation rates were very high, with more than 20 cm of silt and clay being
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deposited in glacial Lake Hind each year; It is untikely that some of the silt and clay are

pre-Wisconsinan deposits because the clay beds that immediately overlie the top tilt are

uniform in lithology with subtle laminae, suggesting continuous deposition without major

intemrptions. In addition, Fig. 3-9 shows that the upper 47 m sediments of the core from

central Lake Hind basin, which overlies the uppermost till, consists of a single

coarsening upward sequence grading from silty clay to sand-mud couplets and then to

massive sand; there was only one pebble (1 cm) found in the entire 47 m sequence. If

some of the lower silty clay sequence is pre-Wisconsinan in age, I would expect to see

at least some remnants of glacial deposits, such as gravels or tills in this succession.

I-acking this, it seams likely that they were all deposited after the last deglaciation.

It is difficult to accurately estimate the age of glacial lakes in the prairie region

where radiocarbon control is limited. Kehew and Teller (199aa) established their

chronology of events in the eastern Prairies through the relationship between meltwater

channel and glacial lakes, constrained by a starting age of LZ.3anO enaing age of 10.9

BP. Kehew and Teller (L994) assigned 600 to 700 years for I¿ke Souris, and 200 years

for lakes Hind, Regina, and Indian Head. But I-ake Hind has the thickest sediments

among these four lakes (See section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).It is my believe that glacial Iåke

Hind may have a longer life than 200 years.

There are up to 25-m-thick sand overlying 3O-m+hick of silt and clay in the l¿ke

Hind basin (Figs. 3-118, 3-9, 3-18). How long it taken to deposit these sediments is

depend on the sedimentation rates. However, it is diffrcult to estimate a depositional rate

in a glacial lake, especially one like glacial I¿ke Hind, which had 11 inlets and received
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the waters from several catastrophic floods. There are no clay and silt rhythmites found

in cores from the central part of the basin (Fig.3-9) and those seen in exposure. The clay

and silt rhythmites that are exposed in the Victoria Park at the town Souris may not be

annual rhythmites. Previous studies in adjacent ice marginal lakes indicate that a

sedimentation rate of 10 to 20 cm/years was common. In the 1500 km2 glacial Iake

Assiniboine that is about 200 km north of glacial I¿ke Hind, Wolfe and Teller (1993)

reported varves that were up to 19 cm in thickness, with an average of about 10 cm.

Teller and Last (1989) estimated that sedimentation rates in glacial Lake Agassiz

exceeded 15 cm/year.

6.7 Phase 6, The Moose Mountain spillway flood from glacial Lake Indian Head

Several glacial lakes near the Moose Mountain upland were formed at this time.

A superglacial (or subglacial) lake, glacial I-ake Indian Head, was formed north of the

Moose Mountain Upland; glacial Lake Arcola was dammed by stagnant ice in the

southern Moose Mountain upland; and glacial Lake Regina was impounded in the area

between Regina and Weyburn (Figs. 1-1, 5-1, 6-8).

When the meltwater in superglacial Lake Hind found it way to escape subglacially

(see Fig. 5-4), it eroded a deep spillway into the newly-deposited drift as far south as to

glacial Lake Hind. Hairpin-type drumlins have been found immediately north of glacial

I¿ke Arcola and west of the Moose Mountain spillway by Christiansen (1958),

suggesting erosion by this flood. Alternatively, this flood may have originated as a

subglacial outburst (see Fig. 5-3). In glacial I¿ke Arcola, the incoming flood deposited
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the massive, matrix-supported gravel lithofacies (Gmm) into the northern end. Because

the initial inflow exceeded outflow, the lake level rose quickly until a series of scoured

channels and the main Moose Mountain outlet channels had been eroded. This

catastrophic flood deposited the cobbly massive gravels (Gmc) west of Oxbow and

incised the Moose Mountain channel from glacial I¿ke Indian Head to Oxbow (Fig.5-1)

and the ancestor of the Souris River spillway between the town of Oxbow and glacial

I¿ke Souris (Fig. 6-8). In turn, this flood deposited a fan at an elevation of 455 to 466

m at the inlet to glacial l¿.ke Souris. The same flood deposited the shale-rich gravel

lithofacies (Gmc) in the lower sequence of the Melita delta in glacial I¿ke Hind. The

shale boulders in the lower Melita delta were eroded from bedrocks along the Souris

Spillway between lakes Souris and Hind (Sun and Teller, 1996). This suggests that the

Souris Spillway between glacial lakes Souris and Hind was trenched into the shale

bedrock at this time, possibly below 440 m because, based on the bedrock topography

in Fig. 2-2, thesurface of bedrock south of Melita is at an elevation between 420 and

440 m. If this is true, glacial I¿ke Souris may have been drained completely because

the floor of I¿ke Souris basin is at the same elevation as its northern outlet.

6.8 Phase 7, glacial Lake Hind and Lake Brandon

Because of the erosion of the outlet to the Pembina Spillway by the I¿ke Indian

Head flood from glacial lakes Indian Head, Arcola, and Souris, the level of I¿ke Hind

dropped to about 434 m (a late glacial elevation of 390 m); the region east of the

Alexander moraine became a separated lake at this time, forming another glacial lake that
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was named Lake Brandon by Elson (1956) (Fig. 6-9). This lake overflowed westward

across the moraine through the Alexander Channel and possibly through the Assiniboine

Channel into Lake Hind; these two lakes probably were at about the same elevation.

In the western lake Hind basin, meltwater from glacial I-ake Indian Head (Fig.1-

1) enlarged the Pipestone valley, eroded a wide channel across the previous delta, and

deposited a lower delta into Lake Hind at about 434 m (a paleo-elevation of 390 m) (E

of Fig. 6-9). Meanwhile, meltwater from the north deposiæd the Virden delta (H of

Fig.2-3). Strong wave action in the shallowing L¿ke Hind basin carried sand from the

deltas into the central lake and transported the silty and clayey portion to the next lake

downstream, I-ake Agassiz.

6.9 Phase 8, the Souris flood from glacial Lake Regina

Shortly after the floods through Moose Mountain and Pipestone River valþs,

there was a catastrophic flood from glacial Lake Regina (see section 5.2.3). This further

enlarged and deepened the Moose Mountain spillway downstream from Oxbow, and was

the primary cause for the formation of the upper Souris River spillway. The flood from

Iake Regina may have been much larger than the flood from the glaciat l^ake Indian

Head, because 1) an inner channel within an 8-km-wide scoured zone was eroded in the

upper Souris River spillway downstream as far as the town of Oxbow (Figs. 5-2),2) the

Souris River spillway is about 50% wider than Moose Mountain spillway near Oxbow,

and 3) glacial Iake Regina was at least triple the combined size of glacial I¿ke Indian

Head and glacial I¿ke Arcola. Evidence that the first flood came from Moose Mountain,
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and the second flood from glacial Lake Regina, lies in the distribution of scoured sub-

upland valleys. The broad and scoured sub-upland area adjacent to the deeper inner

channel was described by Kehew (1982) as one of the three main criteria for identifying

the occurrence of a catastrophic flood. This scoured sub-upland zone is present only

along the Souris River spillway from its outlet at glacial Lake Regina downstream to

Oxbow (Figs. 5-1, 5-2) (Kehew and Clayton, 1983). This suggests that the flood water

from glacial Lake Regina eroded the upper reach of the Souris spillway from Weyburn

to Oxbow. But the absence of this scoured sub-upland zone downstre¿rm from Oxbow

(Figs. 5-2) suggests that 1) the flood water from glacial I¿ke Regina, which was

probably much larger in magnitude than the Moose Mountain flood, utilized and

enlarged the Moose Mountain spillway from Oxbow to glacial I-ake Souris, and 2) the

subupland zone scoured previously by the Moose Mountain flood was destroyed by the

Iake Regina flood.

In glacial l-ake Souris, this flood eroded a2- to4-km-wide rt *n"t into the higher

fan and across the lake floor, and deposited a smaller fan in the central basin. Lord

(1988) suggests that this flood from glacial Lake Regina deposited both the higher and

lower fans, which have identical sedimentary sequences (see Sectio¡ 5.2.3 of Chapter

5) but lie at different elevations. If this "one flood" scenario was the case, there was no

sedimentary record left by the Moose Mountain flood, which seems unlikely. As I

pointed out above, there is evidence that the Moose Mountain flood preceded the Souris

flood from glacial l^ake Regina, thus, it is logical to assume that the higher fan in glacial

Lake Souris \r/as deposited by the early flood, and that the lower fan was deposited by
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the second flood.

When the glacial Lake Regional flood waters reached glacial l¿ke Hind, they

deposited the upper sequence of the Melita delta (A in Fig.4-4), and the Lauders delta

(J of Figs. 2-3 and 6-10) at an elevation of 434 m (a paleo-elevation of 390 m). Because

of the resistance from the shallow lake water, the flood water only eroded a shallow

channel in the southern end of the basin. The shallow channel was subsequently occupied

by the Souris River when glacial I¡ke Hind because smaller (Fig.6-10). Because this

flood was largely confined within a previously existing channel (the one that was cut by

the Moose Mountain flood), the I-auder delta is small, and contains less shale fragments

than the delta deposited by the previous Moose Mountain flood. In the Pernbina spillway,

this catastrophic flood was responsible for deepening and widening the spillway;

remnants of the older valley fill remain as a terrace at an elevation of about 445 m in a

broad part of the spillway near the Souris Elbow. Because of this downcutting of outlet,

most of glacial I-ake Hind drained except the deeper northern half.

Shortly after the glacial I-ake Regina flood, the northeastward retreat of the Red

River Lobe allowed glacial Lake Brandon to overflow east into l-ake Agassiz through a

series of shallow channels south of the city of Brandon. As the level of glacial I^ake

Brandon dropped, it resulted in a reversal of outflow across the Alexander moraine, and

glacial l¿ke Hind overflowed eastward for a short time both across the former glacial

l¿ke Brandon basin and through the long-standing outlet from the southeastern corner

into the Pembina spillway (Fig. 6-10).
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6.10 Phase 9, the Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine floods

As ice retreated northeastward, a flood from the Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine Spillway

system trenched across the glacial Lake Hind basin into glacial Lake Agassiz. The flood

appears to have originated from glacial Indian Head, which eroded an early shallow

Qu'Appelle spillway. Subsequently, another flood originated in the upper reaches of the

Qu'Appelle basin and passed through glacial Lake Indian Head (Kehew and Teller,

1994a). In glacial Lake Hind, this incoming flood eroded many shallow sub-parallel

grooves and deposited sand on the lake floor. Lack of fine lacustrine sediments in the

central part of the lake basin suggests that the basin was not a very effective sediment

trap. Fine sediment remained in suspension and was carried out of the basin into glacial

Lake Agassiz through the Pembina, Alexander, and Assiniboine Channels. Subsequently,

there were several additional floods from the Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine spillways that

reached Lake Agassiz (Kehew and Teller, 1994a; rüolfe, 1993; Wolfe and Teller, 1993,

1995) through the newly incised Assiniboine Spillway. These flooás passed through the

newly drained Lake Hind in the Assiniboine spillway without leaving a sedimentary

record, depositing their sediment loads in theAssiniboine delta of Lake Agassiz (Fig. 1-

l). Based on sedimentary records in the Assiniboine delta, Sun (1993a) suggested that at

least three floods from the Assiniboine Spillway had poured into Lake Agassiz depositing

coarse sediments in the delta. Evidence in the Assiniboine flat (O of Fig. 2-3) is also

indicative of at least two flood events (Sun and Teller, 1993a) after the formation of the

Assiniboine River spillway, and these appear to be related to the last Assiniboine-

Qu'Appelle spillway floods shortly after 10,800 BP (Kehew and Teller, 1994a).
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ST]MMARY OF HISTORY

During late Wisconsinan time, there were two ice lobes in the glacial I-ake Hind

area. The Red River Lobe advanced as far west as the Alexander moraine and the

Assiniboine L¡be occupied most of the basin to the west. At the Turtle Mountain upland,

the Assiniboine I-obe split into two sublobes, the Souris Sublobe to the west and the

Iæeds Sublobe to the east.

After about 12,000 BP, deglaciation in the Turtle Mountain area resulted in the

formation of superglacial V/hitewater I¡ke north and west of the Turtle Mountain

Upland. This superglacial lake became smaller as the ice margin withdrew from T[¡rtle

Mountain and as its eastern outlet were cut deeper. Meanwhile, glacial I¿ke Souris

formed in the Souris Basin in North Dakota, expanding northward as far as the southern

end of the glacial I¡ke Hind basin; the Antler, Graham, and Jackson deltas were

deposited into the I¿ke Hind basin along the western margin at this time. During this

phase, glacial I¿ke Souris overflowed south first through the James Spillway into I¿ke

Dakota and then through the Sheyenne Spillway in North Dakota into glacial l-ake

Agassiz. Meanwhile, a second lake was forming in the eastern L¿ke Hind basin between

the Assiniboine and Red River Lobes, into which the Little Saskatchewan delta was built;

overflow from this lake was east into glacial l-ake Agassiz through the early Pembina

Spillway.

As the Assiniboine Lobe retreated and l-ake Souris expanded, a lower northern

outlet was opened, and glacial I¿ke Souris abandoned its southern route through the

Sheyenne Spillway. The Dand delta was deposited at this time, and rapid incision of the
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Pembina spillway occurred. Further retreat of ice allowed the formation of glacial Lake

Hind by merging the northern arm of glacial Lake Souris with proto glacial I¿ke Hind.

The water level in glacial l¿ke Souris was at about 445 m while the water level in I¡ke

Hind was at about 442 m. Glacial Lake Hind may have stayed at this level for at least

200 years, and a 3O-m-thick silt and clay sequence was deposited in the central I¿ke

Hind basin. The Stony, Pipestone, Gopher, Bosshill, and Melita deltas were deposited

into glacial l-ake Hind at this time. The Virden, lower Pipestone, and l-auder deltas were

deposited at the next lower lake level, which formed as a result of a catastrophic flood

from the Moose Mountain spillway.

Of the 12 deltas deposited in Lake Hind, the Antler, Graham, Jackson, Stony,

Gopher, Bosshill, and Virden deltas are braid deltas that are less than 5 m thick and lack

foreset beds. The Melita, Dand, and Pipestone deltas are fan-foreset deltas that were

deposited by meltwater floods. The surface elevations of deltas in the western lake basin,

after correcting for differential isostatic tilting, suggest an episodic falling of water level

due to the incision of the outlet by floods.

Two catastrophic floods were responsible for the formation of the Souris River

Spiilway; both of these impacted on the history of I¿ke Hind. The first flood came from

glacial l¿ke Indian Head, via the Moose Mountain Spillway and the lower Souris

spillway; this deposited a fan in glacial Lake Souris and deposited the Melita delta in

glacial Lake Hind, and resulted in the complete drainage of glacial Lake Souris. The

second flood came from glacial Lake Regina, eroded the upper Souris Spillway, enlarged

the lower Souris Spitlway; and resulted in deposition of the Lauder delta in glacial Lake
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Hind.

There were two floods into Lake Hind from the Pipestone valley as well; the first

one was probably from a subglacial lake, which deposited three kame-eskers and the high

pþstone delta in glacial l¿ke Hind. The second flood came from glacial I¿ke Indian

Head after the Moose Mountain spillway flood.

An early flood from glaciat I¿ke Indian Head through the Assiniboine River

spillway deposited sand-sized materials into the Virden delta and across the l:ke Hind

floor; this flood probably entered glacial l-ake Agassiz via the Pembina Spiltway,

Alexander'channel, and the Assiniboine channel. Subsequent floods from the upper

reaches of Qu'Appelle-Assiniboine River spillways enlarged the valley, deposited gravel

bars in the Assiniboine Flat, and deposited the Assiniboine delta into I¿ke Agassiz.

These floods left no records in the sediments of glacial I¿ke Hind.
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Site Easing Northing <-l -0.5 0 phi 0.5 I phi 1.5 2 pfit 2.5 3 phi 3.5 4 phi >4 phi Weight Mean Stnd D.

(g) (s) (s) (g) (s) (g) (g) (s) (g) (s) (g) (g) (g) Phi Phi
925Fr228 388300 5513850 0.25 t5.2 130.5 251.8 150 58.2 27.5 25.6 659.05 2.25 0.66

925Ft229 391350 5513800 s tO 47.5 42.s 22.s t2 139.5 2.75 0.53

92SFI23I 378400 5514t00 4.7 29.3 r45.t 93.7 26.2 4.7 2.4 2.2 308.3 t.1r 0.48

92SFI236 370200 5514350 20.4 35.4 26.5 8.9 5.4 3 99.6 1.87 0.35

92SFI238 365450 5517700 2 21.4 87.7 58.5 29.3 7.4 1.3 0.2 207.8 1.77 0.53

92SFI238 365400 5520950 2.9 32.5 tO6.5 22.7 49 t2.5 4.5 0.9 23t.5 t.82 0.65

925Ft242 362200 5520950 2 21.4 49.8 31 13.5 t.2 0.5 0.2 tt9.6 1.64 0.54

925Ft275 359950 5501400 0.2 0.6 1.5 3 8.4 24.3 16.5 14.3 t4 82.8 2.9s 0.83

92SFW8 365000 5501400 68.4 28 43.5 75.3 ttt.1 76.8 50.5 l5.l 4.9 l.l 0.5 0.4 476.2 0.15 l.16

92SFI293 361300 5489900 11.5 t5 46.3 t25.5 226.5 95.9 28.6 t2 6 I 0.9 3.2 572.4 0.28 0.68

92SFt304 368200 ss04s00 32.5 3r.3 16.5 6.4 2.r 0.5 0.1 0.1 89.5 l 0.55

92SFI365 383750 5496800 0.9 0.4 t.4 t3.2 24.6 26.6 43.5 55 40.7 206.3 3.08 0.91

92SFI370 389400 5490850 0.4 4.6 30.6 49 43.8 24.8 24.8 13.2 191.2 2.47 0.84

93SFI203 396200 5510450 41.5 169.5 ll3 64.5 31.2 21.4 22.6 463.7 1.92 0.76

93SFI206 393000 5510500 1.5 l0 26.5 22 9.5 2.8 r.2 0.4 73.9 1.78 0.s7

93SFI2I8 392800 5499900 2.5 5.1 l7 19.2 13.3 3.5 1.9 1.8 64.3 2.Ol 0.79

93SFI225 399500 5507050 2 5.7 13 18.8 17.5 2t.3 34.7 ll3 3.31 0.92

93SFI233 396050 5497300 7 40 6l 16 9.5 7 140.5 2.53 0.59

93SFI236 397800 5498900 I 3.5 13 32.5 51 24.6 21.7 18.9 166.2 2.73 0.87

93SFI256 399350 5499800 6 24.5 32 28 9 5.5 2.5 107.5 2.14 0.65

93SFI258 399400 5502150 3.3 7.s 9.9 r4.3 2r.3 23.3 13.4 93 2.95 0.91

93SFI259 402800 5505400 2.6 3.8 5.9 9.6 25.t 30.5 43.3 40.2 161 3.29 0.92

93SFI26I 402700 5502100 1.6 36.5 t09.4 146.5 79.8 35.5 15.5 424.8 2.53 0.69

93SFI262 405900 5500400 0.9 I 27.1 25.2 22.7 . 9.3 93.2 3.02 0.63

93SFt275 404500 5507000 0.5 0.2 0.4 t.3 5.1 t5.4 40.4 24.1 6.9 1.5 1.3 3 100.1 1.64 0-66

93SFI290 398900 5487300 20.6 r3.4 17.6 32.s s4 67 48.s 22 8.5 2 r.5 2 289.6 0.7 r.r2

93SFI3I3 412700 5503700 7.t 22.5 34.9 24.5 t2.2 3 2 2.s 108.7 1.68 0.7

93SFI485 369250 5483100 2.5 24 119.5 284.6 146 34.5 9.8 2.2 I 2 626.1 0.95 0.42

94SFI004 355300 5448800 26 15.3 32.5 103.4 2r5 72.5 26.5 6.5 3 1.2 | 2 504.9 0.41 0.73

94SFI328 379050 5476300 r.2 't 15.4 21.3 14.8 11.9 10.5 82.t 2.77 0.89

94SFI329 377300 5474700 39.5 26.5 25.5 24.5 22.5 6.5 1.2 | 147.2 l.5l 0.86

94SFI336 37'1200 5471400 3 20.6 49 49.5 l0 1.5 t.2 134.8 2.22 0.5

94SFI362 368850 5464900 0.3 4.1 38.3 38.5 32 16.7 7.7 3 140.6 2.2 0.69

94SFI363 372200 5464950 0.2 1.5 5 12.3 20.5 205 9.1 5.5 3.2 77.8 2.3 0.82

94SFI364 377050 5464800 1.5 6 15.5 20.8 tl.8 9.9 7.2 72.7 2.7 0.84

94SFI346 383550 5459750 5.7 4.8 7.5 16.9 40.9 31.8 lz.s 3.9 1.5 0.8 I 3.t 130.4 0.62 0.9

94SFI37I 370600 5469850 0.2 0.2 t.7 19.5 t23.3 220.8 40.3 6.8 l.l 0.9 3.2 418 1.38 0.42
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APPENDIX II PEBBLE COUNTING RESULTS

A. PEBBLES FROM TILL SAMPLES

STATION Carb. Carb.Metam Granit Basalt ShaleQtzite QtzitChertSdstnlronst TOTAL
l.D. tan gray -orphic fine c.g COUNT

To o/o Yo o/o o/o Vo Vo o/o o/o o/o %
A1) BOISSEVAIN AREA

sF1940074 3.5 47.9
sF¡940020 5.7 38.9
sF1940025 1.9 24.8
sFt940028 3.6 37.1
sFt940034 6.5 38.9
sFt940037 1.6 45.5
sFt940039 4.8 38.7
sF1940040 6.1 42.O
sF1940043 3.6 43.6
sFt940047 4.1 44.8
sFt940048 5.5 46.4
sFt940050 2.0 51.0
sF1940053 4.0 41.3
sFt940058 3.9 41.9
sFt940064 3.4 47.1
sF1940064 2.8 47.2
sFt940066 4.7 46.2
sFt940068 1.7 45.0
sF1940074 3.5 47.9
sF1940221 1.5 39.3
sFt940231 4.3 42.1
sFt940235 2.8 36.6
sFt940237 2.6 43.4
sF1940242 3.0 44.4
sFt940246 2.E 50.0
sFt940247 2.6 42.6
sFl9402s1 3.1 35.1
sF1940254 3.5 49.0
sFt940148 51.2
sF1940153 4.6 53.8
sF1940156 6.0 50.7
sFt940159 3.1 46.9
sFt940161 3.6 49.5
sF1940163 2.0 59.2
sF1940164 1.9 56.1
sF1940169 2.4 50.0
sF1940171 1.6 43.2
sFt940175 28.0
sF1940178 2.3 52.3
sF1940179 1.6 38.1
sFt940180 0.8 31 .1

sF1940181 2.7 38.9
sFt940183 2.1 34.5
sFt940188 1.4 36.1
sF1940190 1.4 40.4
sFt940192 2.0 44.4

18.3 4.2 9.9 10.6
15.3 10.2 12.7 9.6
22.9 14.3 11.4 5.7
25.3 7.2 9.3 9.3
12.0 12.0 13.0 4.6
15.8 8.7 7.1 15.0
19.4 6.5 8.9 15.3
10.7 8.4 10.7 14.5
20.0 5.0 10.0 10.0
20.7 6.2 8.3 11.7
21.8 10.9 4.5 5.5
16.3 4.8 6.8 12.2
27.8 2.4 8.7 9.5
22.5 4.7 14.0 7.8
16.8 13.4 6.7 5.9
19.8 8.5 5.7 11.3
20.8 6.6 6.6 11.3
22.5 6.7 7.5 7.5
18.3 4.2 9.9 10.6
19.3 1.5 8.9 26.7
12.9 3.6 9.3 25.0
9.7 2.1 6.9 34.5

18.4 5.3 3.9 23.7
21.2 6.1 7.1 15.2
19.8 3.8 9.4 5.7
23.2 6.3 5.3 14.7
20.6 3.1 3.8 28.2
20.3 5.6 6.3 9.8
27.9 2.3 16.3
17.7 9.2 7.7 4.6
15.7 4.5 9.7 7.s
27.5 5.0 6.3 3.1
20.7 5.4 9.0 5.4
17.3 4.1 11.2 3.1
21.5 5.6 4.7 0.0
20.7 4.9 4.9 8.5
19.2 5.6 7.2 17.6
20.7 6.1 2.4 39.0
18.8 3.9 3.9 11.7
12.7 3.2 9.5 24.6
14.3 2.5 3.4 44.5
15.0 6.2 7.1 12.4
16.0 4.6 3.1 36.1
1 1 .8 3.5 1.4 41.7
13.7 3.4 5.5 32.2
11.9 2.6 8.6 25.8

194

0.7 1.4 ',l-4 1.4 0.7 142.0
1.3 1.9 1.9 2.5 0.0 157.0
3.8 1.0 11.4 1.0 1.9 105.0
0.5 1.5 5.7 0.0 0.5 194.0
2.8 0.0 4.6 0.0 5.6 108.0
0.8 0.0 2.8 1.6 1.2 253.0
0.8 0.0 2.4 1.6 1.6 124.0
2.3 0.0 0.0 2.3 3.f 131.0
2.1 1.4 0.0 2.9 0.7 140.0

1.4 0.7 0.0 2.1 145.0
0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.8 110.0
1.4 0.7 0.7 0.7 3.4 147.0
0.8 1.6 2.4 0.8 0.8 126.0
0.8 0.0 2.3 1.6 0.8 129.0
0.0 0.0 2.5 2.5 1.7 119.0
1.9 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 106.0
0.9 0.0 0.9 1.9 0.0 106.0
0.8 0.8 4.2 2.5 0.8 120.0
0.7 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.7 142.0
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.0 135.0
0.7 0.0 0.7 1.4 0.0 140.0
0.7 0.0 0.0 2.8 4.1 145.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 76.0
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 99.0
1.9 0.0 1.9 0.9 3.8 106.0
0.0 0.5 1.6 0.0 3.2 190.0
0.8 1 .5 0.0 0.8 3.1 131.0
1 .4 0.0 2.1 0.7 1.4 143.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 43.0
0.0 1.5 0.8 0.0 130.0

1 .5 0.0 0.7 0.0 3.7 134.0
0.6 1.3 3.8 0.6 1.9 160.0
1.8 0.0 0.9 0.9 2.7 111.0

1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 98.0
1.9 0.0 0.9 5.6 107.0

1.2 1.2 0.0 1.2 4.9 82.0
0.0 0.8 0.8 1.6 2.4 12s.0
1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4 82.0
1.6 0.0 0.8 0.8 3.9 128.0
0.0 4.8 0.8 0.0 4.8 126.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 119.0
1 .8 0.0 0.9 3.5 10.6 1 13.0
0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 1.5 194.0
0.7 0.0 1.4 0.7 1.4 144.0
0.7 0.7 1.4 0.0 0.7 146.0
1 .3 0.0 1 .3 0.7 1 .3-' 151 .0



sFt940194 43.2 16.2 16.2
sFt940t96 2.7 30.4 10.7 4.5
sF1940263 1.7 51.7 17.2 4.3
sF1940265 0.8 41.5 16.1 2.5
sF1940274 1.8 34.8 23.2 4.5
sF1940276 0.9 46.0 16.8 7.1
sF1940283 2.6 29.4 16.5 3.9
sFt940283 0.3 5.3 1.7 1.3
sFl94029l 61.5 12.8 6.4
sFt940296 3.8 59.0 18.1 6.7
sFt940354 0.9 50.9 14.9 3.5
sFt940345 4.2 33.6 14.7 4.2
sFt940347 2.8 49.2 18.3 3.7
sFt940349 2.6 59.0 14.1 7.7
sFt940385 1.3 50.7 25.7 4.6
sF1940386 1.8 60.3 18.7 4.6
sFt940387 1.3 39.2 20.3 7.2
sFt940388 1.6 54.0 23.3 4.8
sF1940389 2.6 39.4 16.8 4.5

2.7 16.2
7.1 41.1
2.6 7.8
6.8 28.8
8.9 21.4
6.2 15.0
4.3 39.4
0.7 87.8
5.1
6.7
6.1 20.2
5.6 32.2
6.1 10.6
6.4 2.6
5.9 3.9
5.0 2.3
5.9 14.4
7.4
5.8 23.9

STATION CArb.
f .D, o/o

A2) BRANDON AREA

sF193004 51

sFt93006 46
sF193007 50
sF¡93009 55
sF193011 59
sF193136 74
sF193198 74
sF193199 39
sFt93026 38
sF193030 50
sF¡93032 57
sFt93039 50
sFt93095 74
sFt93096 57
sFt93096 53
sF193313 47
sFt93323 53
sFt93339 66
sFt93352 82
sFt93359 57
sFt93376 51

sFt93388 54
sFt93407 57
sFt93408 42
sFt93408 23
sF193408 19
sFt93408 41

sFt93408 37
sF193408 41

sFt93408 42

0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 2.7
0.0 1.8 0.0 1.8 0.0
1.7 0.0 0.9 0.0 12.1
0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.7
0.9 0.9 1.8 0.0 1.8
0.0 0.0 1.8 0.0 6.2
0.4 0.0 1.7 0.4 1.3
0.3 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.7
2.6 2.6 2.6 3.8 2.6
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.9 2.9
0.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
1.4 0.7 0.7 2.1 0.7
2.4 2.0 2.4 0.8 1.6
2.6 0.0 2.6 0.0 2.6
2.0 0.0 2.6 1.3 2.0
1.8 0.9 0.9 0.5 3.2
2.6 1.3 1.3 2.6 2.6
0.0 0.0 1.6 2.6 4.8
1.3 1.3 0.6 0.6 3.2

Metam GranitBasalt ShaleQtzite
-phic o/o o/o o/o o/o o/o

74.0
112.0
116.0
118.0
112.0
113.0
231.0
303.0

78.0
105.0
114.0
143.0
246.0
78.0

152.0
219.0
153.0
189.0
155.0

99
15 7
168
79

104
88
69

13 I
278
209
15 7
I 13
79

11 I
19 10
15 7
11 9
175
3 10

17 10
I 11

711
13 I
96
63
72
67
75
96
95

19
15
18
13
18

5
6

34
14
18
10
17

3
18
15
17
18

0
1

I
20
14

7
37
65
66
40
42
37
39
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Chert Sdstn lronst TOTAL
o/o o/o o/o COUNT

10
2
3
6
5
2
3
5

11

4
4
4
3
3
3
I
7

11

4
6
7

11

11

5
2
6
4
6
5
5

1

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0

2
11

4
5
3'1
1

1

2
0
6
6
5
1

0
4
2
2
0
3
1

3
3
1

1

0
2
1

2
1

1

3
0
3
1

1

1

0
0
0
2
3
0
1

0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

1

0"'

87
123
125
165
114

85
100

77
'l-25
106
115
107

81

112
78
96

159
113

73
107
142
114
123
187
223
181
124
183
171
194



000161
010114
020191
012152
010169
0 5 0 131
030127
000103
o23109
00092
020142
041160
050130
051134
040161
011.91
050115
01296
010196
021183
021193
01085
01078
020130

534
484
465
01
435
208
21 3
13

11 4
43

164
144
203
162
173
88
29
11

405
19 7
178
41
64

10 14

1

5
6
I
7
7
4
7
2
5
6
6
6
5
o

0
2
I
I
I
6
4
5
I

4
10
6
I

12
12
14
7

19
7

l8
14
I
I

19
3
9
I
I

17
6
I
I

16

Chert Sdstn lronst TOTAL
o/o o/o o/o COUNT

1

1

sFt93409 38
sF193409 33
sFt93409 36
sFt93413 78
sFt93413 32
sF193413 48
sFt93074 45
sF193080 83
sFt93085 50
sFt93040 80
sFt93041 55
sF193044 56
sFl930s2 56
sFl930s3 64
sF¡93074 48
sFt93425 69
sF¡93479 64
sF¡93499 78
sF193409 38
sFt934l0 46
sF193413 62
sFt93205 82
sF¡93251 76
sFt93304 51

STATION Carb.
l.D. o/o

A3) VIRDEN AREA

sF192001 27
sF192002 13
sF192005 13
sFt92006 31

sF192007 23
sF192008 29
sFt92011 34
sF192024 32
sFt92040 12
sFt92043 19
sFt92045 20
sFt92047 17
sFt92048 27
sF192063 I
sFt92069 22
sFt92091 11

sF192116 14
sFt92122 0
sF192267 41
sF192270 17
sF192271 33
sF192389 22
sF192389 22
sFt92389 22
sFt92389 3r

16 'O O 197
000138
000154
000419
100412
10086
00075
000124
0 0 0 109
200103
200133
1 0 0 198
000373
200115
003875
0 0 0 116
000114
000229
00097
00099
00092
000124
000176
00075
000163

1

1

Metam GranitBasalt ShaleQtzite
-phic % o/o o/o o/o o/o

25015120
10101556
40411920
000265

28011429
27oO14o
0026533

1204142
22023040
3700333
27018032
18017637
21013036
16091347
2200160
280161033
14082039
100962
3041014
1026550
00131439
00162436
1040331
0030145
0035723

196



sFt92432 24

STATION Carb.
l.D. o/o

B. DELTAIC GRAVELS

sF¡940007 108
sFt940143 74
sF1940387 66
sF¡930470 76
sF1930470 49
sFt940007 101
PIPESTON 63
sF1940129 28
sFlg2ovlR 79
sFt940051 137
sFt930461 77
21-10-R20 107
09-11-R20 63
sFt940289 7s
sF¡940064 81

sF¡940013 61

sF1940012 4s
sFt940007 92
sF1940141 17
sFt940129 50

00331328
Metam Granit Basalt Shale Qtzite

-phic % o/o o/o % %

2441145
1542821
1040722
2552200
922133

222891
1853270
9 11 2 131

10 30 10 7
10 61 25 62
2125206
1635516
20 36 14 13
1238742
204188
16 42 10 24
3731103
264186
28277
623362

000129
Chert Sdstn lronst TOTAL

To o/o o/o COUNT

16
9
0
6
2
I
2

14
7

14
12

4
6

11

10
7
5

20
0
0

2
1

1

0
0
2
1

0
1

0
1

2
0
0
0
1

1

0
0
0

22214
00170
30149
42185
03101
12175
01165
00195
00141
02311
03165
42191
01153
0 1 186
02170
01162
10133
0 0 193
00106
00144

197



APPENDIX I I I

1) BOISSEVAIN AR€A

STATION

I .0.
sFr940020

sF r 940025

sF r 940028

sFr940034

sFr940037

sFr940039

sFr940040

sFl9¿+0043

sFr940047

sFr940048

sFr940050

sF r 940053

SF I9l+0058

sFr9400ó4

sFr940064

sFr94006ó

sFr940068

sFr940074

sF I 940077

sF r 940082

sF¡940086A

SF I9l+0090

sF r 940092

sF r 940094

sF r 940099

sF r940102

sFr940111

sFr9401 15

sFr 940120

sFr940148

SF I9lr0153

sF r 9401 5ó

sFr 9401 59

sF r 9401ó1

sF¡9401ó3

sFt910164

sF ¡ 940385

sF¡94038ó

sFr940387

SF l9l+01ó9

sF¡940171

sF I9l+0175

sF r 9401 78

sFr9401 79

sr r940180

TEXTURE COI'IPOSITION OF TILL SAI'IPLES

SAMPLE

IIUI,IBER

94sF r 0002

94sF r 0003

94sFr0004

94sFr0005

9¿+SFI0006

94sFr0007

94sFr0008

94sFr0009

94sF r001 0

94sFr001 I
94sF r 001 2

94sFr 0013

9/+SF I0014

94sF r 001 5

94sFr00t6
94sF r 001 7

94sF r0018

94sFr 0019

9/+SF I0020

9/+SF I0021

94sFI0022

94sF r 0023

94sF r0024

94sF r 0029

94sF r 0030

94sF l 0031

94sF r 0032

9/rsF I0033

94sFr0034

94sF r 0034

94sF r 0035

94sF r 003ó

94sFr 0037

94sF ¡ 0038

94sF r 0039

94sFr0040

94SF 100¿+1

94sF r 0042

94sF r 0043

94sF r 0044

94sF r 0045

94sF r 004ó

94sF r 0047

94sF r 0048

94sF r 0049

EASTING NORTH¡NG SAND%

360200 5452050 43.61

36ó800 544s600 41.03

362100 5445500 41.93

36ó900 5455200 35.11

368500 5448500 34.34
3ó8250 5437000 36.48
3ó5050 5437100 39.32
361850 54386s0 37.88
365350 5455200 38.45

363500 5452150 43.53

366350 5443750 36.65

364900 5450500 37.42
3ó0100 5433800 37.72
355400 5441400 39.72
355400 5441400 39.63
3ó3600 5440400 39.21

363750 5448700 34.76
354850 5458700 39.26
369800 5430400 37.02
387850 5433250 37-76

389500 5431500 30.71
3ó9950 5433650 42-50

376500 5433500 39.06
378135 5430200 42.55

384400 5431700 43.45

371850 5455000 41.31

371700 5436750 43.18

383000 5433300 40.53
38ó300 543óó00 37.39
393ó50 5472700 36.68
401700 5470900 39.38
405150 5470700 39.21

413200 54ó9000 27.V1

4132s0 5472300 41.52

406750 5472450 41.26

410150 5475650 39.28
383300 5442100 49.22

389800 5443050 43.61

389800 5448000 45.95

391700 545ó300 37.29
391850 5462850 36.97
397800 54ó9300 38.84
398350 54óó000 31.37
401750 54óó000 44.85

419900 5477100 13.49

198

SILT% CLAY%

32.29 24.09
32.81 26.15

34.12 23.94
36.21 28.67
41.68 23.96
36.87 26.63

32.67 28.00
35.93 26-18

32.82 28.72

31.82 24.63

33.11 29.90
35.90 29.66
35.94 26.32

36.26 24.00
36.01 24.34

33.99 26.78
38.93 26.29
34.48 26.24

33.79 29.18
34.46 27.77
37.42 31.86
35 - 10 22.38
32.01 28.91

34 .36 23.08
33.10 23.13

32.94 25.43

34.80 22.01

35.67 23.78
33.8ó 28.73

37.06 26.25

34.71 25.90

35.04 25.73

46.61 ?5.66
36.22 22.25

37.42 21 .31

31.90 28.81

31.60 19.16

33.10 23.27
36.54 17.50

3s.21 27.46
39.06 23.96
36.79 24.35

36.15 29.16
33 . ó0 21 .53

38.87 17.62



sF r940181

sF r 9401 83

sF ¡940188

sF r 940190

sF r940192

sFr94019ó

sF r 940221

sFr940231

sFr940235

sr r940237

stt940242
sFr94024ó

stt940247
sF r94025 1

sF r 940254

stt940263
stt940Z65
sFt940274

sF r 910276

sF r 940283

sF r 940283

sr r940291

sF r940296

sr r 940388

sF r 940389

sF r 940345

sF r940347

sF ¡ 940349

sF ¡ 940354

94sFr0050

94sF r 005 1

94sFr 0052

94sF I 0053

94SF I 005/+

94sF r 005ó

94sFr0057

94sFr0058

94sFr0059

94sFr00ó0
94sFr00ó1

94sFr00ó2

94sFr00ó3

94sF r 00ó4

94sFr00ó5

94sFr00óó

94sF I 00ó8

94sF r 00ó9

94sF r 0070

94sFr0071

94sFt0072

94sFr0073

94sFtO074

94sF r 0075

94sFr007ó

94sF r 0077

94sF ¡ 0078

94sF r 0079

94sF r 0080

423200 s477100 41.61

419900 5172250 13.34
418250 54ó9000 40.96
426300 5465600 42.15
414850 5465700 42.40
39ó600 5462800 39.82
404900 5461900 42.51

413100 5462500 10.79

322900 5459100 39.34
389ó50 439750 28.83
384800 5439850 39.31

373300 5440200 33.47
376650 5436750 40.38
384900 5448300 35.19
376700 544330 42.61

381ó00 5448300 36.55

383400 5451600 38.1ó
378500 5455000 13.27

385050 5454800 41.15

385850 5464650 41.19

385850 5464650 2?.86
388700 5471100 12.11

390350 5471100 39-25
419ó00 5457400 41.18

416350 5459200 42.18

382550 5459800 39.48
390150 5162900 44.39

38ó750 5459700 35.58
362250 5438ó50 40.31

31.55 26.8?
39.14 17.51

36.56 22.46

37.52 50.32
37.s5 20.23

36.83 23.34
36.?5 21.23

3ó.03 2s.16
36.69 23.95

3ó.8ó 34.30
35.26 25.41

37.12 29.39
34.21 25.39
38.3ó 26.44

3ó.18 21.19

37.13 26.30

37.81 24.01

32.70 24.01

34.79 24.04
31.70 27.10

38.82 38.31

3ó.88 21.00

36.14 24.59
36.82 21.99
33.33 24.47
34.58 25.93
33.89 21.71

38.13 26.28
33.66 26.01

2) VIRDEN AREA

STATION SAI,IPLE

I.D. NUMBER

sFr92001 92sFr001-01

sFr92002 92sFr002-02

sFt92004 92sF¡004-03

sFr92005 92sFr005-04

sF¡9200ó 92sFr00ó-05

sF¡92008 92sF¡008-06

sFr92011 92sFr01l-07
sFr92033 92sF¡033-08

sFI92034 92SFr034-09

sF¡92040 92sFr040-10

sFr92043 92sFI043-11

sF¡92045 92SFr045-12

stt92047 92sFr047-13

sFI92048 92SF1048-1/+

sFr92062 92sFt0ó2-15

sFr920ó3 92sFr0ó3-1ó

sFr920ó4 92sFr0ó4-17

sFr92068 92sFI0ó8-18

EASTING NORTHING SAND

410000 5710000 46.'t8
428500 5503400 45.54

355200 5509900 60.39
358ó00 5514ó00 14.88

355400 5513000 16.03

355ó00 5517800 45.45

360400 5519400 44.31

357200 5521150 3.74
355600 5521200

359100 5539200 37.91
357370 5537500 47.74
3ó0700 5537500 36.46
359000 5534250 48.45

362200 5534200 73.63
360500 5530800 15.ó5

359800 5530800 48.92

357250 5531000 17.97
3ó3800 5525800 44_44

199

SILT CLAY

37.78 16.04

35.78 18.67

27.1 12.51

33.48 21.63

31.25 19 -72
31.91 22.64

32.18 23.5

82.72 13.51

38.09 24

29.26 22.99
42.19 21.35

35.21 1ó.33

16.73 9-64
63 21.35

34.57 1ó.51

31.18 17.85

50.32 5.24



stt92077
sFt92077

sFt920T7
sFt9¿077

sFt92077

sF¡92086

sFr92088

sFr92091

sFr92094

sFr921 05

sF I 921 08

sFI921 15

sF1921 1ó

sF r921 21

sFt92122

sFr92150

sFr92209

sFt92267

stt92270
stt92271
sFr92389

sF ¡ 92389

sFI92389

sFr92389

sF ¡ 92389

sF r 92389

sF r 92389

sF r 92389

sFr92389

sF¡92389

sFr92389

sFt92389

sFr92389

sFt92421

SFl92t+32

92st1077-19 384ó50 5538500

92sFr077-01A 384650 5538500

92sFr07Z-02A 384ó50 5538500

92sFr077-03A 384650 5538500

92sFt0T7-04A 384ó50 5538500

92sFr086-20 377100 5538600

92sFr088-21 37f,500 5538850

92sFr091-22 370500 5538950

92sFr094-23 367350 5538850

92sFr105-24 378750 5537000

92sFr108-25 385000 5536800

92sFt115-27 367300 5535700

92sFr116-28 368900 5535ó00

92sFt121-29 373750 5535400

92sFt122-30 375500 5535500

92sFr150-31 370450 5530ó50

92SFr209-32 372000 5525700

92sF1267-33 355200 5506500

92sFt270-34 358400 5504750

92sFt271-35 356750 5503200

92sFr389A-3ó 331500 5518ó00

92SFr3898-37 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389c-38 331500 5518ó00

92sF¡389D-39 331500 5518600

92sFr389E-40 331500 5518600

92sFr389F-41 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389G-42 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389H-43 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389r-44 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389J-45 331500 5518ó00

92SFr389K-4ó 331500 5518600

92sFr389i.t-47 331500 5518ó00

92sFr389N-48 331500 5518600

92sFt421-49 411350 5530400

92sFr432-50 417750 5529500

38.42 35.41 26.17
44.91 33.46 21.62
43.49 32.36 24.14
43.33 35.03 21 .64
41 .99 34.7 23 .31

34.1 39.54 26.36
16.12 52.29 31.58
49.?8 31.89 18.82

50.74 32.32 16.93

50.03 31.42 f8.55
61.74 25.85 12.41

67.37 19.16 13.47

45.71 51.1ó 3.13
34.01 35.57 30.42
39.08 41.æ 19.?7

?1.45 49.8 ?8.75

76.38 14.38 9.24
31.98 14.22 20.81

23.92 58.3ó 17.7?

44.37 34.63 20.99
40.28 36.35 23.37
38.9 38.32 2¿.78

42.5 34.71 22.79
42.8 35.56 21.64

42.26 37.27 20.47
42.21 36.8?. 20.97
41.43 36.28 2?.29
41.75 37.81 20.44

41.33 36.54 22.13

41.38 34.24 24.38
41.96 33.9 24.14

41.57 35.16 23.27
45.53 37 17.47

57.45 31.13 11.42

32.55 41.28 23.17

3) BRANDON AREA

STATION SAI4PLE

I.D. NUMBER

sFr93002 93SFr001

sil93004 95sFr002

sFt9300ó 93sFt00ó

sFr93007 93sFr008

sF¡9301 1 93sFI010

sFI93030 93SFr014

sFr93032 93sFr017

sFr93039 93sFr018

sFr93040 93srr021
sFr93041 93SFr022

sFt93044 93sFr025

sFr93052 93sFr02ó

EASTING NORTHING SAND

127200 5537750 39.53
424800 5537800 34.60
/+18200 5537850 25.26
/+14800 5537800 24.09
413100 5539200 34.59
421850 553ó150 34.60
421100 5536300 23.78
419850 5534700 28.31

423000 553¿+600 14.57

426400 5534500 15.10

428000 5531200 21.99
424750 5532800 32.63

200

SILT CLAY

3ó.08 21.39
37.30 28.10
43.22 31.52
43.30 32.60
55.19 10.22

37.73 27.66
15.02 31.20
44.35 27.33

80. 19 5 .24

45.01 39.89
48.17 29.84
37 .31 30 .06



sF r 93053

sF I 93057

sFI93074

sFr93074

sF ¡93080

sF r 93085

sF r 93095

sF r 9309ó

sF r 9309ó

sFr93110

sF¡ 9313ó

sFr93144

sFt93198

sFr95199

sF r 93205

sF r 9325 1

sFr93304

sF I93313

sF ¡ 93323

sF r 93359

s F I 93352

sFr93376

sF I 93388

sF r 93407

sFr93408

sF r 93408

sF ¡ 93408

sF r 93408

sF r 93408

sFr93408

sF¡ 93408

sFr93409

sF¡93409

sF¡93409

sFr93409

sF r 9341 0

sF ¡ 93413

sF r9341 3

SF ¡ 93/+13

sF r 9341 3

sF 193/125

sF193179

sF ¡ 93499

93sF I 029

93sF I 030

93sF¡ 032.3
93sF r 034

93sF r 033.6
93sFr 035

93sF r 037

93sFI038

93sF r 040

93sF r 042

93sFr043

93sFr045

93sFI047

93sFr049

93sFr051

93sFr 053A

93sF,¡055A

93SF r 05óA

93sFr 057A

95sF r 058A

93sFI059A

93sF¡0ó1A

93sF ¡062A

93sF r 0ó3A

93sFr064A

93sF I 0ó5A

93sF r 0óóA

93sF r 0ó7A

93SF r 0ó8A

93sF r 0ó9A

93sF r 080A

93sF r 070A

93sF r 071A

93sF r 072A

93SFIOEA

93sF r 074A

93sF r 075A

93sF r 076A

93sF I 077A

93sF r 078A

93sF I 081A

93sFI082A

93sF I 083A

421150 5532900 22.22
413850 5532850 31.89
418300 5s29800 33.92
418300 5529800 35.83
424350 5524600 10.óó

40ó800 5526700 38.19
114100 5523200 30.91
414200 5524400 35.8ó
414200 5524400 40.08
411200 5521500 15.8ó

401100 5515800 19.0ó

40ó150 5512900 35.55
409400 5510200 14.24

407850 5510200 17.75

407800 5508600 11.0ó

411000 5508500 20.62

412680 5507800 29.14

412700 5503700 25.11
411800 5498500 41.27

420750 5500200 53.09
420900 5505100 10.ó9

427250 5495200 39.80
427150 548ó900 35.12
423300 5485250 38.85

423500 5487200 35.U
423500 5487?OO 34.65

423500 5487200 35.82
423500 5487200 34.68
423500 5487200 30.73
423500 5487200 32.33
123500 5187200 35.17
423300 548ó850 34.31

423300 548ó850 36.46
423300 548ó850 35.54
423300 548ó850 3ó.30
123100 548ó900 14.11

451100 5493000 43.30

451 100 5493000 41.99

451 100 5493000 49.39

451100 5493000 39.40
355700 5462000 38.02
365450 5461750 38.74

403750 5515200 15.19

48.61 29.17
39.73 28.38

38.72 27.36
36.74 ?7.43

29.78 59.56

39.15 22.66

36.33 32.75

13.62 20.52

40.64 19.28

19.16 34.97
47.34 33.60
40.22 24.23
78.22 7.54
50.77 31 -48

39.36 49.58

10.97 38.41

48.24 22.61

47.89 27.00

38.30 20.43

37.57 ?9.34

79.78 9.53
11.25 15.95

40.35 24.52
32.89 28.26
33.ó0 30.55

35.69 29.66
34.87 29.31

35.72 29.60

36.64 32.63
37.42 30.25

37.68 26.81

35.88 29.81

33.33 30.20
34.75 29.71

34.11 29.59

32.82 23.07
39.33 17.37

41.36 16.65

41.92 8.ó9
43.28 17.31

39.44 22.54
35.52 25.74

45.74 39.06

201



APEXDIX IV CARBONATE ANALYSIS RESULTS.

STATIONID SI.IPLNUI'I EASTING NORTHING ATOI.IIC AESORPT. CHITTTCK ANALYSES XRD XRD XRD

ToTAL cAL/Do ToTAL cAL/Docarb% Cat,/do[ Totat
Incluie Exctude

BRANDoN AREA everything GYPsur

sFI93002 93sFI001 427200 5537750 ó9.51 0.46 35.72 0.53 identified Claymin

sF¡93004 93sFI002 4?4800 5537800 52.9 0.59 25.11 0.58 and

sF193006 93sF1004 421500 5537800 50.88 0.45 25.56 0.58 hydroma

sFr93007 93sFr006 418200 5537850 74.14 0.4 35.33 0.41

sFr93009 93sFr008 414800 5537800 84.75 0.41 38.55 0.67
sFr93011 93sFr010 413100 5539200 30.45 0.38 25.66 0.24 60.57

sFr9302ó 93sFr012 418100 553ó200 53.9 0.59 34.43 0.57 ?8.72 0.44 5ó.30

sFt93030 93sFr014 424850 5536150 52.97 0.52 24.91 0.ó1 25.55 0.58 48.55

sFr93032 93SFr01ó 421400 553ó300 79.61 0.44 40.88 0.42 45.58 0.22 77.13

sFr93039 93sF¡018 419850 5534700 62.88 0.3 33.07 0.36 30.04 0.16 62.61

sFr93040 93sFr020 423000 5534ó00 77.02 0.21 3ó.8 0.23 34.91 0.18 72.94

sFr93041 93sFr022 426400 5534500 78.37 0.33 36.4? 0.5ó 37.19 0.30 61.87

sF¡9304/r 93sFI024 428000 5531200 68.22 0.25 26.42 0.34 34.31 0.32 66.72

sFt93052 93sFr02ó 424750 5532800 58.25 0.26 25.97 0.33 26.17 0.ó1 56.46

sFr93053 93sFr028 421450 5532900 77.55 0.25 35.72 0.37 50.07 0.28 52.10

sF193057 93sFr030 413850 5532850 51.84 0.28 27.23 0.28 47-32 0.30 47.32

sFr93074 93sFr032 418300 5529800 55.36 0.5 27.12 0.59 25.89 0.44 51.59

sFr93074 93sFr034 418300 5529800 53.14 0.55 24.84 0.52 28.24 0.37 54.31

sFr93080 93sFr033.5 424350 5524600 35.08 0.33 62.59

sFr93o85 93sFr034 40ó800 5526700 46.07 0.39 23.5 0.28 28.93 0.3ó 5ó.86

sF193085 93sFr035 40ó800 5526700 79.23 0.43

sFr93095 93sFr03ó 414100 5523200 82.95 0.2 58.51 0.5

sFr9309ó 93sFr038 414¿00 55?4400 63.45 0.32 30.38 0.33 23.11 0.31 42.68

sFr9309ó 93SFr040 414200 5524400 60.2 0.35 31.72 0.35 42.85 0.40 44.10

sFr93110 93sF¡042 411200 5521500 111.52 0.23 44.?1 0.57

sFr9313ó 93sFr043 401100 5515800 77.69 0.23 55.85 0.35 33.80 0.23 59.39

sFt93144 93sF1045 40ó150 5512900 55.93 0.26 24.53 0.27 25.89 0.50 51.67

sF193198 93sF¡047 409400 5510200 61.41 0.?1 25.74 0.38 33.71 0.24 54.31

sFr93199 93sFr049 407850 5510200 60.99 0.09 27.66 0.2
sFr93205 93sFr051 407800 5508600 63.81 0.41 30.43 0.5 28.27 0.24 59.15

sF193251 93sFr053A 411000 5508500 65.69 0.25 26.71 0.48

sFr932ó6 93sr¡054A 409100 5496100 68.42 0.3ó 30.43 0.33

sFr93304 93sFr055A 412680 5507800 ó1.38 0.45 28.4 0.43

sFr93313 93sFr05óA 412700 5503700 49.52 0.4 26.06 0.48

sFr93323 93sFr057A 411800 5498500 54.84 0.1 24.63 0.35

sFr93339 93sFr058A 420750 5500200 79.41 0.09 42.01 0.19 31.08 0.32 34.86

sFr93352 93sFr059A 420900 5505100 62.13 0.48 24.66 0.6? 31.10 0.08 73.51

sFr9337ó 93sFr0ó'lA 427250 5495200 53.57 0.33 23.76 0.35 23.05 0.38 42.15

sF193388 93sFr0ó2A 427150 548ó900 71.94 0.37 33.59 0.61

sF¡93407 93sFr0ó3A 423300 5485250 53 0.ó1 41.26 0.35 30.00 0.45 41.40

sFr93408 93sFrO64A 423500 5487200 48.72 0.74 22.05 0.64 28.36 0.34 58.32

sFt93408 93sFr0ó5A 423500 5487200 48.52 0.ó3 21.44 0.41 22.26 0.44 42.49

sFI93/+08 93sFI0ó6A 423500 5487200 45.89 0.51 23.82 0.41 ?1.44 0.47 46.44
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STAT¡ONID SMPLNUM EASTING NORTHING ATOMIC ABSORPT. CHITTICK ANALYSES

TOTAL CAL,/DO TOTAL CAL/DO

sF¡93408 93sFr0ó7A 423500 5487?00 47.87
sFt93408 93sFr0ó8A 423500 5487200 46.69

sFr93408 93sF¡0ó9A 423500 5487200 29.51

sFr93408 93sFr080A 423500 5487200 52.93
sF193409 93sFr070A 423300 548ó850 39.64
sFr93409 93sFr071A 423300 548ó850 44.19

sFr93409 93sFr072A 423300 548ó850 43.7
sF¡93409 93sFr073A 423300 548ó850 44.94

sFr93410 93sFr074A 423400 548ó900 50.1

sFt93413 93SFr075A 451100 5493000 67.16

sFt93413 93SFr07óA 451100 5493000 19.24

sFI93413 93sFI077A 451100 5¿+93000 41.92

sF193413 93sF¡078A 451100 5493000 50.4
sFt93425 93sFr081A 355700 54ó2000 49.29

sF193479 93sFr082A 365450 5461750 59.59
sFr93499 93sFr083A 403750 5515200 69.37

V¡RDEN AREA

sFt92001 92sFt001 410000 5710000 41.43

SF¡92002 92sFI002 ¿+28500 5503400 51.77
sFt92004 92sFr004 355200 5509900 44.46

sFr92005 92sF¡005 358ó00 5514600 44.2

sFr9200ó 92sFt00ó 355400 5513000 56.89
sF192008 92sFr008 355ó00 5517800 52.49
sFr92011 92sFr011 3ó0400 5519400 55.25

sF192033 92sFr033 357200 5521150 62.19

sF¡92034 92SFr034 355ó00 5521200 59.98
sFr92040 92SFr040 359100 5539200 64.74

sFI92043 92sFI0/+3 357370 5537500 71.21

sFr92045 92sFr045 3ó0700 5537500 65.78

sFt92047 92sFt047 359000 5534250 56.54
sF1920/+8 92sF1048 362200 5534200 52.79
sFr920ó2 92sFr0ó2 360500 5530800 57.68

sFr92063 92sF¡0ó3 359800 5530800 47.32
sFr920ó4 92sFr064 357250 5531000 48.ó8
sFr920ó8 92sFr068 363800 5525800 45.41

sFt92077 92sFr077A 384650 5538500 44.04

sFt92077 92sF¡0778 384ó50 5538500 47.29
sFt92077 92sFt077c 384650 5558500 34.89
sFt92077 92stt077D 384ó50 5538500 35.34
sFt92077 92slt077e. 384ó50 5538500 33.81

sF19208ó 92sFr08ó 377100 5538ó00 7.69
sFr92088 92sF¡088 373500 5538850

sF¡92091 92sF¡091 370500 5538950 56

sFr92094 92SFr094 367350 5538850

0.5ó
0.32
0.31

0.ó8
o.67
0.54
0.62
0.58
0.48
0.33
0.21

0.5
0.34
0.54
1.49
0- 1ó

26.06
19.39

17.88

20.65

22.8
23.24

21.06
21

24.99

35 .09

52.89

20.62

25.66

25.56
31.21
31.53

0.48 18.30

0.3 ?2.O3

0.29 15.21

0.88 27.55
0.48 23.31

0.49 24.66
0.47 18.01

0.4
0.49 45.70

0.28 29.53
0.25 45.58
0.23 18.05

0.15 47.50

0.66 49.32

1 .33 27.34
0-2 26-84

0.54
o.24
0.27
o-37
0.29
0.39
0.46

45.94

48.50
34.30
52.84
52.75
53.23
29.26

47.66
54.76
72.98
38.97
50.53
52.12
56.43
58.00

0.58
0.35
o.47
0.44
0.57
1.02

1.14

0.21

0.53
1.23

1.12

1.07
0.73
0.9ó
0.81

0.ó3
0. ó5

0.ó8
0.39
0.74
0.31

0.39
0.43
0.59

1.49

0.39
0.28
0.16
0.29
0.28
0.55
1.09
0.21

19.93

27.36
24.32

22.49
28.02

28.98
30.28
25.64

27.57
38.ó1

43.25

32.56
28.05

32.83

24.38

24.71

24.4
21.79

17.42

17.84

17.46

16.14

15.95

4.95
1.99

29.99

1.57

0.44
0.43
0.74
0.37
0.66

1.1

1.48

o.?7
0. ó5

1 .56

17.89

1.57
1.04

1.2

0.83
0.66
0.8ó
0.58
0.31

0.3
0 .35

0.34
0.38
1.79
0.79
1.33

1.35

0.40 27.10
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STATION¡D SMPLNUM EAST¡NG NORTHING ATOI.IIC ABSORPT. CH¡TT¡CK ANALYSES

TOTAL CAL/DO TOTAL CAL,/DO

sF192105 92sFrf05 378750 5537000 73.81

sF192108 92sF¡108 385000 5536800 36.7

sFr92115 92sF¡115 367300 5535700 38.83

sFr921tó 92SFr11ó 3ó8900 5535600 27.56

sF¡92121 92sFr121 373750 5535400 27.54

stt92122 925tt122 375500 5535500 20.01

sFr92150 92sFr150 370450 5530ó50 5.11

sF192209 92SFr209 372000 5525700 40.22

stt92267 925Ft267 355200 5506500 59.78

sFt92270 92sFt270 358400 5504750 53.77

sFt92271 92sF1271 356750 5503200 43.05

sFr92389 92SFr389A 331500 5518600 53.08

sFr92389 92sFr3898 331500 5518ó00 57.89

sFr92389 92sFr389C 331500 5518ó00 50.43

sFr92389 92sFr389D 331500 5518600 53.63

sFr92389 92sF¡389E 331500 5518600 51.38

sFr92389 92SFr389F 331500 5518ó00 47.68

sFr92389 92sF¡389G 331500 5518ó00 55.67

sFr92389 92sF¡389H 331500 5518600 45.31

sF192389 92sFr389r 331500 5518ó00 47.75

sF192389 92sFr389J 331500 5518600 53.2

sFr92389 92sFr389K 331500 55f8600 52.95

sF192389 92sFr389M 351500 5518ó00 66.3

sFr92389 92SFr389N 331500 5518ó00 52.83

sFt92421 92sFt421 411350 5530400 57.62

stt92432 g?Stt432 41 750 5529500 55.78

BOTSSEVAIN/TURTLE },IOUNTAIN AREA

0.92 3.91

0.62 33.ó1

0.82 30.82
0.83 16.18

0.74 19.82

0.21 14.94

0.03 9.4
1.09 30.27
1.07 27.18
0.2 24.21

0.43 20.93

0.53 22.04

0.82 21.37
0.53 2?.67
0.45 22.99

0.5ó 24.93

0.57 21 .94

0.5 22.6
0.58 25.6
0.47 23.67
0.ó1 22.66

0.7 ?3.63

0.33 24.23

0.66 24.09

0.39 33.77
0.46 ?5.6

0.26
0.53 10.49 0.41 21.10

0.58
0.82
1.84
0.53
1.35

3.39
1.07
0. 18

0.32
0.35
0.33
0.34
0.45
0.43
0.49
0.5

o.4z
0.46
0.92
0.69
0.ó

0.45
0.32
0.42

sFr94025 94sFr003 3óó800

sFr94028 94sFr004 362100

sFr94034 94sFr005 3ó6900

sF194037 94sFr00ó 3ó8500

sFr94039 94SF¡007 368250

sFr94040 94sFr008 3ó5050

sFr94043 94sFr009 3ó1850

sFr94047 94sFr010 3ó5350

sFr94048 94SFr011 363500

sFt94050 94SFr012 366350

sFr94053 94sFr013 3ó4900

srr94058 94sFr014 360100

sFr940ó4 94SFr015 355400

sFr940ó4 94sFr01ó 555400

sFr940óó 94sFr017 3ó3ó00

sFI9/10ó8 9/rsFl018 363750

sFI94074 94SFr019 354850

5413600 48.28 0.49

5445500 56.61 0.72

5455200 62.04 0.39

5448500 50.08 0.8/+

5437000 55.34 0.63

5437100 47.34 0.38

5438ó50 54.87 0.63

5455200 49.25 0.19

5452150 57.20 0.67

5443750 53.85 0.¿ì5

5430500 52.08 0.55

5433800 40.08 0.45

5441400 46.92 0.37

5441400 49.75 0.67
5440400 48.46 0.27
5448700 49.72 0.3ó

5458700 56.35 0.59

20.14 0.43

2?.16 0.49

22.93 0.38
?3.43 0.73
19.64 0.3ó
27.59 1.00

21.96 0.52

21.96 0.52
22.95 0.67
25.26 0.80
24.36 0.80
24.58 0.80
19.06 0.45
20.34 0.41

26.51 0.70
20.55 0.40
23.24 0.77
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STATIONID SMPLNUM EASTTNG NORTHING ATOI.IIC ABSORPT. CHITTICK ANALYSES

TOTAL CAL/DO TOTAL CAL,/DO

sFt94077

sF I 94082

sF r 9408ó

sFt94090

sF r 94092

sF I 94094

sFt94099

sFr941 I I
sFr94115

sF I 941 20

sF r94121

sF I 941 25

sF r94134

SF I9¿+144

sFr94l48
sF r 941 53

sFr9415ó

sFr94159

sFr941ó1

sFr941ó3

sF r941ó4

sF r 941 ó5

sF r94169

sFr94171

sF r 941 75

SF l9l+178

sF r94179

sFr94180

sF r 94181

sFr94183

sFr 94188

sFt94190

sF r 94192

sF ¡ 94194

sF r9419ó

sF I94221

sFt91231

sF r 94235

sFt94237

sFt94212

stt94246
sFt94247

sFr 94251

stt94254

94sF r 020

94SFr021

94sF I 022

94sF r 023

94sFr024

94SF r 025

94SF r 02ó

94SFtO27

9/rSF¡028

94SFr029

94sFr030

94sFr031

94SF ¡ 032

94sF r 033

94sF r 034

94sF I 035

94sF ¡ 03ó

94sF r 037

94sFr038

94sFr039

94sFr040

94sF t 041

91sFt044

94sF r 045

94sF I 04ó

9/+SF I047
94sF I 048

94sF r 049

94SF r 050

94sFr051

94sFr052

9/+SF I053

94SF I05/+

94SF r 055

94sF r 05ó

94SF r 057

94sF r 058

94sFr059

94sF r 0ó0

94sFI061

94sF I 0ó2

94sF I 063

94sF r 0ó4

94sF r 065

3ó9800 5430400

387850 5433250

389500 5431500

3ó9950 5433650

376500 5433500

378135 5430200

384400 5431700

371700 54367s0

383000 5433300

386300 -5436600

420100 5482000

40ó800 5477500

398600 5477600

393650 5472700

401700 5470900

405150 5470700

413200 54ó9000

413250 5472300

406750 5472450

410150 5475650

391700 s456300

391850 5462850

397800 5469300

398350 5466000

401750 5466000

419900 5477100

123200 5477100

419900 5472250

418250 54ó9000

126300 5465ó00

414850 5465700

40óó00 54ó5900

39óó00 54ó2800

404900 54ó1900

413100 54ó2500

322900 5459100

389650 439750

38/+800 5439850

373300 5440200

376650 5436750

384900 5448300

376700 544330

32.61 0.31

38.92 0.57
43.26 0.52
28.7s 0.3
57.88 0.7
48.61 0.7
55.69 0.76
52.23 0.73
51.58 0.72
57.82 0.35

55.62 0.54
50.02 0.69

49 .76 0. 53

49.36 0.ó3
47.82 0.48
46.47 0.26
56.39 0.93
60.41 1.26
47.91 0.64
49.80 0.27
64.45 1.19
55.33 0.7
56.16 0.67
71.26 0.76
54.92 0.43
10.52 0.44

50.98 0.65
44.32 0.4
14.24 0.32

44.08 0.51

43.26 0.34
51.05 0.48

52.86 0.ó
49.52 0.43
53 . 10 0.51

43.67 0.78
57.26 0.ó
61 -42 0.61

48.43 0.42
40.11 0.36
43.66 0.43
53.23 0.57
50.08 0.34
43 .76 0.53

25.62

15 .50

14.72

2?.87
6.75

21.15

32.04
5.21

21 .94

25.99

20.06

23.34

23.07

26.75

?'1.66

21.07
20.71

20.64

31.55

24.21

29.71

22.20

25.11

32.82
27.70

21.77
20.56

19.97

24.37
21.65

20.91

20.60

21 .91

18.29

23.12

25.89

20.86
26.30

28.89

21.32

18.35

27.70

0.70
0.79
1 .14 13. 51

0.91 15.85

0.32 3.82
o.34 19.44

1.00 33.40
0.75 13.03

23.98
0.50 1ó.03

0.ó0 17.24

t. f 0 19.22

0.59 46.82

0.53 27.70

0.73 19.91

0.41 4?.27

0.51 25.06
0.33 20.34
0.28
1.1ó 37.05
0.89 36.67
1.ó0 34.44
0.55 29.52

0.90
1.44
1 .13

0.5ó 18.09

0.21

o.z7 36.38
'0.49 23.36

0.4?
0.33
0.48
0.16
0.3ó 15.39

0.58 33.56
0.72
1.58 57.59
1.02
1.26 24.36

0.5ó 33.06
0.43 37.08
1.15 13.66

0.67 29.69
0.5r 28.69
0.89 6.98
0.45 32.52
0.67 38.67
0.61 34.00
0.12 39.63
0.71 20.53
0.46 27.42
0.42 19.22

0.30 48.00
0.65 32.81

0.58 31 .42

0.44 44.17

0.38 29.30
0-33 38.2J

0.95 43.22

0.73 36.67
1.43 35.22
o-29 45.81

0.45 21.58

0.39 37.79

0.32 37.1?

0.ó9 17.7?

0.40 34.94

3.02 57.97

0.80 32..29

0.40 34.47
0.30 38.53
0-55 23.60
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STATIONID SMPLNUM EASTING NORTHING ATOMIC AESORPT. CHITT¡CK ANALYSES

TOTAL CAL/DO TOTAL CAL./DO

sF1942ó3 94SFr0óó 381ó00 5448300 41.00 0.34

sFr942ó5 94sFr068 383400 5451ó00 17.58 0.ó5

sFt94274 94SFr0ó9 378500 5455000 14.55 0.04

sF194276 94sFI070. 385050 5/154800 46.97 0.38

sFr94283 94sF1071 3858s0 54&650 s7.06 0.ó3

sFr94283 94sFr072 385850 5464650 62.97 1.01

sFr94291 94SFr0r3 388700 5471100 4E.97 0.67

sFr94296 94sF¡074 390350 5471100 14.59 0.42

sFr94362 94sFr075 47.42 0.57

sFr94382 94sFr076 49.06 0.42

sFr94345 94sFr077 382550 5459800 16.43 0.52

sF194347 94sF¡078 390150 5462900

sFI943/+9 94SF1079 386750 5459700

sFr94354 94SFr080 362250 5438ó50

F195004 95Fr001T 35ó100 5539100 49.2 0.71

Fr93010 93Fr002T 352500 5534400 39.41 0.62

F¡93014 93Fr003T 345400 5539400 4?.69 0.ó1

F193018 93FI004T 348200 5534ó00 46.45 0.5

Ft93024 93Fr005T 339400 5540800 42.66 0.4
F193035 93Fr00óT 345900 5533100 45.3 0.47

F193037 93Fr007T 342500 5533100 47.07 0.55

Ft93042 93Fr008T 349500 5528800 41.47 0.48

Ft93043 93Fr009T 354500 5526100 46.31 0.74

Ft93044 93Fr010T 347200 5523500 46.98 0.58

Ft93044 93Fr011T 347200 5523500 16.71 0.46

F193048 93Ít012T 325500 5542600 49.45 0.77

Fr93049 93Fr013T 354100 5523900 50.98 0.5

F193050 93Fr014T 354100 5523900 45.77 0.4
Fr93053 93F¡015r 347300 5519800 44.6 0.38

F193057 93F1016T 335800 5520200 63.09 0.73

Fr93059 93FtO17f 324600 5522300 46.75 0.52

Ft93062 93Fr0f8T 352900 5519700 53.4 0.58

F¡950ó3 93Fr019T 341ó00 551ó800 44.13 0.48

F1930ó9 93Fr021T 329600 5528300 17.18 0.38

Ft93070 93ttO22T 321300 5520700 46.59 0.83

Fr93072 93FIO23T 327600 5517700 50.ó8 0.33

tt93076 93Fr024T 336200 5538700 17.19 0.64

F195080 93Fr025f 332600 5534200 50.85 0.53

Fr93082 93ttO26T 329700 5539900 47.12. 0.5?.

F193085 93tt027f 321000 5532800 46.24 0.81

Fr93090 93r¡028T 337700 5524800 49.A7 0.51

Ft93o93 931t029'r 332500 5530300 44.87 0.7

F193095 93Fr030T 323000 552ó000 42.1 0.59

Fr95o99 93Fr031T 355550 5534300 51.34 0.ó

Fr93119 93Fr032T 355400 5517900 40.07 0.54

Ft93146 93Fr033T 319700 5536200 78.75 0.96

tt93146 93Fr034T 319700 553ó200 45.5 0.ó3

FI93153 93tI035T 319800 55/+1200 15- 7 0.55

Ft93154 93FI03óT 330800 5515/+00 51.1 0.55
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21 .51 0.52 16.66

21.56 0.3? 44.82

21.13 0.33 31.ó1

20.01 0.59 21.16

18.96 0.3ó
6.84 0.39 3.81

19.87 0.41 32.60
23.25 0.48 18.97

26.58 0.48 30.81

20.85 0.27 27.23
19.79 0.ó0 13.80

25.44 0.72 1ó.05

20.66 0.30 11.90

19.78 0.30 14.27

21.16 0.36
20.79 0.44

21 .33 0.58
22.97 0.42
23.24 0.47

27.33 0.4
21.75 0.53
20.69 0.33
45.24 0.52

0.39 34.99
1.95 44.8?

0.3ó 32.74
o.27 37.21

0.00 11.34

0.59 33.27
0.38 30.41

0.25 36.68
0.12 58.34
0.88 30.02
0.80 29.',|l
0.41 32.55

0.45 26.38

20.08 0.39

37.82 1.11

23.96 0.53

27.06 0.8
24.97 0.43
23.37 0.37
23.79 0.94
23.35 0.35
23.96 0.53

?4.08 0.41

25.87 0.7
23.37 0.37

23.37 0.ó3
19.87 0.41

??.75 0.41

19.95 0.51

35.69 1.79
24.92 0.37
26.24 0.ó
25.91 0.75



tl V I st. Reading 2nd Reading iL COZ %COZ Catcite Dotomite Total caL/

Sanpte gm mt. Corr. Corr mt. Corr. Corr. From From f. % Car- Doto

Nunber Fact. mt Fact. m[ Catcite doto¡nite bonate

93sFt-02 't 57 1.03 58..7 1ó1 1.03 165.83 54.43 111.40 12.38 23.s4 35.72 0.53

93sFr-04 1 42 1.03 43.3 113 1.03 116.39 10-33 76.06 9.18 15.93 25.11 0.58

95sFr-0ó 1 43 1.03 44.3 115 1.03 118.45 41.32 77.13 9.40 16.16 25.56 0.58

93sFt-07 4 12 1.03 12.4 40 1.03 41.20 11.21 29.99 10.20 25.13 35.33 0.41

93SFr-09 1 70 1.03 72.1 173 1.03 178.19 67.86 110.33 15.44 23.11 38.55 0.67

93sFr-11 2 ZO 1.03 20.6 ó9 1.03 71.07 18.58 52.49 8.45 21.99 30.45 0.38

93sFr-26 1 57 1.03 58.7 155 1.05 159.65 54.67 104.98 1?.44 21.99 34.43 0.57

93SFr-30 1 43 r.03 44.3 112 1.03 115.36 41.45 73.91 9.43 15.48 24.91 0.ó1

93sFr-32 1 57 1.03 58.7 185 1.03 190.55 53.11 137.11 12.16 28.73 40.88 0.42

93sFr-39 6 7 1.03 7.2 25 1.03 25.75 6.47 19.28 8.E3 24.24 33.07 0.3ó

93sFt-40 1 35 1.03 36.1 1ó8 1.03 173.04 30.57 142.47 6.95 29.85 3ó.80 0.23

93sFr-41 f 60 1.03 61.8 164 1.03 168.92 57.5¿ 111.40 13.08 23.34 36.42 0.56

93sFr-44 4 I 1.03 8.2 30 1.03 30.90 7.33 23.57 6.67 19.75 26.42 0.34

93SFr-52 1 31 1.03 31.9 118 1.03 121.54 28.35 93.19 6.45 19.52 25.97 0.33

93sFr-53 1 46 1.03 47.1 162 1.03 166.86 12.60 121.26 9.69 26.03 35.72 0.37

93sFr-57 I 30 1.01 30.3 124 1.03 127.72 ?6.40 101.32 ó.01 21.23 27.23 0.28

93sFt-74 1 17 1.01 47.5 122 1.03 125.66 14-34 81.32 10.09 17.04 27.12 0.59

93SFr-74 1 40 1.01 40.4 1121.03 115.3ó 37.40 77.96 8.51 1ó.33 24.84 0.52

93sFr-85 1 26 1.01 26.3 107 1.03 110.21 2?..90 87.31 5.21 18.29 23.50 0.28

93sFr-95 4 23 1.01 23.2 66 1.03 67.98 21.44 46.54 19.51 39.00 58.51 0.50

93sFr-9ó 1 37 1.01 37.4 138 1.03 142.14 33.18 108.9ó 7.55 2?.8s 30.38 0.33

93sFr-9ó 2 20 1.01 20.2 72 1.03 74.16 18.04 56.12 8.21 ?3.51' 31.72 0.35

93sFr-11 1 75 1.01 75.8 199 1.03 201.97 70.58 134.39 16.06 28.15 44.21 0.57

93SFr-13 1 45 1.01 45.5 16ó 1.01 167.66 40.56 127.10 9.23 26.63 35.8s 0.35

95sFr-14 1 26 1.01 26.3 114 1.01 115.14 22.70 92.44 5.17 19.37 24.53 0.27

93sF¡-19 1 34 1.01 34.3 119 1.01 120.19 30.91 89.28 7,03 18.70 25.74 0.38

93sFr-19 1 24 1.01 24.2 129 1.01 130.29 20.00 110.29 1.55 23.11 27.66 0.20

93sFr-20 4 12 1.01 1?.1 35 1.01 35.35 11.',19 ?4.16 10.18 20.?5 30.43 0.50

93sFt-25 1 41 1.01 41.4 123 1.O1 124.23 38.10 8ó.13 8.67 18.04 26.71 0.48

93sFr-30 1 37 1.01 37.4 141 1.01 142.41 33.17 109.24 7.55 22.89 50.43 0.33

93sFr-31 1 41 1.01 11.4 131 1.01 132.31 37.77 94.51 8.59 19.81 28.40 0.43

93sFr-32 2 20 1.01 20.2 óO 1.01 ó0.ó0 18.58 42.02 8.46 17.60 ?6.06 0.48

95sFr-33 1 31 1.01 51.3 114 1.01 115.14 27.96 87.18 6.36 18.26 24.63 0.55

93sFr-35 2 18 1.01 18.2 98 1.01 98.98 14.95 84.03 ó.80 35.21 42.01 0.19

93sFt-35 1 44 1.01 44.4 113 1.01 114.13 41.65 72.48 9.48 15.18 24.66 0.62

93sFr-37 1 30 1.01 30.3 110 1.01 111.10 27.07 84.03 6.16 17.60 23.76 0.35

93sFt-38 1 59 1.01 59.6 154 1.01 155.54 55.75 99.79 12.68 20.91 33.59 0.ó1

93sFr-40 1 52 1.01 52.5 191 1.01 192.91 46.90 146.01 ',10.67 30.59 11.26 0.35

93sFr-40 1 40 1.01 40.4 101 1.01 102.01 37.94 64.07 8.ó3 13.42 2?.O5 0.64

93sFr-40 I 30 1.01 30.3 99 1.01 99.99 27.51 72.48 6.26 15.18 21.14 0.41

93sFr-40 1 33 1.01 33.3 110 1.01 111.10 30.22 80.88 6.87 16.94 23.82 0.41

93SFr-40 4 10 1.01 10.1 30 1.01 30.30 9.29 21.01 8.46 17.60 26.06 0.48
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93SF I -/r0

93sFr -40

93sFt -40

93sFr -40

93sF r -40

93SFI -/+0

93sF r -41

93SF r -41

93sFr -41

93sF¡ -41

93SFr -41

93SFr -40

93sF r -42

93stt-42
93sFr -49

sil-1
SFI -2

SF¡.4
SFI-5
sFt -6

SFI.8
sFr-11
sFr -33

sF r -34

sF I -40

sF r -43

sF r -45

sF r -47

sF I -48

sF t -ó2

sFr -ó3

SF ¡ -6¿t

sF r -69

sF¡-z-1
stt-77-2
sFt-77-3
sF r -77-4

sFr-77
SF I -8ó

sF r -88

sF I -91

SF I.94
sFr-105
sF¡-104
sFr-108
sF¡ -1 15

sFr-11ó
sFr-121

122
120
135
136
132
129
139
138
227
120
119
144
147
180
128
129
139
147
129
151
168
180
127
150
426
1 146

188
161
180
150
145
1 51

137
120
120
211
120
121
114
14
176
14
14
154
121
413
133
l+ 14

1.01 22.2
1.01 20.2.

1.01 35.4
1.01 36.1
1.01 32.3
1 .01 29 .3
1.01 39.4
1.01 38.4
1.01 27.3
1.01 20.2
1 .01 19 .2
1.01 11.1

1.01 47.5
1.01 80.8
1.01 28.3
1.01 ?9.3
1.01 39.4
1.02 47.9
1.02 29.6
1.02 52.0
1.02 69.1

1.02 81.6
1.02 27.5
1.02 51.0
1.02 26.5
1.02 148.9

1.02 89.8
1.02 65.3

1.02 81.ó
1 .02 51 .0
1.02 45.9
1.02 52.0
1.02 37.7
1-02 20.4
1.02 20.4
1.02 11.2

1.02 20.4
1.02 21.4
1 .02 14.3

1.02 4-1

1.02 77.5

1.02 4.1
1.02 4.1
1.02 55.1

1.02 21.4
1.03 13.4

1.02 33.7
1.03 14-4

90 1.01

83 1.01

105 1.01

107 1.01

97 1.01

97 1.01

115 1.01

1ó3 1.01

123 1.01

9ó 1.01

120 1.01

94 1.01

117 1.01

r41 1.01

117 1.01

91 1.O2

125 1.02

110 1.02
103 1.02
127 1.02

130 1.02

135 1.02
118 1.02
125 1.02
43 1.02

190 1.02
115 1.02

126 1.02

147 1.02
110 1.02

112 1.02

110 1.02
99 1.02

80 1.02
82 1.02
10 1.O2

74 1.02

T3 1.02
22 1.02

9 1.02

134 1.02
7 1.02

18 1.02
153 ',1.02

76 1.02
35 1.02
73 1.02
22 1.02

90.90 19.17

83.83 17.65

106.05 32.52
108.07 33.49
97.97 29.69

97.97 26.54

116.15 36.32
164.63 33.33
124.23 23.39
96.96 17.13

121.20 15.11

94.91 42.42

't18.17 44.&
142-41 78.34

118.47 23.47
92.82 26.75

127.50 35.87
112.20 45.37

105.0ó 26.56
129.54 t+8.92

132.60 66.83

137.70 79.36
120.36 23.83

127.50 47.94
43.86 25.83

193.80 147.12

147.90 87.43

128.52 62.75

149.94 78.87
112.20 48.55

114.24 43.17

112.20 49.61

100.98 35.?1

81.ó0 17.95

83.64 17.87

40.80 10.04

75.48 18.20

74-46 19.30

22.44 13.95

9. 18 3 .88

136.68 75.15

7 .'.t4 3.96
18.3ó 3.51

156.0ó 51.04

77.52 19.18

35.70 12.50

71.16 32-03

22.44 14.10

71.13 4.43 14.96

óó.18 4.0? 13.8ó

73.53 7.40 15.40

74.58 7.62 15-62

ó8.28 6.76 14.30

71.43 6.01 14.96

79.83 8.26 16.72

131.30 7.58 27.51

100.84 10.64 42.25

79.83 3.90 16.7?

10ó.09 3.44 22.23
52.52 9.65 1l .00

73-53 10.1ó 15.40

64.07 17.8? 13.42

125.00 5.31 26.19
66.07 ó.09 13.84

91.63 8.1ó 19.20

óó.83 10.32 14.00

78.50 6.04 16.45

80.62 11.13 1ó.89

65.77 15.20 13.78
58.34 18.05 12.22

96.53 5.42 20.22

79.56 10.91 16.67

18.03 23.50 15.11

46.68 33.47 9.78
60.47 19.89 12.67

65.77 14.28 13.78

71.07 17.94 14.89

63 -65 1 1 .05 13.33'

71 .07 9.82 14.89

62.59 11.29 13.11

65.77 8.01 13.78

63.65 4.08 13.33

65-77 4.07 13.78

30.76 4.57 12.89

57.28 4.14 12.00

55.16 4.39 f1.5ó
8.49 3.17 1.78

5.30 0.88 1 .1 1

61 .53 17.10 12.89

3.18 0.90 0.67
14.85 0.80 3.1 I

105.02 11.61 22.00

58.34 4.36 12.22

23.20 11.37 19.44

42.13 7.29 8.89
8.34 12.85 6.99

19.39 0.30
17.88 0.29
22.80 0.48
23.24 0.49
21.06 0.47
21.00 0.40
24.99 0.49
35.09 0.28
52.89 0.25
20.62 0.23
25.66 0.15
20.ó5 0.88
25.56 0.6ó
31.24 1.33
31.53 0.20
19.93 0.44
27.36 0.43
24.32 0.74
22.49 0.37
28.02 0.ó6
28.98 1.10
30.28 1.48
25.& 0.27
27.57 0.ó5
38.ó1 1.56
43-25 3.42
32.56 1.57
28-05 1.04

32.83 1.20

24.38 0.83
?4.71 0.6ó

24.40 0.86
21.79 0.58
17.42 0.31

17 .84 0 .30

17.46 0.35

16.14 0.34

15.95 0.38
4.95 1 .79
1.99 0.79

29.99 1 .33

1.57 1.35

3.e1 0.46
33.61 0.53
r6.59 0.3ó
30.82 0.58
1ó.18 0.82
19.82 1.84
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sFI-122
sFr-150
sFt -209

sFI-2ó7
sFr-271

sFt-271
sF r -389A

sFI -3898

sFt -389c

sFr -389D

sFr -389E

sF r -389F

sFr -389G

sF r -589H

sF I -389¡

sF¡ -389J

sFr -389K

sFI -389M

sF r -389N

sF¡ -421

sFt-437
sFr -93-4

sF ¡ -93-2

sFr -93-8

sFr -93-3

46
64
1 10?

163
120
125
128
126
128
134
136
134
135
136
135
149
144
142
135
140
136
111
130
412
612

1.02 6-1
1.02 4.1
1.02 104.0

1 .02 64.3

1.01 20.2
1.01 25.3
1.01 28.3
1.01 26.3
1.01 28.3
1.01 34.3
1.01 36.4
1 .01 34 .3
1 .02 35.7
1.02 36.7
1.02 35.7
1.02 50.0
1.0? 44.9
1.02 42.8
1.02 35.7
1.02 40.8
1.02 36.7
1.01 14.1
1 .OZ 30 .6
1.02 12-2
1.01 12.1

17 1.02

7 1.02

133 1.02

122 1.02

113 1.01

97 1.01

102 1.01

99 1.01

105 1.01

10ó 1.01

115 1.01

101 1.01

103 1.02
117 1.02
108 1.02

102 1.02
107 1.O2

110 1.02

110 1.02
155 1.02
117 1.O2

123 1.01

85 1.02
50 1 -02
29 1.01

17 .34 5.67
7.14 3.96

135.66 102.78

124.44 ó1.85

114.13 16.44

97.97 ??.34

103.02 25.29

99.99 23.31

10ó.05 25.17
107.06 31.43
116.15 33.17
102.01 31.63
105.0ó 32.93
119.34 33.42
110.1ó 32.72
104.04 47.82

109.14 42.31

112.20 40.07

112.20 32.64
158.10 3ó.11

119.34 33.42
124.23 41.25

86.70 28.36

51.00 10.69

29.29 11.43

11.67

3. 18

32.88
62.59

97.69
75.63

77.73

76.68
80.88
75.63

82.98
70.38
72.13

85.92
71.44
56.22
ó6.83
7?.13
79.56

121.99

85.92
82.98
58.34

40-31

17.86

5.16 9.78
5 .40 4. 00

?3.38 ó.89
14.07 13.11

3.74 20.47
5.08 15.84

5.75 16.28

5.30 16.06
5.73 16.94

7.15 15.84
7.55 17.38

7.20 14.74

7.49 15.11

7.60 18.00

7.44 16.22

10.88 11-78
9.63 14.00

9.11 15.11

7.43 16.67

8.21 25.56
7.60 18.00

9.38 17.38

6.45 12.22

9.73 33.78
1s.61 22.45

14.91 0.53
9.40 1.35

30.27 3.39
27.18 1.07
24.21 0.18
20.93 0.32
22.o4 0.35
21.37 0.33
2?.67 0.34
22.99 0.45
24.93 0.43
21.94 0.49
22.60 0.50
25.60 0.42
23.67 0.46
22.66 0.92
23.63 0.ó9

24.23 0.ó0
24.09 0.45
33.77 0.32
25.60 0.42
26.77 0.54
18.67 0.55
13.51 0.29
38.05 0.70
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APPENDIX VI CARBONATE ANALYSTS BY ATOI.IIC ABSORPTION

1 "/ta BY AA

2'A4g BY AA

3 tJt% DOLol'tITE=CO1.2.5852

4 ttt% CALCITE=(coL. Icol.2*1.6486), *2.4973

5 ToTAL tJt% c03 (coL+coL.4)

ó HT7ÐOL0r'r¡rE/Ht% CAITE (COL.3/COL .4)
7 C02 FRON,| CALCITE=C.4*2.238

8 coz FRoll D0LO,IITE=1.31',2.129

9 TOTAL CO2=COL.7+CO8

7,Ca 7&lg tlTZJo t,T%cAL C03T0T D0/CAL CozcAt

94sF-100 1 5.g4 1.76 13.35 7.5g 20.91 1.76 1ó.98

94sF-100 2 5.95 1.70 ',12.89 7.86 20.75 1.64 17.59

94SF-íO0 3 6.19 2.48 18.81 5.25 24.06 3.58 11.75

94sF-100 4 5.& 1.82 13.81 ó.59 20.40 2.09 14.75

94sF-100 5 7.08 1.85 14.05 10.06 24.10 1.39 22.52

94sF-100 6 7.03 2.47 18.74 7.39 26.12 2.54 16.53

94sF-100 7 6.44 1.53 11.61 9.78 21.39 1.19 21.90

94sF-100 I 6.77 1.90 14.41 9.08 23.50 1.59 20.33

94SF-1oO 9 5.34 1.90 14.41 5.51 19.93 2.61 12.34

94sF-1oO 10 6.72 1.88 14.26 9.04 23.30 1.58 20.21

94SF-100 11 5.78 1.84 13.96 ó.8ó 20.82 ?..03 15.35

94sF-100 12 7.07 1.92 14.56 9.75 24.31 1.49 21.82

94sF-100 13 6.24 2.06 15.63 7.10 22.73 2.20 15.89

94SF-100 14 6.22 1.88 14.26 7.79 22.05 1.83 17.44

94sF-1oO 15 4.65 1.55 11.ó1 5.31 16.92 2.18 11.89

94sF- 100 16 5.28 1 .89 14.34 5.40 19.74 2.65 12.10

94SF-100 17 6.15 1.67 12.67 8.48 21.15 1.49 18.98

94SF-100 18 5.21 2.10 15.95 4.37 20.29 3.65 9.n
94sF-100 19 5.55 ?.03 15.40 5.50 20.90 2.80 12.31

94SF-100 20 6.82 1.98 15.02 8.88 23.90 1.69 19.87

94sF-100 21 3.56 1 .38 10-17 3.21 13.68 3.26 7.18

94sF-100 22 4.69 1.38 10.47 ó.03 1ó.50 1.74 13.50

94sF-1oO 23 5.12 1.59 12.06 6.24 18.30 1.93 13.97

94sr-100 24 3.13 1.22 9.25 2.79 12.05 3.31 6.25

94sF-100 29 5.55 1.65 12.52 7.07 19.58 1.77 15.82

94SF-100 30 6.73 2.20 16.69 7.75 24.44 2.15 17-31

94sF-100 31 6.06 1.60 12.14 8.55 20.ó8 1.42 19.13

94sf-100 32 7.03 1.78 13.50 10.23 23-73 1.32. 22-89

94SF-100 33 6.56 1.69 12.82 9.42 22.24 1.36 21.09

94sF-1oO 34A 6.46 1.ó8 12.74 9.22 21.96 1.38 20.63

94sF-1oO 348 6.44 2.37 17.98 6.33 24.30 2.84 14-16

94sF-1oO 35 6.64 2.01 15.25 8.31 23.55 1.84 18.59

94sF-1oO 3óA 6.23 1.65 12.52 8.77 21.28 1.43 19-62

94SF-100 3óB 5.92 1.81 13.73 7.33 21.06 1-87 16-41

94SF-100 37 ó.03 1.70 12.89 8.0ó 20.95 1.60 18.04

94sr-1oo 38 5.59 1.80 13.65 ó.55 20.20 2.08 14-66

94sF-1oO 39 4.97 2.03 15.40 4.05 19.45 3.80 9-07

94sr-1oo 40 7.37 1.ó5 12.52 11.61 24.13 1.08 25.99

94sF-1oO 41 8.32 1.51 11.45 14.56 ?6.01 0-79 32-59

2to

cozDoL cozToT

32.43 19.41

31.32 48.91

45.69 57.44
33.53 44.28

34.09 56.61

45.51 62.04

28.19 50.08
35.01 55.34
35.01 47.34

34.64 54.87

35.90 49.25

35.37 57.20
37.95 53.85

34.64 52.08
28.19 40.08
34.A2 tó.92
30.77 49.75

38.ó9 48.46

37.40 49-7?

36.48 56.35

25.13 32.61

25.43 38.9?

29.29 43.26

22.48 28.73

30.40 16.22

40.53 57.88
29.48 48.61

32.80 55.69

31.14 52.23
30.95 51.58
43.67 57.82
37.03 55.6?
30.40 50.02
33.35 49.76

31.32 49.36

33.16 47.82

37.40 46.47

30.40 56.39
27.82 60.11



94SF-100 42

94SF-100 43

94sF-100 44

94sF-100 45

g/+SF-100 4ó

94sF-100 /+7

94sF-100 48

94SF-100 49

94sF-100 50

94sF-100 51

94SF-100 52

94SF-100 53

94sF-100 54

94sF-100 5ó

94sF-100 57

94sF-100 58

94sF-100 59

94sF-100 60

94sF-100 ó1

94SF-100 ó2

94SF-100 ó3

94sF-100 ó4

94sF-100 65

94sF-100 óó

94SF-100 ó8

94sF-100 69

94sF-100 70

94sF-100 71

94sF-100 72

94SF-100 73

94sF-100 74

94SF-100 75

94SF-100 76

94SF-100 77

94sF-100 78

94SF-100 79

94sF-100 80

BRANDON AREA

sF¡930001

sF r 930002

SF I 93000/+

sF¡93000ó

sF r 930008

sF r 93001 0

sFt93002ó

sF r 930030

sFr930032

sF r 930039

sF r 930040

sF r 930041

5.87 1.64
5.35 2.16
8.78 1.67
6.90 1.82

6.95 1.88
9.01 2.27
ó.30 2.14
4.68 1.56
6.27 1.73
5.03 1.76

4.85 1.86
5.20 1.63
4.79 1.79
5.97 1.92
6.11 1.85

5.ó8 1.93
6.27 1.96
5.51 I .38
6.95 2.00
7.48 2.13
5.55 1.89
4.49 1.ó3

5.01 1 .70

6.11 1.89

s.55 ?.07
5 .21 1 .59

4.55 1.69
5.8ó 1.61

1-35 0.76
5.29 1.89
6.98 1.96
8 .3s 1 .77
6.06 1.64

5.11 1.74
5.70 1.69
5.63 1.91

5.49 1.71

12.44 7.91 20.35

1ó.38 4.47 20.85

12.67 .15.05 27.72

13.81 9.74 ?3.54

11.26 9.62 23.88
17.22 13.15 30.37
16.23 6.92 23.15

11.83 5.26 17.10

13.12 8.54 21.66

13-35 5.32 18.67

14.11 4.45 18.5ó

12.36 6.28 18.64

13.58 4 .59 18.17

14.56 7.00 21.57

14.03 8.39 22.42

14.64 6.24 20.88
14-87 7.59 22.46
10.47 8.15 18.62

15.17 9.12 24.29

16.16 9.91 26.07
14.34 ó.08 20.41

12.36 4.50 16.87

12-89 5.51 18.41

14.34 8.23 22.56

15.70 5.34 21.04

12.06 6.46 18.53

12.82 4.40 17.22

12.?1 8.01 20.22

5.76 0.24 ó.01

14.34 5.43 19.77

14.87 9.36 24.23

13.43 13.57 26.99

12.44 8.38 20.82

13.?O 5.ó0 18.80

12.8? 7.28 20.10

14.49 6.20 20.68

12.97 6.67 19.64

1 .57 17.70

3.67 10.00

0.84 33.68
1.42 21 .79

1.48 21.52

1.31 29.44

2.34 15.49

2.25 11.78

1-54 19.10

2.51 11.90

3.17 9.97
1.97 14.04

2.96 10.28

2.08 15.68

1.67 18.78

2.35 13.96

1.96 1ó.98

1.28 18.25

1.66 20.42

1.63 22.18

2.36 13.60

2.75 10.08

2.34 12.34

1.74 18.41

2.94 11 .95

1.87 11.47

2.91 9.8ó
1.53 17.92

?3.78 0.54
2.64 12.15

1.59 20.95

0.99 30.36
1.48 18.76

2.36 12.53

1.76 16.29

2.34 13.87

1 .94 14.93

30.22 47.91

39.80 49.80
30.71 64.45

33.53 55.33

34.64 56.16
41.82 71.26
39.43 54.9?

28.74 40.52

31.87 50.98

32.4s 44.s2

34.27 44.24

30.03 44.08

32.98 43.26

35.37 51 .05

34.09 52.86
35.56 49.52

3ó.11 53.10
25.43 13.67

5ó.85 57.26

39.24 61.42

31.82 18.43

30.03 40.11

31.32 43.66

34.82 53.23

38.14 50.08

29.29 43.76

31.14 41.00
29.66 47.58
14.00 14.55

34.8¿ 46.97
36.11 57.06
32.61 62.97

30.2? 48.97

32.0ó 44.59

31.11 47.42
35.19 49.06

31.51 46.43

8.0
6.4

5.89
8.42
9.66
7.21

6.48
6.2
8-ó
ó.8
8.0
8.6

2.65 20.10
1.8ó 14.11

1 .95 14.79

2.94 ?.2.30

3.34 25.33

2.16 1ó.38

1.92 14.56

1 .94 14.72

3.37 25-56

2.67 20.25

3.49 26.47
3.26 24.73

2.17 0.00
't .6 0.00

2.21 0.00
2.50 0.00

2.44 0.00
1 .78 0. 00

1.76 0.00
1.91 0.00
3.27 0.00

3.31 0.00

4.66 0.00

3.02 0.00

9.24 20.69

8.33 18.ó3

6.68 14.95

a.9? 19.97

10.37 23.21

9.19 20.56
8.28 18.53

7.70 17.22

7.83 17.52

ó.11 15.ó8

5.ó8 1¿.72

8.18 18.31

48.82 69.51

34.27 52.90
35.93 50.88
54.17 74.14

61.54 84.75

39.80 60.36

35.3 53.90

35.74 52.97
62.09 79.61

49.19 ó2.88

64.30 77.02
ó0.0ó 78.37
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sF r 930044

sF r930052

sF ¡ 930053

sFr 930057

sFr930074

sF r 930074

sF r930080

sF r 930085

sF r 930095

sFt93009ó

sF r 93009ó

sFr9301 1 0

sFr93013ó

sF ¡ 9301 44

sF t9301 98

sFr930199

sF r930205

sF r 93025 I
sFr930304

sF r 93031 3

sF r950323

sF ¡ 930339

sFt930352

sFr930354

sFr93037ó

sF¡930388

sFr930407

sF¡930408A

sF¡9304088

St ¡ 930/+08C

sFI930408D

sF I 9304088

sF r 930408F

sF r930408c

sF I 930409A

s F ¡ 9304098

sF r 930409c

sr r9304090

sF r93041 0E

sFr930413A

sF¡9304138

sF r930413c

sF r 93041 3D

sF r 930425

sF I 930429

sF r 930499

VIRDEN AREA

sF1920001

s F 1 920002

7.2 3.02
6.2 2.55
a.2 3.42
5.6 2.23
ó.5 2.06
6.3 1.91

9.1 3.08
5.2 1 .84

8.5 3.80
6.9 2.66
6.7 2.47

11 .7 4.99
8.1 3.49
5.9 2.45
6.3 2.79
5.8 3.06
7.2 2.51

ó.99 2.89
7.66 2.78
7.11 2.35
5.ó3 'l .96
6.22 2.18
7.65 3.98
7.26 2.34
5.91 2.23
8.0ó 2.92
6.45 1.84
ó.13 1.57
5.93 1.67
5.41 1 .70

5.73 1.72

5.14 1.95

3.22 1.25

6.57 1.76
4.90 1.33

5.?7 1.ó0
5.33 1.51

5.42 1.59
5.85 1.89
7.44 2.81

12.37 5.44
4.93 1.56
5.59 2.08
5.87 1.79
8.12 1.36
6.99 3.29

22.91 4.07
19.34 s.81
25.94 3.99
16.91 3.52
15.63 2.01

14.49 1.81

23.36 2.33
13.96 2.57
28.82 4.99
20.18 3.13
18.74 2.85
37.85 4.33

26.47 4.42

18.58 3.85
21.16 4.73

23.21 11.26

19.04 2.43
21 .92 3.94
21.09 2.71
17.83 2.21

14.87 2.18
16.54 2.52
30.19 11.11

17.75 2.09
16.91 3.03
22.15 2.73
13.96 1.64

11.91 1.35

12.67 1.ó0

12.89 1.98

13.05 1.80

14.79 3.08
9.48 3.28
13.35 1.46

10.09 'l .49

12.14 1.85

11.45 1.61

12.06 1.73

14.34 2.10

21.31 3.04
41.26 4.86
lt .83 2.01

15.78 2.92
13.58 1.8ó

10.32 0.67

24.96 ó.38

0.00 5.62 12.58

0.00 5.03 11.27

0.00 ó.50 14.54

0.00 4.80 10.75

0.00 7.78 17.40

0.00 8.02 17.95

0.00 10.04 22.48

0.00 5.41 12.16

0.00 5.78 12.94

0.00 6-45 14.45

0.00 6.56 14.69

0.00 8.75 19.58

0.00 5.98 13.39

0.00 4.82 10.79

0.00 4.47 10.01

0.00 2.06 4.61

0.00 7.85 17.s6

0.00 5.56 12.44

0.00 7.68 17.20

0.00 8.08 18.08

0.00 5.99 13.41

0.00 6.56 14.68

0.0 2.7 ó.08

0.00 8.50 19.02

0.00 5.58 12.18

0.00 8.11 18.14

0.00 8.53 19.10

0.00 8.84 19.79

0 .00 7 .93 17 .76

0 .00 6.51 14 .57

0.00 7.23 1ó.18

0.00 4.81 10.76

0.00 2.89 ó.48

0.00 9.16 20.50

0.00 6.76 15 . 13

0.00 6.57 14.71

0.00 7.09 15.88

0.00 6.99 15.64

0.00 6.83 15.28

0.00 7.01 15.69

0.00 8.49 19.01

0.00 5.89 13.18

0.00 5.40 12.08

0.00 7.29 16.31

0 .00 15 .43 34 .53

0.00 3.91 8.75

55.64 68.22

46.98 58.25
ó3.01 77.55

41.09 51.84
37.95 55.36
35.19 53.14
56.75 79.23
33.90 16.07

70.01 82.95

49.01 63.45

45.51 60.20

91.94 111.52

64.30 7]7.69

45.14 55.93
51.40 61.41

5ó.38 60.99

46.25 63.E1

53.25 65.69

51.22 68.42

43.30 ó1.38
36.11 49.52

40.17 54.84
73.33 79.41

43.11 62.13

41.09 53.57
53 .80 71 .94

33.90 53.00
28.93 18.72

30.77 4E.5?

31.32 45.89

31.69 47.87

35.93 46.69

23.03 29.51

32.13 52.93
24.50 39.64
29.48 44.19

27.82 43.70

29.29 44.94

34.82 50.10
51.77 67.46

100.23 119.24

28-74 41.92

38.3? 50.40

32.98 49.29
25.06 59.59
60.62 69.37

'/J[g tlT7"Do Do/CAL

4.9 1.15 11.00 1.71

5.7 2.12 1ó.08 2.83

HT Co2CAL C02D0L C02T0T

0.00 6.41 '.14.42 26.72 41.',13

o. o0 5 . ó8 12.71 39.06 51 .77
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sF1920004

sF1 920005

sF192000ó

sFr920008

sF192001 1

sF¡920033

sFr920034

sF¡920040

sF r920043

sFr920045

sFr920047

sFt920048

sFr9200ó2

sFr9200ó3

sFr9200ó4

sFt9200ó9

sFr9200z
sF r920077- 1

stt920077-2
sFr9200z-3
stt920077-4
sF r 92008ó

sF r 920088

sF r 920091

sFr920094

sFr920104

sFr920105

sFr920108

sF r9201 1 5

sF r 9201 1ó

sF¡920121

sF¡920122

sF¡920150

sF r 920209

sFt920267

sF r 920270

sFt920271

sF ¡ 920389A

sF¡9203898

sFr920389c

sF¡920389D

sFr920389E

sFr920389F

sFr920389c

sF I 920389H

sFr920389r

sF ¡ 920389J

sF I 920389K

sF r 920389M

sF r 920389N

sF r920421

sF ¡ 920432

5.1 1.69
5.0 1.71

ó.8 2.02
6.9 1.47

7-48 1.46
6.48 2.82
7.14 2.18
8.88 1.64
9.61 1.90
8,82 1.79
7.10 1.83

6.94 1.52
7.37 1.79
5.78 1.63

5.99 1.65

5.62 1.52

3.89 1.31

4.98 1.76
5.9 1.53
3.8 1.17
4.0 1-41

0.93 o.?7
0.17 0.37
7.91 1.28
0.34 0.23

9.63 2.17
0.35 0.21

4.49 1.26
4.97 1.20
3.53 0.85
3.46 0.89
2.08 0.91

0.47 0.27

5.40 1.09
8.01 1.63
5.55 2.47
4.95 1.67

ó-30 1.94

7.02 1.70
5.99 1.84

6.20 ?.0
6.16 1.84
5.73 1.70
6.55 2.07

5.47 1.ó0

5.56 1 .81

6.47 1.85

6.59 1.75

7.33 2.75
6.52 1.78
6.5 2.30
6.4 2.13

12.82 2.15

12.97 2.29
15.32 1.74

11.15 0.98
11.07 0.87
21.39 4.ó8
16.54 1.87
12.44 0.81

14.41 0.89
13.58 0.93
13.88 1.36

1 1.53 I .04

13.58 1.Zs

12.36 1.ó0

12.52 1.53

1 1.53 1.48

9.94 2.3
13.35 2.57
11.61 1.3ó

11 - 15 3.20
10.70 2.56
2.05 1.7
2.81 -2.55

9.71 0.67
1.74 -17.83

16.46 f.09
1.59 1.ó8
9.56 1 .59

9- 10 1 .22

6.45 1.21

6.75 1.36
6.90 4.77

2.05 32.96
8.2 0.92

12.36 0.93
18.74 5.08
12.67 2.31

14.72 1.90

12.89 1.22

13.96 1.89
15.63 2.23
13.96 1.79

12.89 1.76

15.70 2.00

12.14 1.7?

13.73 2.13
14.03 '.|.64

13.27 1.43

20.8ó 2.99
13.50 1.51

17.45 2.56
16.16 ?.19

0.00 5.95
0.00 5.67
0.00 8.79
0.00 11.35

0.00 12.6
0.00 4.57
0.00 8.86
0.00 15.42

0.00 1ó.18

0.00 14.66

0.00 10.20

0.00 11.07
0.00 11.04

0.00 7.72
0.00 8.17
0.00 7 .78

0.00 4.32
0.00 5.,19

0.00 8.53
0.00 3.19
0.00 4 . 18

0.00 1.21

0.00 -1.10
0.00 14.48

0.00 -0.10
0.00 15.12

0.00 0.01

0.00 ó.03
0.00 7.47
0.00 5.32
0.00 4.98
0.00 1.45

0.00 0.0ó

0.00 9.00
0.00 13.29

0.00 3.69
0.00 5.49
0 .00 7 .75

0.00 10.53

0.00 7.38
0.00 7.00
0.00 7 .81

0.00 7.31

0. 00 7 .84

0.00 7.07
0.00 6.43
0.00 8.54
0.00 9.25
0.00 6.98
0.00 8.95
0.00 ó.81

0.00 7 .39

2t3

13.32 31.14 44.46

12.69 31.51 44.20

19.67 37.22 5ó.89
25.41 27.08 52.49

28.35 26.90 55.25

10.23 51.96 62.19

19.82 40.17 59.98
34.52 30.22 64.74

36.20 35.01 71 .21

32.E0 32.98 65.78

22.82 33.72 56.54
24.78 28.01 52.79
24.70 32.98 57.68
17.29 30.03 47.32
18.27 30.40 48.68

17.40 28.01 45.41

9.67 24.14 33.81

11.62 32.43 44.04

19.10 28.19 47.29

7.8 27.08 34,8
9.31 25.98 35.3
2.71 4.97 7.68
-2.46 6.82 4.36
32.41 23.58 5ó.00
-0.22 4.24 4.02
33.83 39.98 73.81

0.02 3.87 3.89
13.48 23.21 36.70
16.72 22.11 38.83
1 1.90 15.66 27.56

11.14 16.40 27.54
3.24 16.77 20.01

0.14 4.97 5.11

20.14 20.08 40.22

29.75 30.03 59.72
8.26 45.51 53.77

12.28 30.77 43.05

17 .34 35 .74 53.08

23.57 31.32 54.89
16.52 33.90 50.43

15.67 37.95 53.63

17.47 33.90 51.38
16.36 31.32 47.68

17.53 38.14 55.67

15.83 29.48. 45.31

14.40 33.35 47.75

19.11 34.09 53.20

20.71 32.24 52.95

15.63 50.67 66.30

20.04 32.80 52.83

15.25 42.38 57.62
16-53 39.21 55.78
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T11R201,¡E7 37.38 10.14 15.07

925f i143 27.93 7.39 12.81

94382.76 12.18 2.84 4.4s
94362.75 31.26 ó.48 15.43

94354.80 18.80 11.40 9.64

94349.79 13.04 2.98 8.ó3

94347.78 18.39 7.22 13.46

94345.77 1ó.98 4.36 10.83

94296.74 24.51 6.23 12.67

94291.73 43.45 7.58 14.36

94283.72 18.11 4.62 7.03

94276.70 19.35 4.56 11.79

94274.69 40.8ó 7.06 17.01

94265.68 31.61 9.09 14.48

94263.66 18.43 4.43 8.09
94254.65 27.91 6.21 10.10

94251.64 34.60 9.12 15.43

94247.63 36.45 8.21 18.17
94246.6? 31.32 6.42 13.33

94237.60 20.23 10.68 11.12

94231.58 34.71 8.75 19.04

94221.57 23.28 33.02 15.13

94201.43 40.54 8.51 17.04

94188.52 23.52 8.51 7.55

94183.51 30.27 8.21 21.42

91180.49 20.01 8.74 37.00

94171.45 17.37 5.92 11.63

94169.44 18.52 6.78 38.04

94165.41 33.20 6.13 24.01

94164.40 27.36 8.88 1?.44

94161.38 18.27 7.03 6.87
94159.37 31.11 6.56 22.81

94153.35 37.15 0.00 16.?8

94148.34 27.12 ó.10 10.?4

94144.33 32.46 6.45 17.81

94134.32 27.61 12.01 11.10

94125.31 41.76 22.40 16.62

94121-30 19.80 10.00 15.82

94120.29 37.46 7.19 17.37

94115.?8 18.08 5.10 13.35

94111.27 14.46 1.67 6.17
9410?.27 24.96 5 . 18 37 .56

94099.26 ?5.63 6.5s 20.81

91094.25 27.04 0.00 13.29

94092.24 14.49 17.72 18.75

9.87 24.67
5.09 12.80

2.92 24.31

6.13 24.68
4.45 9.83
3.48 8.42
7.1? 8.92
6.46 7.34
5.25 13.72

12.16 20.44
0.00 3.81
4.52 16.63

8.14 23.17
29.60 15.22

4.67 11.99

4.86 8.79
8.64 28.44
9.37 23.69

r0-86 13.49

13.56 14.41

9.63 2s.94
6.28 9- 11

8.28 23.03

5.ó8 17.68

10.22 ?6.17

5.63 12.46

6.61 22.92

20.28 14.16

15.52 21.14

18.04 19.01

5.08 15.25

ó.88 18.19

12.95 29.31

7.34 12.57

10.92 16.77

10.92 35.90
5.66 13.56

5.45 11.79

6.64 9.39

7.12 1ó.8ó

4.92 8.11

5.84 11.83

13.46 19.94

ó.0ó 13.38

1.79 2.03

GYPSUI.I HYDRO-

% l4ag. %

0.00 0.00 ?.87
30.40 0.00 3.58
0.00 5f.63 1.ó9
0.00 13.44 2.58

0,00 44.51 1.38
0.00 63.15 0.00

28.52 14.69 1.67

51.88 0.00 2.15
29.06 8.56 0.00
0.00 0.00 2.01

64.50 0.00 1.94
40.70 0.00 2.45

0.00 0.00 3.45

0.00 0.00 0.00
35.43 14.88 2.07

32.48 8.24 1.40
0.00 0.00 3.76
0.00 0.00 4.09
0.00 21 .28 3.29
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 3.94

0.00 13.17 0.00
0.00 0.00 2.56

37.06 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 3.71

0.00 13.66 2.50

32.97 0.00 2.58

0.00 0.00 2.?1

0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 14.27 0.00
0.00 45.48 2.01

0.00 11.37 3.09
0.00 0.00 4.30

34.88 0.00 1.76

0.00 12.70 2.89
0.00 0.00 2.45

0.00 0.00 0.00

37.14 0.00 0.00

0.00 19.26 2.69

0.00 37.89 1.61

0.00 60.0ó 1.ó1

0.00 14.64 0.00

0.00 13.61 0.00

0.00 10.23 0.00

45.22 0.00 0.00

214
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34.55 0.40

17.89 0.40
27.23 0.12
30.81 0.25
14.27 0.45
11.90 0.41

1ó.05 0.80

13.80 0.88
18.97 0.38
32.60 0.59
3.81 0.00

21.16 0.27
31.61 0.36
44.82 1.95

16.66 0.39
13.66 0.55
37.08 0.30
33.06 0.40
24.36 0.80
57.97 3.02
33.56 0.40
15.39 0.ó9
31.31 0.36
23.36 0.32

36.38 0.39

18.09 0.45

29.52 0.29

34.44 1.43

36.67 0.73
37.05 0.95
20.34 0.33
25.06 0.38
42.27 0.44
19 .91 0 .58
27.70 0.ó5
46.82 0.30

19.22 0.42
17.24 0.16
16.03 0.71

23.98 0.42
13.03 0.61

17.67 0.49

33.40 0.67
19.14 0.45

3.82 0.89



94090.23 22.35

94085.22 17.92

93499.83 11.04

93479.82 15.24

93425.81 24.86
93413.78 29.51

93413.78 29.71

93413.77 18.1ó

93413.76 9.19

93413.75 14.27

93410.74 23.42

93409.72 30.19

93409.71 15.35

93409.70 12.47

93408.80 12.03

93408.69 15.95

93408.68 13.28

93408.67 10.88

93408.66 12.s8

93108.65 16.52

93408.64 13.79

93407.63 19.97

93376.61 18.94

93352.59 6.01

93339.58 38.ó3

93205.52 11.07

93198.48 14.31

93144.46 12.16

93136.44 10.55

93096.41 37.93

93096.39 11.79

93085.35 12.91

93080.33 12.98

93074.32 14.74

93074.32 13.99

93057.31 30.69

93053.29 27.99

93052.27 11.92

93044.25 12.32

93041.23 12.12

93040.21 7.56

93039.19 10.89

93032.17 8.59

93030.15 15.38

93026.13 13.66

92108.26 11.64

93011.00 9.38

4.21 1?.83

5.36 8.71

3.66 4.71
0.00 5.88
7.38 13.07

6.42 10.58
6.47 10.óó

3.86 6.25
2.91 4.48
3.87 6.26

10.05 16.72

3.38 9.99
0.00 6.32
0.00 8.41
6.65 5.90
4.04 9.16
3.62 6.49
3.45 7.21

3.62 8.52
3.51 10.09

0.00 6.48

7.44 15.0ó

4.83 7.86
0.00 5.19
6.88 12.56

3.18 5.27
5.56 8.48
3.57 8.49
3.69 A.87

3.04 13.35

2.84 16.4?

3.62 5.43

3.30 4.69
3.56 6.00
4.09 5.ó8

6.68 15.31

7.80 10.23

3.33 4.93

0.00 4.80

4.11 6.69

2.31 3.07
3.04 4.02
0.00 4.92
3.71 7.99

3.17 5.45
3.39 11.99

0.00 7.33

5.3ó 10.49 33.s1

5.44 8.06 54.51

4.75 22.09 50.27

14.23 13.11 51.55

17.53 31.78 0.00

10.30 37.20 0.00

10.38 37.47 0.00

4.05 14.00 5?.03
ó.38 39.20 19.64

6.47 23.0ó 43.59

12.85 32.85 0.00

5.70 12.31 36.62

6.9s 17.73 50.22

5.17 18.14 53.07
7.46 20.07 42.30

3.ZO 12.01 38.25

4.25 17.77 45.70

6.40 11.90 58.3ó

ó.89 14.55 51 .79

6.79 15.47 17.62

7.12 21.24 48.ó0

9.34 20.66 0.00

6.36 1ó.68 43.70

2.35 28.75 41.56

7.46 23.62 0.00

5.39 22.88 49.54

6.55 27-15 23.22
8.ó3 17.26 47.83
6.43 27.38 40.68

1?.24 30.ó1 o.go

5.53 17.58 43.76

7.67 21.26 46.37

8.73 26.35 41.08

7.89 18.00 46.73

7.70 20.54 45.86

11.04 36.28 0.00

10.8ó 39.21 0.00

9.96 16.21 42.68

8.27 26.06 39.89

8.57 28.62 37.37

5.26 2¿9.65 3?.43

4.?2 25.82 33.62

8.25 37.33 38.07

9.33 16.22 40.30

8.82 19.90 46.79

3.06 7.43 30.45

4.91 20.75 32.32

11.25 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 3.46
0.00 0.00
0.00 5.37
0.00 5.99
0.00 5.31

0.00 1.66
14.37 3.54
0.00 2.47
0.00 4.11

0.00 1.81

0.00 3.44
0.00 2.74
5.59 0.00

15.27 2.12
6.66 2.24
0.00 1.80

0.00 2.04
0.00 0.00
0.00 2.77

24.66 2.87
0.00 1.62

13.08 3.05
10.85 0.00
0.00 2.67

.11.28 3.44
0.00 2.06
0.00 2.40
0.00 2.83
0.00 2.08
0.00 2.75

0.00 2.88
0.00 3.08
0.00 2.11

0.00 0.00

0.00 3.91

8.70 2.28

6.02 2.63

0.00 2.53

17.03 2.67

15.97 2.41

0.00 2.84
7.07 0.00

0.00 2.21

24.66 1.38
23.51 1.79

15.85 0.51

13.51 0.67
26.84 0.21

27.34 I .09
49.32 0.55
47.50 0.28
47.U 0.28

18.05 0.29
45.58 0.16
?9.53 0.28
45.70 0.39
18.01 0.46

24.66 0.39
23.31 0.29
27.53 0.37
15.21 0.27
22.03 0.24

18.30 0.54

21.44 0.47
22.26 0.14

28.36 0.34

30.00 0.45

23.05 0.38
31.10 0.08
31.08 0.32
28.27 0.24
33.71 0.24

25.89 0.50
33.80 6.23
42.85 0.40

23.11 0.31

28.93 0.36

35.08 0.33

25.89 0.44

28.24 0.37
47.32 0.30

50.07 0.28
26.17 0.ó1

34.34 0.32

37.19 0.30

34.91 0.18

30.04 0.1ó
45.58 0.22
25.55 0.58

28.72 0.44

10.49 0.41

25.66 0.24
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